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ABSTRACT 
In engineering and other fields, it is common to use a computer simulation to model 
a real world process. The inputs to a function / represent factors that influence the 
outcome. The output represents a quantity of interest. Often there will be a specified 
level Z/, and the objective is to find the inputs for which output is above L. L may be a 
tolerance level, and the inputs for which response is larger than L form a tolerance region. 
We might estimate the tolerance region by evaluating / on a grid, but even a coarse grid 
may have thousands of points in four or five dimensions. If the function / is costly to 
evaluate, we need to be able to estimate the tolerance region with as few evaluations as 
possible. We approach this problem with a sequential search. Use data at any stage to 
fit a spatial process that approximates the function. Fit a Gaussian spatial process, as 
described in Currin, Mitchell, Morris, and Ylvisaker[1991]. The spatial process gives an 
estimate of the L-contour. We can also use the process to estimate how much information 
would be gained if / is evaluated at point p. Choose points where it is estimated that / 
takes value Z, but where uncertainty is high. Evaluate / at the chosen points. This will 
augment the set of data points and the vector of data values. Repeat the procedure with 
this augmented data. Calculate convergence criteria after each iteration, and stop when 
criteria reach predetermined goals. The search process is applied to several functions 
defined in low dimensional space. Finally, it is applied to an actual simulation function. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction: Definition of problem 
1.1 Computer experiments 
Computer simulations are often used to study phenomena of the real world. A 
computer program is written to simulate some process of interest. It may be difficult or 
impossible to carry out experiments on the physical process, but relatively convenient 
to run the simulation. 
General description and notation. There exist quantities y, x i , . . . , x n  in the 
real world, y is assumed to be a function of xi,..., xn: y = g(x i,...,în). g may 
not be known exactly, y, xl5... ,xn may be very difficult to observe. Theorists develop 
a formula that is thought to describe g. The formula is implemented as a program 
tha t  can  be  run  on  a  computer .  In  the  s imula t ion ,  the re  a re  quant i t i es  y ,x i , . . . ,  x n .  y  
is a function of %%,..., xn: y = f(xi,..., xn). y,xi,..., xn are intended to represent 
y,xi,..., xn. The function f(xi,..., xn) is defined by the computer program. We will 
fu r ther  requ i re  x i ,  . . . , $„  to  be  conf ined  to  a  subse t  U of  R" .  U i s  the  search  reg ion ,  f  
must  be  def ined  on  a l l  o f  U.  
Some things need to be made clear. The function of interest is /, not g .  y , x i , . . . ,  x n  
are quantities in computer memory. They are not measurements, and there is no mea­
surement error. / is not random, /(x) is determined by x. There is no true experimental 
error. 
However, although /(x) is determined everywhere in its domain, its numerical value 
is known only for those vectors x at which the simulation has been run. At other values 
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of x, /(x) is unknown, and must be estimated. Consider the application of statistical 
methods to the problem of estimating /(x). {/(x) : x G U} is treated as a random 
process. "Randomness" here represents uncertainty about the computer model, not 
"noise" in physical variables. Such an application is called a computer experiment. In a 
computer experiment, /(x) is calculated at vectors x^\ ..., x.(m\ {/(x^}^ is treated 
as data. A statistical model can be fit to this data. In some computer experiments, the 
fitted model is used to estimate /(x) elsewhere in U. For an introduction to the idea of 
computer experiments, see Diaconis (1988). 
1.2 Contour and region for a level 
General Problem. A level L is given. If an engineering problem is to be modeled, 
L may be a value of interest on the scale of a quality characteristic to be modeled. If / 
represents a likelihood function for a set of data, L may be some minimal likelihood level 
tha t  i s  assoc ia ted  wi th  a  dec i s ion  o r  t es t ing  ru le .  Def ine  RL :=  {x  G U :  / (x )  >  L}  
and CL '•= {x G U : /(x) = L}. Actually, it is intended that RL be a bounded set (not 
going to infinity in most directions), defined by CL', SO, if / has a concave surface, the 
region sought for might be {x G U : /(x) < L}. We will call RL the L-region for f and 
CL the L-contour for f. Here are two versions of the problem: 
(a )  Find CL 
( l . i )  
(i>) Find RL. 
As stated, (a) and (b )  are equivalent. In practice, neither CL nor RL will be found exactly 
and completely, instead, they will be estimated, or a finite subset of either set may be 
found. In short, approximate solutions will be sought; and finding an approximate 
solution for (a) may be very different from doing the same for (b). To find all of RL, 
3 
we must know what points are in RL and what points are not. This is equivalent to 
knowing CL- We may be able, however, to find much of RL with no exact knowledge of 
CL- For an example, see Figure 1.1: 
3 
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Figure 1.1 Example of difficult contour 
CL is star-shaped. The center of RL is the origin. Points in CL can be at most R 
and at least r units from the origin. CL has odd extensions and many sharp curves. It 
will take very many evaluations of / to gain an accurate image of CL- However, most 
of RL is covered by a central disk (see Figure 1.2). 
Given fairly mild assumptions on /, we do not need to collect much data to be fairly 
sure that RL contains the disk of radius r with center at the origin. Finding the large 
central disk is much more feasible than finding all RL- The difference between RL and 
the central disk is in the fringe of "tentacles". The area of this fringe, and the "error" 
of approximating RL by this disk, is small. Difficult contours are discussed in section 
2.2.3, and various search objectives in 2.3. 
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Figure 1.2 Ovoid within region 
The contour problem 1.1 differs from most standard modeling problems. In opti­
mization, the objective is to find the single point (or small set of points) where / takes 
its maximum or minimum in U. In 1.1(a), the goal is to find CL- CL will usually have 
uncountably many points. On the other hand, we do not need to know /(x) for all 
x G U. For 1.1(a), we only need to know if /(x) is equal to or close to L\ for 1.1(b), if 
/(x) is larger than L. That is, we look for a strip in the surface, not the whole surface 
(see Figure 1.3). 
1.3 Examples from real applications (likelihood, simulation 
response) 
Two general classes of applications can be given: Simulations (particularly in en­
gineering), and likelihood functions in statistics. Engineers often develop simulation 
98EIP" 
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programs to model physical situations. Here x \ , . . . , x n  would be physical inputs or 
settings, and y some sort of response. The level L may be a specified tolerance. The 
designers must have y be at least L(or no more than L), and need to estimate what 
settings will make y > L. When the simulation is used as a stand-in for the physical 
problem, the goal is to find x such that /(x) > L. The designers do not need and 
perhaps do not want to find x such that y takes an extreme value. They may also need 
some freedom to vary x. There will often be factors to consider that do not enter into 
the formulation of /. Cost, for example, is often a major "outside" factor. 
A second general application of the contour problem is to likelihood functions. A 
statistician may use a data set z to fit a parametric model. The likelihood / is a function 
of both z and unknown parameters 0. Here the role of input vector x is taken by 0. Since 
z is known, the function of interest is conditional likelihood: x = 9 and /(x) = g(0|z). 
Note on Notation. For the sake of legibility, we will avoid subscripts of subscripts. 
For example, we will use 
maxxes(i) <?(x) instead of max^s, g(x) if Si is a set of points 
qj(0) instead of q,0 if j 0  is an integer 
etc. 
Also, ":=" will mean "defined to be". For example, T := P(Y p  > L\data ) means that T 
is defined to be P(Yp > L\data). Then RL may be interpreted as a confidence region, 
and CL as its boundary. 
6 
Contour for level=9 
-5 -5 
entire surface y=f(x) 
(B) -5 -5 
Figure 1.3 Level set and surface generated by Gaussian process 
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CHAPTER 2. Methods, difficulties, and objectives 
2.1 Methods 
In this section, we will assume that the search is restricted to a region [/; the objective 
is to find points in CL H U. For convenience, we will assume that the region sought for 
i s  where  /  takes  va lues  l ess  than  L:  R l  = {p  G U : / (p)  < L} .  
2.1.1 General search algorithm 
(i) Start with an initial set of points, PSo C U.  Evaluate / at all points in PS 0 .  
(ii) After £ iterations, we have a set PSi of points at which / has been evaluated. Use 
the current data to estimate CL in some way. 
(iii) Use some algorithm to choose a set of points {xf+1',...,xm+1'} which are es­
timated to be near CL- Evaluate / at these new points. Let PSi+1 = PSt U 
r («+i) v(«+1)-i X A l  5 •  •  •  i  A m f  •  
(iv) Repeat (ii) and (iii) until stopping. The number of iterations may be fixed before­
hand, or iterations may continue until some stopping rule has been satisfied. 
There are many ways to carry out searches, and several ways to classify search methods. 
We will consider two broad divisions: deterministic vs. probabilistic, and grid-based vs. 
non-grid. 
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2.1.2 Deterministic vs. probabilistic 
must be chosen by some method. Deterministic search could be 
called "non-statistical." In such a search, we do not use the data to approximate / by 
any sort of statistical model. Instead, the new points {xi, xm} are chosen by using data 
points PSe and data {/(x) : x € PSi}, and applying some simple non-statistical rule 
or pattern. For example, if x^,x^ are points in PSi and are close to each other, if / 
is continuous, and if / (xi"^ > L and / then it is clear that x^ and x^ 
are near Cl - One possible rule for choosing new points would be to add points around 
x^ and Xg"' in a regular cube pattern. For an illustration, see Figure 2.1. 
Points added in pattern. Star: in Sn +: added 
o I i I I 
2 + + + -
1 + •k  \  + -
0 + + + + + 
-1 - + • X1 + 
-2 - + + + 
i 
- 3  '  '  '  '  '  
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3  
Figure 2.1 Points added in pattern around Xi and x2 
All deterministic searches developed in this paper will be grid-based. That is, PSt  
is a subset of a rectangular grid. The grid is refined in successive iterations of the 
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algorithm. 
In probabilistic search, {x^n+1\ ... ,x^+1^} are chosen by use of a statistical model. 
One approach would be to use the data to fit an approximation / of /. Choose points 
{xi}Mi from the set {x : /(x) = L}. We can then use various criteria to choose 
{x(n+1)}mi from {x«}^1. For example, we may choose a point Xi where the uncertainty 
of / is large, or where the distance to previous data points is large. 
Deterministic search simply looks for points that must be near the contour. It does 
not use statistical methods to estimate the contour. Since there is no fitted model, the 
only estimate of the contour is precisely the current set of points being considered. This 
means that / must be evaluated at many points to approximate the contour at all well. 
Deterministic search, then, tends to add large numbers of points at each iteration. It 
can be shown that: If the contour CL satisfies a certain set of properties, and if the 
right version of deterministic search is used, the search will yield a set of points that 
approximates CL very closely. See the theorems in Chapter 3. They specify conditions 
under which two kinds of deterministic search will converge to CL- All this means 
that deterministic search is often a "gold standard": given that CL has certain "nice" 
properties, and that the right version of deterministic search has been chosen, PSt will 
converge to CL as I increases. The exact meaning of convergence to CL will be defined 
in Section 3.2. For some difficult contours, deterministic search may be the best way to 
obtain a good image. 
Probabilistic search forms models of / and the contour CL-, and needs only enough 
data to form a good model. The probabilistic search algorithms developed for this thesis 
tend to add few points at each iteration. Probabilistic search may be grid-based, or not. 
The  es t imated  func t ion  /  le t s  us  def ine  an  es t imated  contour  CL ' •= {x  :  / (x )  =  L} ,  
and to do so with a relatively small data set. However, it may take many iterations 
before CL converges in some way, or approximates CL closely. 
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2.1.3 Grid vs. non—grid 
In grid-based search, PSt  is a subset of a rectangular grid. Let G w  be a rectangular 
gr id  imposed  on  U in  which  w i s  the  d i s tance  be tween  ne ighbor ing  po in t s .  Le t  E(G W )  
be the set of edges connecting neighbors in Gw] let Cu(Gw) be the set of re-dimensional 
cubes of width w defined by points in Gw. In each iteration, what are actually chosen 
are those edges or cubes that appear to intersect C&, based on the current data. The 
points added to PSi are those defining the edges or cubes chosen. In a grid, points have 
well-defined neighbors, and it is possible to use strict patterns and rules in choosing new 
points for evaluation. Probabilistic searches can also be carried out on a grid; however, 
probabilistic grid searches will not be studied in this thesis. 
While grid search is often powerful and convenient to program, it has drawbacks. If 
GW is fine(iy is small), there will be a very large number of points to consider. If GW is 
coarse(u; large), then the subset of edges in E(GW) or cubes in CU(GW) that meet CL 
will give only a very rough approximation of CL- Therefore, a grid-based search must 
move through successively finer grids.The optimal models used to estimate the function 
/ or contour Cl may be very different for grid-based and non-grid searches. 
There are also ways to search without using a grid. All such methods considered 
will be probabilistic. That is, they fit a statistical model to current data. They use 
the model, along with some randomized search techniques, to choose the next points to 
evaluate. We must be able to use the data PSt and {/(x) : x G PSt} to fit a model 
that will estimate /(x) for any x G U. The difficulty of moving to finer grids is avoided. 
Non-grid searches will be the only practicable methods for higher-dimensional search 
regions; grid-based searches in high-dimensional space, even with statistical models, 
require too many function evaluations to be practicable. 
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2.1.4 Model /(x) or model P (/(x) < L)  
The distinction here applies only to probabilistic search. What is meant by "modeling 
P (/(x) < L)1 Here is an explanation: whether x is in C& or RL is determined, not by 
the actual value of /(x), but by the sign of /(x) — L; that is, whether /(x) — L is positive, 
negative, or zero. Instead of estimating the value of /(x) by /(x), we could model the 
uncertainty that /(x) < L. 
If we fit a random spatial process /, then {/(x) : xG (/} forms an uncountable set of 
random variables. These variables are not independent, but correlated in some way. For 
each x £ £/, /(x) has a distribution, and we should be able to calculate P (^f (x) < . 
This will be discussed further in section 2.3.3. 
However, there is an alternative approach. It may be possible to model the uncer­
tainty that /(x) < L directly. In other words, find a random process to fit the binary 
event: (/(x < L) or ~ (/(x) < L)(~ A means "not A"). There is no "real" probability 
here, since / is not random; but the uncertainty as to whether /(x) is larger than L can 
be modeled as a probability. 
To model /(x), we need a random spatial process that gives a continuous surface. 
Gauss ian  processes  a re  a  na tura l  cho ice  here .  On  the  o ther  hand ,  to  model  P ( / (x )  <  L)  
directly, using only the sign of /(x) — L, a binary random process is needed. The 
process cannot be continuous, since /(x) must jump from one state to the other as x 
var ies  in  U.  I t  mus t ,  however ,  show some sor t  o f  c lus te r ing :  I f  s ign  ( f (xo)  — L)  =  1 ,  
then sign (/(x) — L) should tend to be 1 for x near x0. If the search is grid-based, 
the process must be defined on the grid. The most widely used candidate for a binary 
random process is the Ising model. 
Why model P (/(x) < L)  rather than /(x) itself? If we consider only the sign of 
/(x) — L, we make no use of the actual data value /(x). Also, Gaussian processes are 
much easier to fit than Ising models. However, in some cases it may be almost impossible 
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to model /(x) itself. The surface {/(x) : x € U} may be extremely irregular, with sharp 
jumps and possibly discontinuities. At the same time, many of the level set contours may 
be simple shapes. We could try to transform the data to smooth the surface. The data 
may not suggest which transformation would render the problem tractable. One radical 
transformation that could be made would be to reduce /(x) to sign (/(x) — L). If there 
is an efficient algorithm to model P (/(x) — L), and if CL does not have a difficult shape, 
then 1.1(a) can be solved, no matter how rough the surface may be. 
Several attempts were made by the author to model P (/(x) < L)  directly, using a 
version of the Ising model. These trial efforts have not led to a usable method so far; 
also, a theoretical explanation of such a method has not been worked out. The topic 
remains a possible direction for further research. 
2.2 Difficulties 
2.2.1 Computational expense 
In any search, /(x) must be evaluated at several points. / is defined by a computer 
program. Evaluation may be time consuming. In Jones et al. (1998), there is mention 
of a crash simulation program that may need twenty hours to run. If single evaluations 
take much time and computer time is limited, the number of evaluations in the search 
will be severely bounded. In such a situation, the manner of choosing the next points 
{x^+1^}^1 is very important. The new points should be chosen so as to give new 
information about CL', or at least, to give the most information about the behavior of 
/. Also, if the number of evaluations is limited, we may have to modify our goals; that 
is, we may have to redefine what characteristic of RL or CL is to be estimated. 
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2.2.2 High dimensions 
For many simulations, the input vector x can have many elements. A simulation with 
twenty inputs is not remarkable in engineering. Climate models may require thousands 
of inputs. The "curse of dimensionality" appears as the number of inputs increases. 
There will be more of CL or RL to be sought. For example, we may start a grid search 
by imposing a rectangular grid with five points in each dimension. In three dimensions, 
this grid will contain 125 points. In seven dimensions, the grid has 78125 points. In 
twelve dimensions, a grid with just three points per edge will contain 312 = 531441 
points. Any deterministic search similar to those we will use must begin by evaluating / 
at each point in the initial grid. This task will be infeasible if n is at all large. There is, 
of course, the possibility that a search algorithm may evaluate / at some points in the 
initial grid, and then use some set of rules to decide not to evaluate some of the remaining 
grid points. To do this, however, the algorithm would be using some assumptions to 
model /, and not just be assuming that / is continuous. 
A contour in higher dimensional space may be more difficult to describe. Suppose 
RL is the rectangular region Y[f=1[AI, BI], and CL its surface. To describe CL accurately, 
the search must find at least one point near almost all of the 2" corners. To "sketch" 
a shape of positive volume in Rn, we need at least n + 1 points. In general, a search 
in a region U of high dimension will need many evaluations of /, even to get a rough 
approximation of CL-
2.2.3 Difficult contours 
High dimensions and long running time for / will make it difficult to find even a 
relatively simple contour. A hypersphere is a simple shape; so is an ellipsoid, or (to a 
lesser extent) a hyper cube. But CL may not be simple. CL and RL may have several 
components. CL may extend to the boundary of U. CL may have sharp angles. Even if 
14 
Figure 2.2 Examples of difficult contours. (A): A nonconvex region. (B): 
A region with sharp corners and edges (a tetrahedron). 
RL is connected-that is, has a single component-it may not be convex. See examples in 
Figure (2.2). It should be noted that in all the simulations in this thesis, the region RL 
has one component. 
15 
2.3 Stopping Rules 
After I iterations, a contour, search algorithm will have a set of points which is 
taken as a rough approximation of CL- Often there will be several choices for ÔF}. For 
deterministic search, C^} is exactly the current set of points being considered, PSE- For 
probabilistic search, will be the estimated contour according to the current fitted 
model, CL = {x G U : /(x) = L}. We could say that the algorithm is successful in 
finding CL if C\C} converges to CL- One definition of such convergence is given by the 
following pair of conditions: 
(  )  l im/^oo  sup p e ô ( L | M )  i n f q 6 C ( L )  ||p - q|| = 0, and 
( ) lim^oo supqeC(L) mî p e ô { L  [ i ] )  ||p - q|| = 0. 
(2.1) 
Note that both (a) and (b )  must hold for the algorithm to converge in this sense. Such 
convergence may not be attainable in practice. Instead, it may be more realistic to 
This means finding almost all the volume of RL- Even this goal may be too ambitious 
for some high-dimensional problems. In some cases, the simplest objective would be to 
find inside RL the largest possible volume of some chosen shape(such as a sphere). 
Below are sketched several basic kinds of stopping rules for a search for a contour. 
They are not equivalent: Some may be impractical in many cases, and some may be 
satisfied by a result that is very different from the true contour (such as section 2.3.4). 
Also, the choice of a stopping rule does not determine in any detail the search algorithm. 
Some rules, however, may be better suited for some algorithms than for others. 
require that the region enclosed by overlap almost completely with RL', that is, 
y of 
7 r- ~ 1 (2.2) 
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2.3.1 Approximate true contour with accuracy 
Here the goal is to find a set of points that are all known to be close to Cl  and which, 
taken together, give an outline of the true contour. In probabilistic search, such a rule 
may look like this: 
Let CL {x G U : /(x) = L}. Let {x;}4e/ be a set of points at which / has been 
evaluated, and known to be within distance r of CL- One way of finding such points is 
as follows: choose a pair of points x% and x2 in U that are no more than r apart. If 
/(xi) < L and /(x2) < L, then /(x) = L for some point x between Xi and x2; therefore 
both Xi and x2 are within r of CL- {x,},£/ should grow as the search continues. The 
search should stop if these quantities become very small (compare to (2.1)): 
(a )  supxe£(L)mini6/||x —x;|| 
(2.3) 
(b )  max«e/infxG(?(L) ||x - x,||. 
CL has infinitely many points. However, suppose that from CL a finite subset {pjj-jej 
has been chosen. This set has been chosen to be so numerous and well distributed that 
we can assume that {pj}jgJ gives a good outline of CL- Choose some k > 1. The 
following conditions for stopping are computationally feasible approximations for the 
conditions in (2.3): 
( a )  max j 6 j  min , G /  | | p j  — x , - | |  <  kr  
(2.4) 
(b )  maxie/minjej ||pj - 5q|| < kr .  
For this rule to be satisfied, the two point sets CL and {x;},-e/ must suggest approxi­
mately the same contour. However, there may be points in Cl which are not close to 
any of {x,},e/ and also not close to CL- In other words, the rule may be satisfied by 
an estimated contour CL that fails to enclose some of the true region RL- This may 
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easily happen if RL has several components, and some components are small and easily 
missed. 
2.3.2 Compare model-based estimate of region with more conservative es­
timate 
At any stage of a probabilistic search, there will be an approximation / of /. / defines 
an estimated contour CL '•= {x G U : /(x) = L} and estimated region RL '•= {x G U : 
/(x) > L}. The current set of data points will be PST. Define := {x G PST : 
/(x) < L}. PS^ may suggest a region in U which is very likely a subset of RL- This is 
a  r a the r  vague  no t ion ,  bu t  can  be  made  more  exp l i c i t .  Fo r  any  se t  S  :=  {p ;} i e /  G  R d ,  
the convex hull of S is 
CA(5) := n{y : y convex in ^ C y}. 
If S is finite, an alternative definition is 
Ch(S)  := < ^2  w iP i  '• Y ^  = l^e[0 ,1] for i G / > • 
I  i e i  i e i  J  
If it can be assumed that R L  is convex, then C H ( P S F ^ )  C RL- AS the search continues, 
PS^ should "fill in" RL, and the volume of CH(PSF^) should converge to that of RL-
CH(PSF^) is then a conservative estimate of RL- If the search algorithm is well designed, 
then / should converge to / near CL", CL should converge to CL- Also, RL should 
converge to RL, in this sense: with probability one, Vol (JÏL A RL^ —> 0 as n -» oo. A 
here denotes symmetric difference: A A B := (Ac fl B) U (A fl Bc). There are then two 
estimates of RL'- RL and Ch(PSF^). Choose some K G (0,1). A possible stopping rule 
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is: 
yo/(c/a(rs^)n%) 
stop if ) f > K. (2.5) 
yoZ (c/i(f 5^) u A J 
If 2.5 is satisfied, then the proportion of estimate RL which falls outside RL is no more 
than 1 — K, and the proportion of Ch(PS^)(a, subset of RL) which is missed by RL is no 
more than 1 — K. If Ch(PSf^) /* RL as n oo, then Equation (2.5) will yield a final 
estimate RL which approximates RL well. The approximation improves as K approaches 
1, that is, as the stopping condition is made more stringent. RL will approximate RL 
in the sense that a point in RL is very likely to be in RL and vice versa. The contours 
CL and CL need not be similar for a criterion based on volumes to be satisfied. For an 
example, see Figure (2.3). The contours differ greatly, but the symmetric difference 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
-0.5 
-1 
-1.5 
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Figure 2.3 Different contours with large common interior, dash-dot: CL 
solid line: CL 
has small measure. 
It may be very difficult to directly calculate the volumes of RL, Ch,( P.S'j.1'), and their 
union and intersection. The quantities in (2.5) might instead be approximated by a 
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Monte Carlo algorithm. 
2.3.3 Reduction of variance 
In many or most statistical problems, some quantity q is estimated. Whatever 
method is used should provide a point estimate q, and also a measure of uncertainty. 
The measure of uncertainty is commonly variance or standard error. If the goal is to find 
the value of ç(and not just decide if q falls within a certain interval), the experiment and 
data analysis should be set up so that the measure of uncertainty will be small. That 
is, the experiment should give a relatively precise estimate. We will apply these ideas to 
the problem of contour estimation. The surface {/(x) : x G U} is to be approximated 
by a random process. That is, available data will be used to model, or predict the values 
of, an uncountable set of random variables {Yp : p G U}. The data will determine the 
distribution of Yp for any p G U, and also the covariance between {Yp : p G -Si} and 
{Yp : p G S2} for any two finite sets Si, S2 C U. For any p G U, Yp is a random 
variable. P(Yp < L) is our confidence that /(p) < L. The process is fitted so that the 
region RL and contour CL can be estimated. It is natural to judge that p is in RL if 
P(Yp < L) > 0.5 and not in RL if P(Yp < L) < 0.5. So 
RL = {p G 17 : P(YP < L) > 0.5} 
C z ,  =  { p E ( 7 :  f ( Y p < Z , )  =  0 . 5 } .  
If Yp has symmetric distribution, then EYp is the median, that is, the value k such that 
P(Yp > k) = 0.5. In that case, it is natural to take EYP as the point estimate for /(p). 
If Yp has a symmetric distribution for all p G U, then CL = {p G U : EYP = L}. 
P(Yp < L) measures our confidence that p is inside the region RL- TO be more 
precise, formulate a simple two-way hypothesis test: 
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• Hypotheses: 
H0 : p € CL 
Ha : p 0 CL 
• Test Statistic: T P(Yp > L\data)(Note that this is a function of data points 
{q} and data {/(q)}). 
• Confidence Level: a. 
• Decision Rule: Reject H0 and accept Ha if T > (1 + a)/2 or T < (1 — a)/2. 
This suggests a concept analogous to the confidence interval for a scalar random variable, 
or the confidence region for a random vector. Define the a-confidence annulus Aa{Ci) 
for CL as 
Aa{Ci) { p £ t / :  Do not reject H0 with confidence a} 
=  { p E C / :  | f ( % , >  l ) - 0 . 5 | < ( l - a ) / 2 } .  
After the search has gone on for a while, / will have been evaluated at several points 
in each of Rl and U/Rl• Then Aa{Ci) could be interpreted as an annulus-that is, a 
neighborhood of C^-in which we think CL could lie. Note, however, that probabilities 
are calculated at individual points in U. We do not have a formula or theoretical result 
that would give any precise estimate of the probability P (Cl C Aa(Cx)^. For this 
thesis, we will proceed with under the (as yet unproved) assumption that the estimate 
of Cl is precise if a is close to 1 and Aa(Ci) has small volume. Possible stopping rules 
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based on Aq((7l) are: 
1. Stop if Volume(Aa{CL)) < K (2.6) 
2. Stop if Volume(Aa{CL)) < K-Volume(U) 
3. Stop if Volume{Aa(Ci)) < K • Volume(RL). 
For each rule, K means some constant chosen beforehand. 
2.3.4 Find largest sphere in region 
The difficulties listed in section 2.2 may, in some cases, make it infeasible to search 
until all of CL is approximated. If CL, for example, were a hypercube, a minimum of 
2N well-placed points would be needed for an accurate outline. If CL is an ellipsoid, 
it is defined by n orthogonal axes, with 2n endpoints. This indicates that 2n points, 
at minimum, are needed to outline CL with accuracy. The time needed to refit / and 
evaluate /(x) may grow very quickly as the dimension of x increases. For all these 
reasons, we may set a much less ambitious goal for the search. We may seek the largest 
sphere contained in RL- To be precise, define dist(x, i?£) := inf{||x —y|| : y G U fl  R^}-
(Superscript C denotes complement of RL). Goal: 
Find x0 E U such that dist(x0, R*£) = sup{c?ist(x, fi£) : x G U}. (2.7) 
In other words, find the center and radius of the largest sphere entirely in RL- The use 
of (2.7) relies on some assumptions that may, in some cases, not be justified. In general, 
we cannot know if the largest sphere in RL has been found. What can be done is to 
apply some rule to the current data to determine some sphere which is very likely inside 
RL- More formally: Given data points PSt and data f(PSe), define a sphere Be. Be 
should be derived in such a way that Be should be maximal, or almost maximal, among 
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spheres contained in RL- Bf is defined by center pi and radius r/. If CL has a simple 
shape, such as a hypercube, there will be a unique sphere of maximum radius inside RL. 
If the search algorithm does find CL, then we should expect pi and 77 to converge to the 
center and radius of the maximal sphere. This suggests the following general stopping 
rule: 
Stop when the sequence of center points {pi} and sequence of radii {77} 
(2.8) 
each satisfy some predetermined convergence criterion. 
The rule for deriving and the convergence criteria, are not specified here. 
2.4 Evaluation of Performance 
2.4.1 Closeness of fit 
The approximation of CL by CL should be close and uniform. CL is close to Cl if 
points in CL tend to be close to Cl- Define dist(p,CL) := min{c?ist(p, q) : q G CL}-
Two measures of the closeness of Cl to Cl are 
minpec(6) <&af(p, q) 
meanqec(L) minpec(L) dist( p ,  q) 
These measures can almost never be calculated exactly, since Cl and Cl will both be 
uncountable, and we will not have simple parametric descriptions for either. However, 
since Cl is defined exactly by a model based on the current data, it should be possible 
to find a finite set of points Si. This subset may be quite large, although it may not be 
easy to ensure that Si is evenly distributed over CL- We will, by definition, not know 
what Cl is. However, the search should find several interior points of R^; after several 
iterations, the search may start finding points where the value of / is almost exactly L. 
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Let S2 be the set of data points that are either inside RL or where the value of / is less 
than or approximately equal to L. S2 may include points deep inside RL and not near 
CL7 but this does not matter so long as there are many points that are near CL. Then 
we can calculate the approximate measures 
maxqes(i) minp^) cW(p, q) (/.lu) 
meanqeg(i) minpg^g) cW(p, q) 
2.4.2 Coverage, or uniformity of fit 
CL approximates CL uniformly if points in CL tend to be close to points in CL- TWO 
measures of the uniformity of coverage of CL by CL are 
ipaxp<=c(6) minqg^) dW(p, q) 
\ y 
meanpEC(i,) cW(p, q) 
Again, these cannot be found exactly. We could find finite sets 5V and S2, as in the 
preceding section. Si may again stand in for CL- However, S2 would not be a good 
replacement for CL- For these measures, the minimum distance to Si would be found 
for all points in 82- This distance may be small for all points in CL, but large for points 
in 5*2 that are in the interior of RL- It might be feasible to use the data points where 
/ has value approximately L, but there may be very few such points. No practical way 
was found to implement these measures in probabilistic search. 
2.4.3 Time searching 
"Time" will denote time in computation. For simulations, this will mean CPU time. 
Let Tj1 denote time used for all computations in the search algorithm proper. This 
includes the time to fit a model(Gaussian process or otherwise) repeatedly, to find can­
didate points for addition to Sg, to compare these candidates, and to choose one or more 
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for evaluation. 
Let TE,Î be the time needed for evaluating function / at the i-th point chosen in 
search. Let Np denote the number of points evaluated in search (This may not necessarily 
be closely related to number of iterations). Then total time for search is T$ = TA + 
YlfJi'1 TEt. If all evaluations of / take time Tg, then Ts = TA + NpTE-
2.4.4 A note on hardware and software 
CPU time for a search is partially determined by the machine and programming 
language. All programming in this study was done in Matlab. Time was measured with 
the Matlab functions clock and cputime. Also, all simulations were run on a single 
machine, a Dell GX260 with 2.8 GigaHerz CPU and 1 Gigabyte RAM. The operating 
system was Fedora Core 1 (a version of Linux). The software used was Matlab, Version 
6.0.0.88, Release 12. 
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CHAPTER 3. Deterministic grid search 
A brief description of deterministic and probabilistic search was given in section 2.1.2. 
Deterministic search does not approximate / or its contours by any statistical model or 
random process. The algorithms presented and used in this thesis are also deterministic 
in another sense: there is no random element at any step. Given a function / and 
preliminary settings for the grid search (size of search region, orientation and fineness 
of grid, number of iterations), any of the algorithms described in this chapter will go 
through the same steps and yield the same results each time. The only quantity that 
may change from one run to the next is CPU time. 
3.1 Algorithms 
Some conventions should be clearly stated. After i iterations, a deterministic grid 
search will have a set of points, CSi. CSi is the set of "points being considered". That 
is, CSi is the current set of points that are considered to be close to CL, and to give an 
approximate outline of CL- CSi C PSl. but CSt may not be the same as PSt. Some 
data points may apparently be not near CL, and therefore are not considered to be 
useful in approximating CL- In each iterations, CSI will be augmented; that is, points 
will be added to CSi to form a larger set. The augmentation is explained in step 4 of 
the algorithm below. / will be evaluated at the added points. CS\au3^ will denote the 
union of CSi and the added points. 
Finally, we again assume that the region sought is where / takes values below L: 
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#6 = {p G C/ : /(p) < I}. 
3.1.1 Cube—based search 
At iteration i, we have a set of points from the augmentation stage of the previous 
iteration, This set is a subset of a rectangular grid for which neighboring points 
are w, apart. 
1. (Cube finding) Find all cubes of dimension n of width Wi formed by the points in 
CS\T^\ Call these cubes 
2. (Evaluation) Evaluate / on all points of C/CSi-\. 
3. (Pruning) For each cube Cj ti, determine if / takes values above L at all vertices of 
the cube, or below L at all vertices. If / is no less than L at one or more vertices 
and no greater than L at one or more vertices of CJ jZ, retain all vertices of Chl. 
A variation: Retain vertices of C j j  if / is below L  for at least k  vertices, and above 
L for at least k vertices, for some k > 1. Fewer cubes will satisfy this condition; 
fewer points may be retained, so that point sets will not grow so quickly. One 
possible choice for k could be n — 1. This would make the condition for cube 
inclusion become gradually stiffer as the dimension increases. A dense point set 
can form far more cubes in higher dimensions, so we will want to be able to 
eliminate more cubes. 
A point in CSjis retained if and only if it is a vertex of at least one cube 
C e such that / is above L for at least one (or n — 1) vertices of C, and 
below L for at least one (or n — 1) vertices. Notice that a point may fall out of 
consideration; that is, a point in may be dropped. The set of all retained 
points (without duplicates) forms CS\. 
4. (Augmentation) Several versions are possible. 
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Figure 3.1 Patterns for adding points in cube-based search. •: endpoints. 
Solid lines: square(or cube). O: added points, dash-dot lines: 
planes or grid in which added points lie. (A): points added 
around and inside square. (B): points added in cube. 
(I) (Large) For each cube C retained in the previous step, add 5ra — 2n points. 
This will form 4n cubes of width Wij2 which contain C and all points within 
Wi/2 of C. This is the augmented point set for stage i, CS\au9\ 
(II) (Small) For each cube C retained in the previous step, add 3™ — 2" points, so 
as to partition C into 2n cubes of width Wi/2. This is the augmented point 
set for stage i, CS\aU9\ 
The added points for (I) and (II) are shown in Figure (3.1). 
5. (Refinement) Set u;,+1 = w t/2. 
To begin, let the grid be CS^U9\ Repeat the steps for a fixed number M of iterations. 
On the last iteration, stop at step 3; do not augment CSM-
The most time consuming step in the grid search is step 1, finding all cubes of width 
w formed by points in CSi. Here is the basic algorithm for finding these cubes: 
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Each cube in Rn has 2" vertices. A cube of width to; is defined by its vertices. The 
vertex of minimum value in each coordinate will be called the "lower-left" vertex. A 
cube with "lower-left" vertex p can be written as p + w • {0,1}™. 
1. Suppose our set has N points. Number them 1 to N. We start by constructing an 
N  x  2 ™  m a t r i x  M .  T h e  f i r s t  c o l u m n  w i l l  c o n t a i n  t h e  r o w  n u m b e r s ,  i  —  1 , . . . ,  N .  
Each column of M will correspond to one of the 2" vectors {0,1}". Column 1 is 
for the "lower-left" vertex, corresponding to (0,..., 0). If the difference of point j 
and point i is the k-th vector of {0, to}™, then the element in column k and row 
i of M will be j. This will mean that point j is the k-th vertex of a cube whose 
"lower-left" vertex is point i. Initially, all elements in M right of the first column 
will be AM.(no value assigned). 
2. To see if two points differ by a vector in {0, to}™, we must compare coordinates 
of the points for each dimension. Construct n matrices {A&}, each N x N. Let 
aijk(the i, j-element of A&) be given by 
aijk = (k — coordinate entry of point j) — (k — coordinate entry of point i ) .  
and C, each N x N x n. Assign values to 
if ttijk — 0 
otherwise 
if \ctijk — w\<t 
otherwise 
3. Construct two 3-dimensional arrays B 
their elements as follows: 
. 1 
bijk — 
1 0 
(  1 
Ci jk  =  '  
1 0 
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(This last condition allows for cases where the values of coordinates or w may be 
slightly rounded; the computer values of and w may differ slightly, although 
their "paper values" might be identical.) 
4. Construct a 3-dimensional array, D, with dimensions N x N x 2n. Assign entries 
as follows: 
a) Initially set = 1, 1 < i , j  <  N .  
b) For I = 1,..., n: 
For k = 1,... ,2^: 
replace dijk by dtj^ , and 1 t>y d^j^.f2^—1 ' • 
The resulting array has 
{1 if point j = point i + w • (k — th vector of {0,1}™) 0 otherwise 
5. Now assign values to M as follows: = j if and only if dijk — 1. 
6. Point number i of CS t  is the "lower-left" vertex of a cube if and only if, for each 
vector v Ç {0,1}™, 3j G CS, such that j — i = i>; that is, if and only if, for 
k = 2,..., 2™, 3j G CSi such that = j. So cubes correspond to rows of M 
where all values are assigned, that is, rows with no TVA's remaining. Therefore, to 
list the cubes formed by points in CSi, reduce M by eliminating rows with A^A's. 
Step 5 can be speeded up by using techniques of sparse matrices. When step 4 is 
done, D consists of 2™ n x n matrices. Each has no more than n nonzero entries. It 
saves much memory to store such a matrix as a list of n rows. Each row will have the 
coordinates and stored value of a nonzero element. So we will have 2n lists of n rows. 
Each list corresponds to a column of M. Assign the second column of the k-th. list (the j 
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coordinates) to the k-th column of M; put them in the rows given by the first columns 
of the list (the i coordinates). 
3.1.2 Edge-based search 
(Several varieties) The algorithm is similar to that for cube-based search. Again, 
start with a regular grid in U. Define CSi-1 and CSas before. 
1. (Edge finding) Find all edges of length Wi formed by points in CSj™"9'. That is, 
find all pairs of points in that are neighbors in the current grid. Let Ejj 
denote the j-th edge found at this stage. 
2. (Evaluation) Evaluate / at all p G CSj™"5'. 
3. (Pruning) For each edge E j j ,  consider values of / at the endpoints. If / < L  at one 
endpoint and / > L at other endpoint, retain both endpoints. A point in CSf™9 '* 
is retained if it is an endpoint of at least one edge on which f — L changes sign. 
If a point is an endpoint of more than one such edge, it will be retained several 
times; eliminate duplicates. The set of all unique copies of retained points is the 
new set of considered points, CSi. 
4. (Augmentation) For each edge Ejti marked in step 3, add points around Ejj in some 
pattern. There are several possible patterns that can be used. Each determines a 
different variety of edge-based search. 
(a) (EB I) Add points in a hypercube of dimension n — 1 and width to,-/2 in 
a plane normal to and bisecting Ej^. See Figure (3.2)(a) . The number of 
added points for each edge is 3™_1. 
(b) (EB II) Add points to form 2™ cubes, each of width Wi/ 2 ,  meeting at the 
midpoint of EjtSee Figure (3.2)(b). The number of added points is 3n — 2. 
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Figure 3.2 Patterns for adding points in edge-based search. •: endpoints. 
vertical line: edge. O: added points, dash-dot lines: planes or 
grid in which added points lie. (A): points in bisecting plane. 
(B): points in cube pattern around midpoint. (C): points in two 
trisecting planes. 
(c) (EB III) Add points to form two hypercubes of dimension n — 1 and width 
Wi/3, in parallel hyperplanes normal to and trisecting Ej^. See Figure 3.2(c). 
The number of added points for each edge is 2 • 3n_1. 
Keep all points added to all edges Ej^ which have been retained. Remove dupli­
cates; add the distinct points to CSi-1- This gives the augmented point set for 
stage i, CS\au9\ 
5. (Refinement) Set u>i+This is determined by the pattern used in step 4. For 
patterns (a) and (b), the augmented points come from a rectangular grid in which 
neighbors are Wi/2 apart; so set Wi+1 = For pattern (c), the augmented 
points come from a rectangular grid in which neighbors are w,/3 apart; set w t+i  = 
w,/3. 
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As with cube-based search, let CS^ug^ be the initial coarse grid. Repeat steps for a 
fixed number M of iterations. On the last iteration, stop at step 3, and do not augment 
PM-
In step 1, edges formed by CSj™are found. This demands a separate algorithm, 
just as cube finding was a separate algorithm for cube-based search. Here are the steps: 
1. Same as step 2 of cube finding algorithm. 
2. Same as step 3 of cube finding algorithm. 
3. Construct a 3-dimensional array D of dimensions n x n x m. Set 
d i jk  — <  
1 if ^ biji — ^ I and <"/ //v — 1 
0 otherwise. 
The resulting array has 
{1 if point j = ( point i) + e& 0 otherwise 
4. For 1 < k < m, define an n x m array G as follows: If d^k = 1, set = j. If 
there is no j such that dijk = 1, set to NA(no assigned value). Since for any i 
and k, dtJk = 1 for at most one j, G is well defined. 
5. Define an nm x 3 array M as follows: For 1 < i < n and 1 < k < m, set the 
(k — l)n + i-th row of M to be [« k gik]. 
6. Point % of P is the lower endpoint of an edge parallel to et if and only if 3j € P such 
that point j = point i + e&; that is, if and only if 3j G P such that m(k-i )n+i ,3  = j-
So edges correspond to rows of M with no N A in the third column. To list all 
edges formed by points in P, reduce M by eliminating rows with N A in column 3. 
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To finish this section, we consider the size of the point sets. In each method, there is 
after I iterations a set of points CSt- CSt should converge to the "true" surface CL, in 
some sense. Since Cl has uncountably many points, CSt will have to grow in size. We 
might ask how fast CSt grows with I. 
Suppose the search region U is in ^-dimensional space and has width D. Let P be a 
plane in U, and G a regular grid with N points on a side. The number of edges formed 
by points of G in U is proportional to Nn, but the number of edges that cross P will 
be roughly proportional to TV™-1. The proportion would be mostly determined by the 
angle between P and the vectors defining G. If w' is the distance between neighboring 
points in G, then N ~ D/w'. 
Now suppose the grid is refined in successive iterations, just as occurs in all the 
methods described. Let r be the refinement factor, so that w' is divided by r in an 
iteration. If w denotes edge length for initial grid, then after I iterations, w' = wjr1 and 
N ~ Dr1 jw. Hence the number of edges formed by Gt that cross P will be proportional 
to r^. 
If Cl is a smooth surface in U, small sections of Cl will be well approximated by 
sections of planes. The argument in the preceding paragraphs will then apply as I 
increases. 
3.2 Theorems 
In this section, theorems are given for convergence of some of the search methods 
developed in section 3.1. First some assumptions must be stated. 
Definition 3.2.1. U will mean the search region in Kd. For any set of points S, dS will 
mean the boundary of S (set of points both in closure of S and closure of Sc). For w > 0, 
UVdw mean {P £ U : minqea(7 dist(p,q) > w}. The function to be investigated is f. 
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CL is the L-contour and RL the bounded region: 
CL •— {x G U : /(x) = L} RL := {x G U : /(x) < L}. 
PSt will denote the set of points after £ iterations of the search procedure. At each grid 
refinement, the distance between neighboring points in the grid is divided by r. Gt will 
denote the rectangular grid in U of which PSt is a subset; the unit width of Gt is wjr1. 
The objective is to approximate the level set CL-{PSI)^=1 will be said to converge 
to CL if both these conditions hold: 
lim max min distfx, y) = 0 (3.1) 
t->oo xec(L)r\U{Vdw) yePS(i) 
lim max min dist(x,y) = 0. (3.2) 
t-¥oo ye P S ( )  x e c ( L ) n U ( V d w )  
It is easy to see that the second condition holds for all the methods in section 3.1. For 
each method, PSt is made of a union of vertices of cubes or edges that are "cut" by CL-
The maximum distance between two points in the pattern is Kw/re. For cube-based 
search, the patterns are hypercubes, and the constant K is \fd\ the patterns are edges 
for edge-based search, and K = 1. r is the "refinement factor" ; it is 3 for EB III, 2 for 
all others. For each pattern, there is a point in CL between two neighboring points in 
the pattern; so each point in the pattern is no more that Kw/re from some point in CL-
That is, 
max min dist( x , y )  <  Kw/r1. 
y£PSi) x£CLCiU(\/dw) 
So what must be shown in each theorem is: 
lim max min dist(x, y) — 0. (3.3) 
1-*oo xec(L)nU(Vdw) y£pse 
First a theorem will be proved for CB I. Some notation is needed. T will be used to 
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denote a hypercnbe in U. V ST will denote the set of vertices of T. F will be some 
face of T(ad-1 dimensional hypercnbe). Pp will denote the hyperplane containing F. 
VF will denote the unit vector normal to Pp, pointing in the direction from Pp to the 
interior of T. Finally, 2T will denote the hypercnbe twice the width of and parallel to 
T, and with same center as T. If p0 is the center and v the width of T, then for set of 
orthonormal vectors {e%,..., e^}, 
T := {p G Rd : |(p - p0) • e,-| < u/2, 1 < i < d}. 
Then 
2T := {p G Rd : |(p - p0) • e,-| < u, 1 < ? < d}. 
Notice that the orthonormal set {ei,..., e^} is not unique- we can change the sign on 
any e;-but the vectors must be parallel to the lines defined by grid Gt- Gt effectively 
defines the coordinate axes during the search. 
Assumptions 1. A deterministic grid search will be done to find CL- This will be cube-
based search with large augmentation(CB I). Initial grid width is w. After j iterations, 
PSt will be a subset of a grid of width w/2J . Find cubes formed by points in PSt; keep 
cubes for which /(x) is above L at one or more vertices, and below L at one or more 
vertices. Keep points belonging to kept cubes, and omit others. Augment point set by 
adding 3d — 1 points around each kept point, to form 2d cubes of width w/2d+1. 
Condition K. For any width w' < w, the following holds: Let T be a hypercnbe of 
dimension d in U. PF can be defined as {p € U : p • vF = K} for some constant K. 
The condition is this: if 
• /(x) > L for all x G VST or /(x) < L for all x G VST, and 
• for some face F of T, V is a connected component of Cl fI (U/PF) whose boundary 
intersects F 
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then 
max x • v/r — K < w' 12. 
xeVTl2T 
In other words, no point in V fl 2T is more than w'/2 away from Pp, in the direction of 
the "uncut" cube T which intersects V. 
Notice that condition K requires V to be near Pp only in a rectangular neighborhood 
Condition C. Each connected component of RL and each connected component of 
i?£ contains a hypercube of width w. 
The following theorem concerns the cube-based method I developed in section 3.1.1. 
Theorem 1. Suppose a deterministic grid search is carried out in region U, under the 
conditions of Assumption set 1. If f satisfies conditions K and C, then the search will 
converge to all points in CL fl U^w, in the sense of (3.3). 
Proof. See Appendix. • 
Definition 3.2.2. For d G {1 ,2 , . . . }  and j G {1,. . . ,  d } ,  P j  w i l l  d e n o t e  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  
Rd —> R6 ' -1  leaving out coordinate j. That is, 
Pj (•*-!) • • • ) %d) — • • • 1 ® j—11 xj+l, • • • j • 
For v G Rd_1, k G R, [v, k] : =  ( t > i , . . . ,  Vd-i,k) G Rd. 
For any m G Pj(Ge) and any subset T of {1,. . . ,  d } ,  l e t  S'fm,^, T] denote the set of 
vertices of the hypersquare of width wj2 l, edges parallel to {e& : k G T}, and with m as 
"lower left vertex": 
of T. 
S[m, t, T] = < [m, 0] + w/2e ^ akek : ak G {0,1} 
Conditions K2. 
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1. U := Y^ i=1[aiwMw\i aii k G Z, ai < 6,, for 1 < i < d. 
2. The surface CL H U can be parametrized so that one coordinate is a function of 
the others. That is, there exists some j0 G {1,..., <f} and g : H ^ o) laiw, hw\ -> 
[ a j ( o ) W ,  b j ( 0 ) w ]  s u c h  t h a t  p  €  C L C \ U  = >  P j ( 0 )  =  g ( p i , . . .  , P j ( 0 ) - i , P j ( o ) + i ,  •  •  - , P d )  =  
g ( P j { 0 ) ( p ) ) .  F o r  q  G  D o m ( g )  C  R d ~ \  t h e n  y ( q )  =  2  < £ >  /  ( q  +  z e j ( 0 ) )  =  L .  
3. For any m G Pe(Go)(projection of original grid onto domain of g), these conditions 
hold: 
(a) There is at most one j i  G {!,..., d } / { j o }  such that g  is not monotonie on 
the interior of S^rri, £, {1,..., d} 
{jo}] in direction e^). That is, Vj G {1,..., d} 
{jo, ji}, if 
qi = m + ak^k and ak G [0, w] 
q^ = qi + frejsuch that aj + b G [0, w] 
Then the sign of g(qi) — ^(q^) depends only on the sign on b. 
(b )  g has effective slope less than one in direction 6j(i). That is, if 
q i ,  q2  G  S ' [m ,0 ,{ l , . . . , d} /{ jo} ]  and  q 2  = q i  +  6e i ( i ) ,  t hen  <  
1. 
(c) If there is such a direction 6j(0) in which g is not monotonie, then for any 
point q G Ed_1, i G {1... ,d}/{j0,ji} and 5 such that q, q + 5ej(0), q-5ej(0), 
and q + 5ej(0) are in the domain of g, 
[flf(q + 5 e j ( 0 ) )  -  flr(q)] [flr(q - Sem) -  flf(q)] > 0 
=> k(q - tem) - y(q)l < h-
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Theorem 2. Suppose CL satisfies conditions K2 on region U. Then EB II will converge 
to CL H U in the sense of equation (3.3). 
Proof. See Appendix. • 
A little explication of conditions K2 may help. Condition 1 means that the portion of 
CL being considered is within a region U that is a rectangular array of whole hypercubes 
in the grid. Condition 2 says that the contour CL can be considered as the graph of 
a function g in U; the domain of g is the projection of U on one coordinate direction 
jo. Condition 3 is the most complicated. If g is monotonie in every direction in its 
domain, there are no further restrictions. 3(a) says that g can fail to be monotonie, but 
in only one direction. 3(b) says that in this one direction, the slope of g is restricted. 
This makes sense: If the graph of g has a "crest" or "peak" in direction e^o), the graph 
should not be steep in approaching the "peak". The last condition(3(c)) means that 
wherever g has a local extremum in the direction 6j(0), then g has slope no greater than 
one in all other directions. 
Conditions K2 are not minimal. In particular, there seems no reason why the surface 
of function g need be monotonie in all but one coordinate direction, as 3(a) requires. It 
should be possible to prove the theorem when g is non-monotonic in several directions. 
In that case, however, 3(b) and 3(c) will have to be rewritten; it is not clear what the 
revised conditions would be, but they would almost certainly be less intuitive. Also, 
a look at the proof will show that convergence in the sense of (3.3) is fairly easy to 
show when g is monotonie in every direction. A large part of the proof is devoted to 
analysis of the behavior of the algorithm in the one non-monotonic direction. If g is 
non-monotonic in several directions, the proof may become considerably longer and 
more complex. Since the algorithm and its theorem are not, after all, the main topic of 
this thesis, such a proof would be excessive. 
We will not prove theorems for the cube-based search with small augmentation (CB 
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iteration # (^) # (f &) 
0 512 32 
1 231 48 
2 264 48 
8 264 48 
Table 3.1 EB I applied to cube: point set fails to grow 
II) or for edge-based search that adds points only on a plane bisecting the edge(EB I). 
We will, however, note that it is easy to find simple cases where EB I fails to converge 
to a level set, and we now show such a case. 
Example. Set /(x) := max({|xi|,..., |%d|}). The level sets of / will be hypercubes. 
Set L = 1.1 and the search region to be the cube [—3,3]3 G KL3. The initial grid has 
eight points and seven intervals on each edge of the region, so that the width of a cube 
is 6/7. The EB I algorithm was run for eight iterations. Table 3.1 shows the numbers of 
points considered at each stage: The final set S$ and all points Uf=1 PSt are shown in 
Figure 3.3. What happened in the search was this: After pruning twice and augmenting 
once, 48 points were considered. These were the endpoints of 24 edges, four crossing 
each face of the cube. With each further iteration, these edges were bisected, but no 
new points added. PSt crept closer to the cube, but most points on the cube remain 
relatively distant from any point in PSt-
3.3 Simulations 
The methods in section 3.1 were programmed in MATLAB and applied to functions 
of two to four variables. In each dimension, the level sets ranged from "simple" to 
"difficult". The sphere and cube are basic test shapes for all methods. A level set with 
acute vertices will be more difficult to approximate. Table 3.2 lists the basic functions 
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-2 -2 -2 -2 
Figure 3.3 Example of edge-based search failing to approximate contour. 
Left: Final point set. Right: All points found at all stages. 
that were used, with the level set shapes, p = (p l 5 . . .  , p j )  will mean a generic point in 
Rd. q of function 3 will be some fixed point. The level set for this function is not 
convex if the level is near minimum (—20 exp(—1|q||2) at p = 0). Function 4 is generated 
by interpolation and smoothing, {q,} is the set of points at which / has been evaluated, 
and y is the data. For these simulations, {q,} = {—3,0,3}d. y were generated by 
applying a simple quadratic function at the q4's and adding a random "noise" term. 
3.3.1 Example: a circle 
The five search methods were applied to function 1. The level set is a circle. The 
search region is the square [—5,5]2. Level (radius of circle) is L = 3.5. The initial grid 
had eleven points on a side. Each method was run for three iterations(three refinements 
of grid). The true function / was calculated on the points in the final set. Table 3.3 
shows partial results. The last three lines are the mean and extreme values of the true 
function on S3. Plots of final point sets are in Figure (3.3.1). The method that seems 
to approximate the whole circle, without gaps, is EB II. Of two methods based on the 
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Function formula shape oî CL 
VZr? 
max( |p i | , . . . ,  \ p d \ )  
—10 * (exp {—dist{p, q)) + exp (—dist(p, — q))) 
WiVi! Yji wi-> wi '•= exp (-0.3 • dist(p, q,)2) 
A circle, sphere, hypersphere 
A square, cube, hypercube 
A pinched ellipse or ellipsoid 
Contour of interpolation surface 
Table 3.2 Functions and surfaces for trial of deterministic search 
Quantity Method 
CB I CB II EB I EB II EB III 
Initial set 121 121 121 121 121 
#(%) 56 56 36 36 36 
280 168 92 148 184 
#(%) 48 48 72 80 116 
280 120 188 316 600 
#(%) 112 64 120 160 340 
616 168 324 620 1748 
#(%) 224 112 216 320 928 
/( p) 3.49 3.505 3.488 3.492 3.501 
max(/(p)) 3.608 3.608 3.625 3.625 3.534 
min(/(p)) 3.377 3.400 3.375 3.375 3.465 
Table 3.3 statistics of deterministic search for a circle 
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same shape, the one that adds more points in augmentation does better in finding the 
circle. Thus CB I does better than CB II, and EB II better than EB I. EB III is a 
special case. This method trisects the grid at each iteration, so that the final points are 
in a grid of edge length 1/27. For other methods, the grid containing final points has 
edge length 1/8. The final points of EB III are very close to the circle. They are also 
very numerous(see Table 3.3). 
The discussion at the end of Section 3.1.2 suggests that #(PSi) would approximately 
double with each iteration for all methods except EB III; for that method, we might 
expect \PST\ to grow by a factor of about three with each iteration. The table shows 
that \PSe\ tends to grow as expected. The rule does seem to fail in some cases. For the 
two cube-based methods, |5o| = 56, |Si | = 48. But generally PSE+I/PS? ~ 2 for the 
first four methods, and PSe+i/PSi ~ 3 for EB III, for all values of t. 
3.3.2 Other shapes 
Here are results for other shapes. The tables need some explanation. For each 
function, there are two tables. 
In the first table, "iterations" means the number of times the search algorithm was 
applied. This was chosen before each search was begun. "CPU time" is the time in 
seconds for the search to be carried out on the computer. This time did not include 
time for evaluating the function /. "# final set" means the number of points in the final 
point set. evaluations" is the total number of distinct points at which / is evaluated. 
The second table indicates how well the final point set approximates the true level 
set. Let S final denote the final point set. Sfinai is finite and CL is infinite, so there will 
always be some dissimilarity between the two sets. However, the approximation of Cl by 
Sfinai should be close and uniform. Sfinai is close to CL if points in Sfinai tend to be close 
to CL- Define dist(p, CL) := min{(tist(p, q) : q G CL}- Two measures of the closeness 
of S final to CL are max{dist(p, CL) • p G Sfinai} and me&n{dist(p,CL) : p G Sfi„ai}-
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S final  approximates CL uniformly if points in Cl tend to be close to points in S final-  Two 
measures of the uniformity of coverage of C& by SFINAI are max{<iis£(q, SFINAI) : p € CL} 
and mean{c/Ls£(p, SFINAI) : p G CL}-
These measures generally cannot be computed exactly, since there are infinitely many 
points in CL- However, most of the functions used in the simulations have simple 
geometrical shapes for level sets. For such functions, it is possible to find a finite set 
of points CL that are distributed densely and almost evenly on CL- The closeness and 
uniformity measures were calculated with CL replaced by CL-
Another way to check closeness of Sfin a , i  to CL is to evaluate / on Sfin a i -  If the points 
in Sfin a i  are all close to CL, then (since /  is assumed continuous), /(p) « L, Vp G Sfin a i -
So, in the second table, the measures are: 
CJosemesg max •— m^xpes(/ino() m^qeC(L) disti^p, q) 
mean := meanp€s(/i„aO minqec(L) d i s t ( p ,  q) 
U niformity max := maxqGC(L) minp€S(/i'naZ) dist(p, q) 
mean := meanqe£,^ minpeS(/maZ) dist(jp, q) 
f On S f inal  max := max{/(q) : q G CL} 
min := min{/(q) : q G CL} 
mean := mean{/(q) : q G CL} 
SD := SD{/(q) : q G CL} 
As can be seen in the tables, the number of points being considered SL can be very large. 
It was decided to not have any simulations in which the number of points exceeds 105 
at any stage. In practice, there may not be resources to evaluate / many thousands of 
times. Also, for any one shape, the initial grid is the same for all methods. It would be 
difficult to compare two algorithms if the starting conditions for the search are not the 
same. The number of iterations, however, varies with the method. For example, at least 
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Method iterations CPU time #final set Revaluations 
CB I 2 1637.39 56909 72152 
CB II 3 230.665 16544 29404 
EB I 3 48.23 7692 15091 
EB II 3 91.28 7888 17687 
EB III 3 72.56 10231 21531 
Closeness Uniformity / on Sfinai  
Method Max Mean Max Mean Max Min Mean SE 
CB I 3.855 0.904 1.19 0.203 7.65 1.07 4.01 1.056 
CB II 0.411 0.162 0.398 0.089 4.045 3.355 3.802 0.126 
EB I 0.411 0.133 0.99 0.147 3.965 3.655 3.797 0.078 
EB II 0.438 0.19 0.2985 0.1735 4.134 3.517 3.802 0.165 
EB III 0.363 0.131 0.993 0.117 3.936 3.657 3.801 0.071 
Table 3.4 Summary measures of searches for sphere 
three iterations could be completed when EB I was used; if CB I was used, more than 
two iterations could not be completed (on most shapes) without the number of points 
exceeding 105. 
1. / = \Jx\ + xl + xj, L = 3.8. The contour is a three dimensional sphere. Initial 
grid is 8 x 8 x 8. Summary measures are in Table 3.4. 
Most search methods do fairly well here. The cube-based methods take far more 
time. CB I could complete only two iterations, and so did not give an accurate 
approximation of the true contour. The edge-based methods did about equally 
well; EB I and EB III, however, both failed to approximate all of the sphere 
uniformly (see "Max" under "Uniformity"). 
2. /(x) = max{|a;i|, |x2|, |x3|}, L = 3.8. The contour is a cube. Initial grid is 9 x 9 x 9, 
except for EB I. When EB I was started with an initial grid of nine points a side, 
the number of points after the augmentation step of the second iteration was over 
105. Summary measures are in Table 3.5. 
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Closeness Uniformity / on Sfinai  
Method Max Mean Max Mean Max Min Mean SE 
CB I 2.318 0.757 1.291 0.308 5 1.5 3.801 0.866 
CB II 0.504 0.189 0.77 0.117 4 3.75 3.877 0.125 
EB I 0.325 0.181 1.4 0.737 4 3.75 3.875 0.125 
EB II 0.504 0.187 0.183 0.109 4 3.75 3.877 0.125 
EB III 0.472 0.28 3.0335 0.423 3.815 3.741 3.779 0.037 
Method iterations CPU time #final set Revaluations 
CB I 2 2461.85 62614 81014 
CB II 3 262.02 16313 25994 
EB I 3 3.14 192 2536 
EB II 3 306.69 27080 42456 
EB III 3 118.44 11616 31698 
Table 3.5 Summary measures of searches for cube 
The point sets produced CB II and EB II seem to have the best measures of 
uniformity, and the closeness measures are almost as good as for EB I and EB III. 
The points from EB III seem to be all close to the cube (see / on Sjinai), but fail 
to cover cube uniformly. CB I again fails, because it evaluates so many points that 
it cannot complete three iterations. 
3. /(p) = -10 • (exp ( - d i s t ( p ,  qi)) + exp ( ~ d i s t ( p ,  q2))), where qx = (2.2,0,0), q2 = 
(—2.2,0,0). L — —1.4. The contour is a three dimensional shape that might be 
described as "an ellipsoid with a pinched waist." The initial grid has nine points 
on a side. The level set is pictured in Figure 3.5(A). For CB I, however, this 
initial grid led to a prohibitive number of points; the augmented set for the second 
iteration had over 105 points. So, for CB I, the initial grid had 8 points on a side. 
Summary measures are in Table 3.6. 
If we look at measures of closeness and uniformity of coverage, EB I and EB III 
seem to be the best methods here. They were also relatively fast. EB III took only 
two iterations, evaluated fewer points than any other method, and far less time. 
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Method iterations CPU time Rfinal set Revaluations 
CB I 2 474.83 8155 31891 
CB II 3 156.843 12794 22471 
EB I 4 193.51 20668 39809 
EB II 3 622.007 31939 67248 
EB III 2 42.083 7680 15761 
Closeness Uniformity / on Sfinai 
Method Max Mean Max Mean Max Min Mean SE 
CB I 0.497 0.219 0.757 0.176 -0.936 -2.231 -1.398 0.297 
CB II 0.243 0.123 0.92 0.076 -1.145 -1.741 -1.411 0.14 
EB I 0.154 0.077 0.472 0.077 -1.302 -1.506 -1.400 0.04 
EB II 0.184 0.101 1.129 0.075 -1.21 -1.62 -1.402 0.094 
EB III 0.182 0.093 0.357 0.088 -1.222 -1.594 -1.401 0.0805 
Table 3.6 Summary measures of searches for pinched ellipsoid 
4. The next shape is irregular. It is defined by interpolation: 
r/ , e, w,(p)z/, 
e,<p) 
where itfj(p) = exp (—0||p, 11^). {q,} = {—3,0,3}3, a regular grid of three points 
on a side defining a cube of width 6. The accompanying values {y;} are given by 
a quadratic function in three variables, with a random perturbation added. The 
surface generated by / is then a random distortion of a quadratic surface. The 
level L is 8. The level set is pictured(approximately) in Figure 3.5(B). The initial 
grid has nine points on a side; however, as with the cube, EB I was applied with 
an initial grid of eight points a side. Summary measures are in Table 3.7. 
CB II seems to perform best for this shape. The measures of closeness and unifor­
mity are smaller for CB II than for any other method. Also, notice that the values 
of the true function on the final point set tend to be very close to the level, with 
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Method iterations CPU time #final set Revaluations 
CB I 2 481.6 19164 28829 
CB II 3 146.857 11209 19899 
EB I 3 63.413 8230 15703 
EB II 2 160.28 14509 20506 
EB III 2 90.087 12124 20801 
Closeness Uniformity f  On Sjinal  
Method Max Mean Max Mean Max Min Mean SE 
CB I 3.016 0.758 1.081 0.247 18.856 3.871 8.721 2.728 
CB II 0.71 0.19 0.624 0.104 8.96 7.126 8.014 0.347 
EB I 1.243 0.325 0.98 0.193 12.158 4.451 7.949 0.953 
EB II 1.81 0.503 0.79 0.184 14.531 4.01 7.87 1.636 
EB III 1.19 0.315 0.728 0.136 12.511 4.933 7.952 0.948 
Table 3.7 Summary measures of searches for interpolation surface 
much less variance than on the point sets given by other methods. Further, CB II 
took little time. 
5. Searches were also run for four dimensional shapes. In four dimensions, the number 
of points in Se grows very fast. If a search converged to a shape at all, |5i| tended 
to exceed 105 in two or three iterations. We decided that any search should have at 
least two iterations; Si is simply too coarse (and often too small) to approximate 
any shape sought for. The only shape attempted was the hypersphere. This shape 
is likely to be approximated well after two iterations. Also, the size of the initial 
grid should be small, Even so, IS2I > 105 for several methods, even when the initial 
grid had only four points a side. The results in Table 3.8 are only for the methods 
for which < 105. The function is xh kvel is 3.8. The first initial grid 
used was 6x6x6x6. Summary measures are in Table 3.8. 
CB II took far longer, and evaluated almost three times as many points as EB 
II. The point set given by CB II tended to cover the hypersphere more uni­
formly than that given by EB II. Given the relatively large surface measure of 
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Method iterations CPU time Rfinal set Revaluations 
CB II 2 993.77 26368 43008 
EB II 2 131.53 9424 18448 
Closeness Uniformity f  On Sfinai  
Method Max Mean Max Mean Max Min Mean SE 
CB II 
EB II 
1.143 
0.886 
0.554 
0.417 
0.471 
1.164 
0.281 
0.315 
4.578 
4.183 
2.958 
3.428 
3.907 
3.8221 
0.42 
0.209 
Table 3.8 Summary measures of searches for hypersphere 
Method iterations CPU time #final set Revaluations 
CB II 3 2255.37 27700 75626 
EB II 3 411.68 23745 42639 
EB III 2 720.74 33527 64690 
Closeness Uniformity / on Sfinai 
Method Max Mean Max Mean Max Min Mean SE 
CB II 1.056 0.486 2.235 0.413 4.468 3.146 3.856 0.329 
EB II 0.904 0.400 0.563 0.26 4.167 3.461 3.809 0.169 
EB III 0.882 0.396 1.061 0.223 4.108 3.494 3.838 0.154 
Table 3.9 Summary measures of searches for hypersphere, 44 starting grid 
this shape(27r2(3.8)3 « 1083.13), this may simply indicate that the points yielded 
by EB II are not as numerous as those from CB II, and do not cover the hyper­
sphere as densely. The EB II point set, however, is closer, on the whole, to the 
hypersphere. EB II is preferable, on the whole. 
6. Again, consider the four dimensional hypersphere. When the initial grid had six 
points on a side, there were only two methods for which two iterations could be 
c o m p l e t e d .  W h e n  t h e  i n i t i a l  g r i d  i s  r e d u c e d  t o  f o u r  p o i n t s  p e r  s i d e  ( 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 :  
256 points), then there were several methods for which the search could complete 
three iterations, and obtain a point set that approximated the hypersphere more 
closely. 
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The measures of closeness and uniformity for EB II and EB III are about the 
same. EB III takes almost twice as long as EB II, though all methods need several 
minutes. 
The results show no overall superiority for any one method. It is to be noted that CB I 
could not run more than two iterations on any three dimensional shape, and the point 
sets it produced were very large and did not approximate the shapes very well. CB II 
could be considered the best method for the interpolation surface, and also did well on 
the other three shapes in three dimensions. EB I had the smallest measures of closeness 
and uniformity for the case of the ellipsoid; it did much worse than EB II and CB II in 
finding the cube. Of the shapes attempted, only the cube has sharp vertices and edges. 
The interpolation surface is curved everywhere, but is very irregular, with projections 
and concavities. In general, it seems that if a user has reason to think that the level set 
will have edges, vertices, or sharp variations, CB II or EB II might be best. Otherwise, 
EB I and EB II will likely approximate as well as any other method, and take far less 
time and memory. 
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Figure 3.4 Final point sets, search for circle of radius 3.5. (A): CB I. (B): 
CB II. (C): EB I. (D): EB II. (E): EB III. 
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Figure 3.5 Two three-dimensional contours. (A): A pinched ellipsoid. (B): 
surface defined interpolation with random values. 
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CHAPTER 4. Probabilistic search 
Section 2.1.2 introduced the idea of probabilistic search in a few words. In a prob­
abilistic search, the data is used to fit some statistical model. The fitted model gives 
an approximation of /. Moreover, the model also estimates the uncertainty of the ap­
proximation. This is an important point. We could approximate / by applying some 
interpolation formula to the data. This would give an estimate of / at any point in 
space. However, the estimate will not be equally good everywhere. In a region where 
data is dense, the approximation to / should be close. At a point far from any data 
point, the estimated value of / may be far from the true value. The "error term" in a 
statistical model (such as a random spatial process) measures our uncertainty about the 
value of / at a point; it allows us to estimate at what points we should evaluate / so as 
to increase our overall knowledge of /. 
Again it will be assume for convenience that RL = {p G U : / (p) < L}.  
4.1 Elements of the algorithm 
Assume that I iterations of the algorithm have been done. PSe will denote the 
current set of data points, and yi the current vector of data. For p G PSi, yp will 
denote the value of yi associated with p. / is the Gaussian process, which is specified 
after observing PSi and y. / is the mean function of /. CL denotes the estimated 
contour; that is, CL := {p G U : /(p) = L}. Q will denote a set of points drawn from 
CL- RL will denote the current estimate of RL- AS in the previous chapter, we will 
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assume that / is concave; that is, RL := {p € U : / (p) < L}.  
4.1.1 Fitting a Gaussian process 
Refer to section 2.1.1 for the outline of the general algorithm. After I iterations, 
PSi is  the set  of  data points ,  and ye the vector  of  values of  /  evaluated at  PSe- Let m 
be the number of points in PSe- Use the data (PSe, ye) to fit a Gaussian process. The 
Gaussian process can be described in terms reminiscent of Bayesian statistics. We follow 
Currin et al. (1991) here. There is a process Y^\ which will be used as a "prior process" 
for iteration I. is a set of random variables {Yp^ : p G U}. For any finite set of 
points  S C U, {Yp^ :  p  G S1} is  a  mult ivariate normal random vector  with mean f j ,^  
and covariance matrix S <9. The superscript I indicates that these quantities are specific 
to the process at iteration I. Note that PSe has not been referred to so far. Given data 
(PSe,ye), the posterior process is again Gaussian. For any set of points S C U, the 
mean vector of the posterior process at S is 
= E [vf|PS(,yf] = n f  + (4%,)"' (y« - » f )  •  (4.1) 
and covariance matrix is 
_ ) vW (A o) 
E^gps(t)  the covariance matrix of {Yp^ : p G S} and {Yp^ : p G PSe}.  
For the prior and posterior processes to be well-defined, the mean vector and 
covariance of the prior must be defined for any finite S C U. This is equivalent to 
knowing 
(i) The mean ^ of Yp \  Vp G U 
(ii) The variance <7^ of Yp^, Vp G U 
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(iii) The correlation 
Var Var 
, Vp, q G U. 
The set of all point means : p G U} defines a mean function on U, and 
{cpti : p G [/} defines a variance function. These functions reflect prior beliefs about 
the mean and variance of the process. All this is for stage l\ ye changes with £. 
Our explanation leaves the Bayesian framework here. The mean and variance functions 
of the prior Gaussian process will be determined by some parametric models. In fact, we 
will assume that they are fiat (see below). So, these functions, and the prior process, will 
be determined by some set of parameters. A Bayesian would put some prior distributions 
on these parameters, and use successive additions to the data to calculate posterior 
distributions for the parameters. We will put simple prior distributions on parameters, 
but use them only as "penalty terms" to regularize estimation of parameters in a modified 
maximum likelihood algorithm. 
Implementation of general model for algorithm 
We are fitting a process in order to approximate a function /. To be more precise, we 
are developing an algorithm that will be applied to a variety of problems and functions. 
For a specific problem, there may be prior information about /. In many problems, 
however, the available information may not allow any assumption about the shape of 
the surface generated by /. In such cases, it is reasonable to select a prior process that 
is stationary, i.e., having the same behavior over all of U. This implies that the prior 
mean and variance functions should be constant. In the algorithm to be used, it will be 
assumed that there exist constants and <r\ such that 
/ij,'1 = " l ,t s a2,, Vp E U .  (4.3) 
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Stationarity also implies that Corr(Yp^, Yq^) := p e(p,q) should be a function only of 
the difference vector p — q. 
The assumption of stationarity allows basic identities to be rewritten. For any p, q € 
U, the condit ions of  (4.3)  imply that  Gov ^Yp\Y^j  = crf / / (p,q).  For f ini te  S C U, 
let p"g denote the correlation matrix of {lp^ : p G 5*}. Then E^ = crjp^. Then (4.1) 
and (4.2) simplify to 
(4.4) 
Ps Ps,ps(i) I Ps J Pps{l),s y (4 _ az 
The assumption of stationarity does not specify a particular form or class for the corre­
lation function. We now impose a condition: correlations must be positive or zero. This 
arises from the intuition that a spatial process modeling a continuous function should 
have a very basic uniformity: if p and q are two points in U, then if / tends to be "large" 
at p, it should tend to be "large" at q also. For example, if ki and k2 are constants, 
then as P ^/(p) > k^j increases, then P ^/(q) > k-^j should also increase. This is not 
a restrictive condition, however. Any function that maps p — q to [0,1] will do if it 
yields a positive definite correlation matrix for any finite set of points in U. One class 
of correlation functions very commonly used is 
n 
p(p,q) = Y[exp(-&i\pi - %T) (4.5) 
i—1 
where v E (0,2]. {0,}™=1 are parameters, as is v.  If v = 1, this correlation is a product 
n;=i g j • where g3 is a correlation function for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, and is 
associated with coordinate j of U. The random surface will almost certainly be nowhere 
smooth. If v — 2, the process has a "Gaussian" covariance structure. A Gaussian process 
need not have "Gaussian" covariance, although such a covariance structure is the most 
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used, and the one that will be used in our simulations. If covariance is "Gaussian", 
there is probability one that the random surface will be smooth everywhere. This might 
indicate that it is better to choose v = 2 if it is known that / is smooth, but there 
is a counter-argument. Correlation tends to decrease quickly as ||p — q||2 grows, so 
that  E Yp^\yt ,  PSe is  highly dependent  on data from data points  near  p. If  v — 1,  
correlation does not tend to zero so quickly, and the conditional expectation of Y^p is not 
dominated so much by nearby data. The value of u so affects the nature of the Gaussian 
process that models with two different values of u may not be easily comparable. This 
suggests that u should be chosen beforehand. It should be noted that Sacks et al. (1989) 
propose fitting u along with other parameters. 
For the algorithm, we will assume 6\ = 62 = • • • = 0n. This means that p decreases 
at the same rate in all coordinate directions. If v — 2, then p is isotropic-that is, 
independent of the direction of p — q. 
It should be noted that there are other possible correlation functions besides that in 
Equation (4.5). One alternative was suggested in Stein (1989): 
71 1  
p ( p, q) = n A(y)2n-i N# ~ %D"K» W# ~ ®l) 
i=1 ^ ^ 
where Ku  is the modified Bessel function of order v. A stochastic process with this 
correlat ion function wil l  be m t imes differentiate ,  for  any integer m such that  u > m. 
Correlation will die out quickly in direction of axis k if is large. 
To avoid cluttered notation, we will now write parameters without £ in subscript 
or superscript. We can do this because the procedure for estimating parameters is the 
same at each iteration. 
The process parameters are /i, a2, 6, and v. These appear in the distributions of 
both the prior and posterior processes. The first three must somehow be estimated; u 
will be chosen. For now, assume flat priors on p,, a2, and 6. Let m denote the number of 
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function evaluations at iteration L The conditional likelihood of the three parameters, 
given data and z/, is simply the joint probability density function of the data: 
= (27r)~m/2 (det Eps(i)) ^ exP ^ (^ — P-^-mxi) (y^ — ^lmXi)^ (4.6) 
= (2tt<7 2)~m/2 (det /?ps(^)) _1/2 exp (y/ - plmxif Pps(e) (ye ~ l*lmxi)J • 
It may be observed that it would be difficult to integrate this expression over 0 ,  fx ,  and 
a2 to obtain marginal distributions of these parameters. This is one reason to avoid a 
true Bayesian approach. 
The loglikelihood is then 
Z(p,<T2,%,y/,f%) = -ylog(27r)-mlog(r-^log(detpps(,)) (4.7) 
~~ 2a2  ^ ~~ Pp\(l) {yt — j«lmxl) • 
If 0 and v are fixed, the correlation function is completely defined; the maximum likeli­
hood estimates of n and a2 are then 
lmXlPpS(l ) y t  A  2  {yi  — ^mx\)  Pps(i){ye — ^rnxl)  
H — -y _1 , <7 = • (4.5) 
^-mXlPpS(t)^-m^1  m  
With these estimates, equation (4.7) simplifies to 
Z(/i,&2,#|z/,y/,P%) = ylog(27r) - m log ô" - ^ log (det/)^)) - y. (4.9) 
How can 9 be estimated? It might seem natural to try maximum likelihood estimation. 
Calculate l(p,, â2,0\v, y, PSe) for various values of 9, and choose the value of 9 giving the 
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largest likelihood: 
9 := {0q :  l (p. ,â2 ,90 \ i / ,y ,PSe) = sup {l( f i ,cr2 ,9\p,y,  PSt)  : 9  > 0}} . 
The author tried to estimate 9 by maximum likelihood for several sets of data. For each 
example, a small set of points was randomly drawn in two or three dimensional 
space, and data values randomly assigned. The points were drawn from the 
uniform distribution in a bounded cube, or from a multivariate normal distribution, v 
was set at 2. For each choice of {pi};e/ and various values of 9 were chosen; for 
each 9,  jj ,  and a2  calculated, and finally 
derived. In each example, it turned out that this likelihood increased steadily as 9 \ 0. 
In other words, the maximum likelihood value of 9, for these simple examples, was 
apparently zero! 
For some understanding of this increase, let us consider what happens to (4.9) as 9 
varies. Let p and q be distinct points in U. We set v = 2. 
lim^o Corr(FpW,yqW) = lim^o exp (-0||p - q||l) = 1 
limfl-j.oo Corr(lp^, Yq^) = limg^oo exp (-9\\p - q||2) = 0 
so that 
T^PPS{i)  — 1 roXm 
lim pps(i)  =  Im-0—» oo 
The terms in (4.9) that vary with 9 are log a and log (det pps(i))-  We will consider what 
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happens to these terms as 9 —^ 0. Assume m > 3; that is, there are at least three data 
points, fi = Y1T= i wiVii where YllLi wi — 1- If the data points are equally spaced, then 
all columns of Ppg^ have the same entries, in different order; so that the column sums 
are all the same, and the weights are all 1/ra. 
In the simulated sets {p;};ej and the weights {wi}^ were calculated for 
various values of 9.  As 9 became very small, the i-th weight W{ tended to steadily 
decrease or increase, but very slowly; all Wi tend to remain bounded. This suggested that 
the weights  were uniformly bounded:  that  is ,  there was some M > 0 such that |u>, |  <  M 
for 1 < i < m for any 9 > 0. Suppose, for a given set of points and data, that there is 
such a bound M on weights {iy,'}£Lv Then sup9>0 fi < m • M • sup, |t/;|, and there exists 
some M0  such that  sup5 > 0  | |y  — / f lm X i | |2  < M0 .  Let  {A î}-^1  be the eigenvalues of  pps(i)- ,  
indexed so that Ai > X2 > • • • > Am. Since pps(e) is positive definite, all A,- are positive. 
As 9 —)• 0, Ai /* m, and A, \ 0 for 2 < i < m. Then 
,2 = (y t-Aulm x l fp-p lm(y t-Aulm x l)  - < 
m < J  .  ^ 
2 = 1 
while 
det pPS^ — A; . 
i—1 
Since Aj"1 —> 1/m and A^1 —> oo for i  > 1, it is clear that 
m — 1 
sup > sup 1/(M Q  Ai) = oo 
g>0 cr 0>o =1 
and the maximum likelihood estimate for 9 is 0. 
The argument above is, at present, conjecture; it has apparently not been proved 
under what conditions the weights {wi}r[L1 would be uniformly bounded as 9 \ 0. The 
simple simulations that have been done in Matlab indicate that for many data sets, 
the weights do seem to have such a uniform bound as 9 decreases. Pure maximum 
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likelihood estimation will then often yield miniscule estimates for 9 ,  and may fail to give 
simultaneous finite estimates of yu, cr, and 9. There may also be sets of points {p};G/ and 
data {y,}ie/ for which likelihood l(/2, <j2, 9\U, y, PSe) increases steadily as 9 oo. Also, 
even if 0 is restrained away from 0 and oo, maximum likelihood may give values of <j2 
that are much larger than the range or standard deviation of y. We can overcome these 
di f f icu l t ies  by  adding  to  the  l ike l ihood funct ion  te rms tha t  penal ize  ex t reme values  of  9  
and a2. The modified loglikelihood would look like 
= f(/i,#,#|z/,yf,PS/) + logg(#) + log&(cr) 
where g(9) is such that lim^o lmod{p,  &, 9\v,  ye ,  PSe )  = —oo; similarly h(a )  is such that 
linv_>.o lm(p, <7,9\v, ye, PSe) = —oo. This "penalized maximum likelihood" (PML) could 
be derived by using Bayesian ideas. We may feel sure that there is some nontrivial 
correlation between points in the Gaussian process. That is, Corr(Yp^, Yq^) should be 
strictly between zero and one if p ^ q. Further, the correlation should not be extremely 
close to either 0 or 1, for p, q in U. This implies that we should not expect 9 to be 
very large or very small. Suppose 9 has prior distribution on (0, oo) with density g, and 
lim#_K) g{9) = 0. Similarly, h will be a prior density for a2. The conditional likelihood 
of yu, given cr2, 0, z/, ye, and PSe, is the likelihood under frequentist assumptions: 
L (n \a 2 , 9 , v , y e ,PSe)  =  
(27T)-™/2 exp (y/ - plmxlf (y< " -
and the modified likelihood of all three parameters, given priors on 9  and a 2 ,  is 
y/, f %) = y/, 
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so that posterior loglikelihood for the process parameters is 
l ( f jL,<T2 ,9\ i / ,y t ,PS e)  = l( fJ , \a2 ,6 , i / ,y t ,PSi)  + log g(9) + log h(a2) .  
For the algorithm, g was chosen as g(9) := exp (—O.lm(02 + 1 ) /9) ,  and 
h(a2)  := exp (—0.5m(<r4 +/o)//o<72)- Then \ img-+0  g(9) = lim^oo h(a2)  = 0. The 
modified loglikelihood is 
lmod(P",  c2,9\v,  yi ,  P Se) = l(f i \<r2 ,6 ,  v ,  ye,  P St)  — 0.1 m ^ 0 + — 0.5 m ^ cr2//0 + . 
Some features of g and h need to be explained. Each is a penalty function; they cause 
the likelihood to decrease as 9 or cr2 become very large or small. However, often a high 
correlation is needed to approximate the surface well. The predicted mean of the process 
at point p is given by 
Hp\PS(D) = A(" + 4%, (4V) (y< - a (,)) 
If p is not very close to any of the data points, and if 9 is at all large, all off-diagonal 
elements of the covariance may be very small, so that f(p\PS(£)) ~ . If the 
data are not fairly dense in the search region, then the posterior mean f \PS(€) will be 
almost flat, except in the neighborhood of data points. In high dimensions, even a large 
number of data points will not be dense in the search region. To prevent / from being 
close to almost  everywhere,  we must  al low high correlat ion.  A smaller  penalty on 9 
will allow values of 9 closer to 0. 
In search regions of dimension higher than 3, small 9 may not suffice. The correlation 
between /p and /q must not decrease quickly with dist(p,q). The rate of decrease is 
partially determined by the power u\ smaller v would mean slower decrease and higher 
correlat ion if  dist(p,q) is  not  small .  In the simulat ion studies of  chapters  4 and 5,  v 
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was always chosen to be 2. 
/o is a scaling factor. g(9) takes a maximum at 6 — 1.  This means that we are favoring 
values near one as the most likely values of 9. We cannot make a similar assumption 
about cr2; the range and standard deviation of the data may be much larger or much 
smaller than one. For this reason, a scaling factor /0 is introduced into the penalty term 
for a2. In general, we would like to avoid very large values of a2. In particular, it seems 
reasonable that a2 should not be much larger than the sample variance of the data values. 
For the search algorithm, /o was chosen as follows: Let SD be the standard deviation 
of the data y,  and IQR the interquart i le  range of  y.  Then /0  := max{IQR, SD}.  
Note that we are not using this modified loglikelihood to describe posterior distribu­
tions for  yu,  cr2 ,  and 6.  We are in effect  assuming a  flat  prior  for  yit  and priors  g and h 
for 9 and cr2, but only to yield a posterior loglikelihood that favors "likely" values of cr2 
and 9. The value of cr2, in particular, should not be wildly different from the variance 
of the raw data. 
Now 
= Z(/4|cr\#,z/,y<,P,%)-0.5n 
m log cr — (m/2) log(2?r) 
2^2 — A'lmxl) Pps(l) (y^ 
The derivative of this with respect to a is 
—  +  ( y e  -  / « l m x i ) T  P p s w  ( y e  ~  A ^ l m x i )  +  m f o  — m c / f o  
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The modified maximum likelihood estimates for /i and a2 are then 
(4.10) 
The procedure for fitting a Gaussian process is this: For any value of 9, derive fi and à2. 
Calculate lmod(£i,à2,9\v,ye, PSe). Carry out a grid search in 9, to find the 0 for which 
Imod is maximized. This value will be 0, and p, and cr will be calculated from 0 using 
(4.10). 
The prior process : p 6 U} is specified by the data at iteration i. So, there is 
a "prior" and a "posterior" process, but the posterior is derived from the prior at each 
iteration, and the prior itself is replaced periodically by being derived from the data. 
This is then not a true Bayesian framework. Actual use of the algorithm showed that 
after a few iterations, the values of 0, à2, and ji tend to change very little from iteration 
to iteration. The model was therefore refitted every k iterations, for some fixed integer 
k.  
The method of penalized maximum likelihood described above is ad hoc , devised to 
provide relatively good Gaussian approximations under a wide variety of functions / 
and levels L. The paper by Li and Sudjianto (2005)investigates another use of penalty 
functions to estimate 0 in a stable way, and does so in some depth. The concern of 
these two authors, however, was somewhat different. In the research for this thesis, the 
possibility arose that the maximum likelihood estimate of 0 might be zero (or perhaps 
oo). Their concern was that the likelihood function L(jl, à2,9\u, ye, PSe) may be virtually 
fiat as a function of 0, so that likelihood is near maximum over a wide ^-interval. They 
give examples in which the value § that maximizes L(fi, cr2, 9\v, ye, PSe) may actually 
1T „-l 
LmXlPpsU)yt  
f i ­
ni x iPps(e )  m  X i  
a-2 = 
fo  I r  .  (y i  ^ Imxl )  Pps ie )  ( y i  f  Imx l )  -1 + V5 + 4 f2 / 2. 
mfo  
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give a model that predicts poorly. 
4.1.2 Criteria and stopping rules 
1. (Proportional volume of annulus). Refer to 2.3.3 for the general form of this 
stopping rule. We will use rule 3 of 2.6. The process / has a normal distribution 
a t  any  poin t  q  G  U:  
E[/(q|PS(i),y)] = A + &q,ps(/)&ps(/)(y — Ai) 
1 is a column vector of l's, same length as y 
Var[/(q|PS(l), y)] = à [1 — Sqjps(^)Sps^Sps(^),q] 
where £q,ps(£) is the covariance matrix of /(q) and {/(p), p G PS( l ) } ,  £ps(^) is 
the  covar iance  mat r ix  of  { / (p) ,  p  G  PS(£)} .  
Fix a G (0,1). Generate a very large number of points from a uniform 
distribution on U. For each v,, calculate PI := P(/(v,-) > L). If p, < 0.5, then 
/(v,-) < L, and vt- G RL- If Pi is close to 0.5-more specifically, if \PI — 0.5| < 
(1 — a)/2-then vt- G A^CL)- This does not mean that Vj is close to the estimated 
contour CL, but it does mean that the process has relatively high probability of 
taking value L at v,. 
The criterion is 
f tAV : \Pi  ~  0-5 l  < (1 ~ Q) /2)  
= p, < 0.5} 
RAV is an estimate of Vol(A A ( C L ) ) /VOI(RL ) -  AS data accumulates, the knowl­
edge of where CL is and is not should become more accurate. Aa(Cz,) represents 
a credible region for CL- AS knowledge of CL increases, Vol(Aa{Ci)) should de­
crease. If RL is small, we would expect AA(CL) to be small also; so Aq(CL) might 
have tiny volume even when CL does not approximate CL at all well. If the ratio 
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RAV is small, then -Aa(Cx) appears to be small relative to the region RL-
2. (Success in finding contour points) At each iteration, the search algorithm used 
P and y to choose a set of points {xz},-6/. Each x,- will be on or near CL- That 
is  / (xj)  «  I ,  i  6  / .  /  will  be evaluated at  {x,-},- c j .  /  should model  /  near CL 
with increasing accuracy as the number of  evaluat ions of  /  grows,  so eventual ly CL 
should approximate CL, and we should hope that /(x,) would tend to approximate 
L. In other words, if the data points are indexed by the order in which they were 
chosen, then /(xj) —> L as j increases. When /(x) ~ L for almost every new data 
point x then the current model / is successfully finding points near CL- We must 
consider that the true region {p 6 Rm : /(p) > L} may extend beyond the search 
region. In that case, the boundary of RL may include parts of the boundary of 
the search region U. The function / may take values very different from L on the 
boundary of U. So let {p(i)} be the set of indices of data points in the interior of 
U. The criterion for such success is 
K n ,~1  
Cfind := — ^ (/(up(nj_;)) — L) .  
,=o 
Here My is a fixed integer, and n/ is the current number of data points within 
[/(and not on boundary of U). K is some constant. K should be chosen with 
consideration of the values actually taken by / on the search region. So Cfind is 
the M SE for the last n/ data values, scaled by some constant. If Cfind is small, 
then a point sampled from CL will tend to be close to CL', it does not necessarily 
mean that  any point  in CL  will  be close to a  point  in CL -
We have chosen K as follows: Let y,n be the values of / on the initial data 
points, before the search algorithm begins. Let IQR(yin) and SD(yin) de­
note the interquart i le  range and standard deviat ion of  yThen set  K := 
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m a , x ( I Q R ( y i n ) , S D ( y i n ) ) .  
4.1.3 Rule to choose next point(s) 
There are many possible ways to choose new data points, based on current data P 
and y. The final algorithm used two rules. One is related to criterion RAV; the other 
is a "space-filling" rule, and is intended to ensure that eventually all parts of CL will be 
close to CL- For each rule, we assume that there is a set of candidate points {v,},ej. 
The method for finding these candidates is given in section 4.2. 
1. (Annulus reduction) Choose a Vj according to the probability that knowledge of 
f(vj) will decrease the volume of the annulus. f(vj) is not known, but can be 
estimated by the random variable /(vj). Here is an algorithm for estimating the 
reduction in annulus volume that may result from evaluating / at v,: 
(a) Estimate a quantity proportional to annulus volume for current data: 
K • Vol{Aa{CL\P-,  y ) ) ,  where K is a constant chosen beforehand. K might 
be, for instance, the inverse of the volume of the search region; the quantity 
estimated would then be the proportion of the search region taken by the 
annulus. 
(b) Generate a value from /(v?), the current spatial process at point vr 
(c) Augment data with Vj and t/,j, and re-estimate quantity of step 1: 
K • Vol(AA(CL |P U Vj,  y  U YIJ)) .  
(d) Find estimated reduction 
Ri, j  := K • Vol(Aa(CL |P,y)) -  K • Vol(Aa(CL \P U v,-,yU y8j)). 
(e) Repeat steps (b)-(c) for i  = 1,. . . ,  M. The estimated mean reduction in 
annulus volume, given / evaluated at Vj, is Red{wj) := -j- Yl!f=i & 
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Use {Red ( v j ) } j e J  as weights for choosing {vj}jej. 
In this algorithm, what needs to be estimated is not the actual volume of Aa(C&), 
but the reduction in volume obtained by adding Vj and jf(vj) to the data. The 
most natural way to estimate the volume of Aq^Cl) is to generate points randomly 
and find the proportion that fall in Aa((7i,). To detect a change in the annulus, the 
random points should be chosen to fall where we think the annulus may change. 
That is, we would like to increase the probability that a randomly chosen point 
p falls in Aa(Ct\P, y), but not in Aa(Cz,|P U vt-,y U y;j). If / is evaluated at 
Vj, there is more knowledge near Vj; the variance of / near Vj may decrease, and 
the annulus, as a confidence region, might shrink. So, to detect annulus change, 
we might choose points from a distribution whose support is concentrated near 
the candidate points {vj}. By choosing points from such a distribution, we are 
finding, not an approximation of the volume of the entire annuli, but a distorted 
approximation of the volume of the regions of the annuli near the {vj}. The 
objective, however, is to estimate differences in volume of the two annuli, and it is 
just these regions where the two annuli are likely to differ. 
The search program generates a cluster Vj of random points around each Vj. 
The union of all clusters V := UVj is kept constant for step 1 and through all 
repetitions of steps 2 to 5. The estimate K • Vol(Aa(CL\P, y)) is defined to be the 
proportion of points in V that fall in Aa(Ci|P ,y).  K • yo/(Aa(Cz, |P Uvj, y Uyy)) 
is estimated the same way. 
2. (Remote points) Let Pj denote the subset of data points inside RL~, that is, Pj := 
{p G P : yp < L}. Calculate weights 
Wj := min{c?ist(vj,  p) : p G P/}. 
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A candidate point will be favored if it is relatively far from the data points known 
to be in RL- This method tends to choose points on the estimated contour that 
are far from known points in the region. Often the new points may be far from all 
current data points. In this sense the method is "space-filling": It tends to choose 
points in regions where CL is predicted to lie, but where there is little current data. 
Here we discuss some justification for the selection procedures laid out above. Sup­
pose that after I iterations we have data points P with data y. The annulus volume 
Vol(Aa(CL\P,y)) has been estimated to great accuracy by Monte Carlo techniques. We 
want to choose new points  so as to reduce the volume of the a-annulus around CL -
Let ge := Vol(Aa(C'L|P, y)). If we evaluate / at a new point p and obtain value y, we 
will have a new value of the criterion, := VOI(AC(CL\P U {p},y U {y})). The 
probability of this new value of the criterion is the probability of y,  given the posterior 
distribution of / at p: 
The annulus reduction criterion then reduces to: choose new points at random from the 
list of candidate points, but weight the selection of a point by its expected improvement 
in ge. gl is the estimated annulus volume; it is not quite the same as the ratio of 
annulus volume to volume of RL- However, since quite often the volume RL will tend to 
stabilize after some iterations and not depart much from VOI(RL), reduction of annulus 
is  equivalent  to  reduction of  rat io V ol (annulus)/VOI(RL ) .  
P ( ù m ) )  =  P ( f  =  v  |P,y) 
and the differential is 
dP(g { t + l ))  = p(f  = y\P,  y)dy.  
p here is the probability density. The expected improvement is then 
f  (g£  -  g { w ))dP(g ( l + 1 )  = f  ( /  -  g { e + 1 ))p{f  = y \ P , y )dy 
J —oo J —co 
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Choosing new points by expected improvement of g l  is then roughly equivalent to 
choosing by expected improvement in a convergence criterion. The process of choosing 
new points by their expected improvement in a function to be minimized is called the 
expected improvement algorithm, and is explained in Schonlau et al. (1997). 
The search algorithm does not follow the expected improvement algorithm exactly. 
As explained above, points may be chosen by two methods; annulus reduction is only 
one. In other words, some iterations try to improve </, and some do not. It is not clear, 
and may be very difficult to analyze, how such an "alternating criterion" search would 
reach the goals for its various criteria. 
In operation, choice by annulus reduction proved to be time-consuming, and the time 
increased with dimension. Choice by remote points was almost always quick. As will 
be seen in the section on simulation, searches could be quite long in dimension three or 
four. It is then desirable to have at least some iterations be done quickly, so long as the 
points chosen are likely to improve the model. In using estimated annulus reduction to 
choose points ,  we are direct ly at tempting improve the annulus reduction cri ter ion RAV. 
Choice by remoteness of points is not directly related to any of the reduction criteria used. 
However, in using remoteness of points as criterion, the algorithm attempts to choose 
points that will both yield values of / near L, and will also improve the approximation 
of /• 
4.2 Algorithm 
The algorithm will iterate until search criteria are satisfied. Choose criteria from 
those described in 4.1.2. Our implementation uses RAV and Cfind as search criteria . 
1. Choose goals for the search criteria. This means choosing g\ and g2 .  The definitions 
of RAV and Cfind include constants a and K\ these must also be chosen. The 
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stopping rule is then: Stop if 
RAV < gi and Cfind < g2 .  
2. Choose an initial set of data points. This set should be randomly chosen in U and 
not too large, but space-filling in some sense. First choose n, points in U from 
a Latin hypercube design, as described in McKay et al. (1979). Evaluate / at 
these points. If /(v,) > L for all initial points, then it is likely that / > L on 
all U, and there will be no CL', similarly if /(v,) < L for all initial points. So 
there should be at least a few initial points in RL and a few outside. Choose some 
integer nm. Choose points randomly in U and add to those in the initial Latin 
hypercube unti l  there are at  least  nm  points  for  which / (u) > L, and at  least  nm  
for  which / (u)  < L. 
3. Use P and y to estimate f i ,  <r2, and 0 .  Use the modified maximum likelihood pro­
cedure described in 4.1.1. This step may be performed for the first few iterations, 
then every fc-th iteration. 
4. Find points where posterior mean / has local minima. To do this, choose, at 
random, a  point  q G U. Start  at  q and do a  pat tern search to f ind a  point  p G U 
such that /(q) < /(q') for all q' near q. Actually, the search finds a sequence 
of points qi, q2, The value of / at q, is compared to the values on a well-
defined set of neighbors of q4; these neighbors are defined by a simple pattern of 
2d points (d being dimension). The papers by Lewis, Torczon, and Trosset (1998), 
Torczon (1997), and Trosset and Torczon (1997) describe pattern search, and show 
its ability to find optima. 
Repeat this m times, where m is some fixed number. Obtain m points q % , . . . ,  q T O  
at which f has (approximately) local minima. Most often / has only a few local 
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minima in U, and {qi}^_i will tend to cluster around these true local minima. 
Choose a short distance D. We have set D proportional to the width of U. If 
dist(c[i, qj) < D and i < j, drop q,. This leaves a set q'l5..., q^. 
5. Find points on the estimated contour. To do this, randomly choose a set of t  unit 
vectors v%,..., vt from a randomly oriented frame of 3d — 1 points. The frame 
includes all vertices and all midpoints of all edges and faces for a hypercube of 
dimension d.  For i  = 1, . . .  , t :  
Randomly choose q^ from {q^}^£ v Find a point q," on the boundary of U that is 
on path {q^ + sv, : s > 0}. Now look for a point p, between q^ and q," such that 
f(pi) — L. If there is no such point, set p, := q,". Therefore, some of {p,}-=1 will 
be on CL ,  and some on the boundary of U. Let z be the number of  {pI}\= L  on CL -
6. m0  and mi will be predetermined integers. The current algorithm uses m0 = 
max(l ,  d  — 1)  where d is  the dimension of  U. If  z < m0 ,  repeat  s tep 5.  If  z < m0  
after Toi iterations of step 5, do this: For i = 1 
Choose, at random, points q, q' G P such that /(q) > L and /(qz) < L. 
Use bisection to find a point between q and q' where / has value L. 
This point will be p;. 
7. {pi}*=i n CL  will be a sample of points on CL -  (According to step 5, some of 
{pOLi may be on the boundary of the U.) Associate each p, to the nearest of 
q'1?..., q^; this nearest local minimum will be q^. 
8. Evaluate the search criteria. If all criteria are satisfied, go to step 12. 
9. Choose one of two methods in section 4.1.3 for choosing the next point(s). In 
our implementation, the choice is random. Choose method one with probability 
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pc. Using either method, assign weights to {p;}*=1. Randomly choose m 
points from {p;}*=1, with probability proportional to { w j } j e j .  
10. {p»^)}^! are on C l- To form an improved estimate of CL ,  we need to know values 
of / at points near CL- We will then deliberately choose points near but not on 
CL- pI(I) is the point between and q;(i)" at which P(f < L) = 0.5. Use a 
simple bisection search on the segment linking q'.^ and q;(^)"; find two points z^a, 
a = 1,2, such that 
< L- a / 2  
?(/«,)) <1 = 1- a/2. 
These two points are on the boundary of A0(CL ) -  (ct will have been fixed). Choose, 
at random, a point on the segment from z^i to z^. Evaluate / at {z^=1. 
Augment P and y with {z^=1 and {/(zi)}^=1. 
11. Repeat steps 3-10. Exit from the loop is decided at step 8. 
12. If all criteria are satisfied in step 8, perform final diagnostics. All or parts of this 
step may not be feasible. See discussion below. 
(a) Fit model to final data to obtain final fi, <r2, and 6. 
(b) Repeat steps 4 and 5, but this time use a very large number of unit vectors 
{v,} to find a  large set  of  points  SFIN AI  on the final  est imated contour CL -
(c) Evaluate / on Sfinai. Find the mean and standard deviation of the values of 
/, and compare to L. If the model is a good representation of /, the mean 
should be very close to L, with small standard deviation. 
(d) Use a random finite subset CL  C CL -  This is the same subset used in 
section 3.3.2. Calculate measures of closeness maxpGs(/) dist(p, CL) and 
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meanpes(/)C?zs^(p, CL),  and measures of uniformity maxqG£^ dist(q,  S f i N AI)  
and meanq eà(L jdist(q,  S  final)-
(e) Generate a large number of random points from the uniform distri­
bution on U. Evaluate / and / on these points. If /(qz) < L, then q, g Rl , 
and if /(q;) < L, then q, g RL- Calculate #{q; g RL}, #{qI g RL}, and 
the proportion 
#{qt- g RL h RL} 
#{qI  g RL u RL} 
This is a rough measure of how well the final model estimates RL -
4.3 Concerning diagnostics 
There needs to be some discussion of the diagnostic procedures referenced in step 12 
of the algorithm of 4.2. The search algorithm attempts to find CL, and, by implication, 
RL- The final data set yields a Gaussian process with mean function /. CL = {p g 
U : /(p) = L} is the estimate of CL- The search algorithm is designed so that / should 
eventually approximate / near CL- If CL is close to CL, and / ~ / near CL, then 
/(p) rd L for randomly chosen p g CL- To test this assumption, evaluate / at random 
points in CL] that is, identify a finite random sample Sfinai of points in CL and find 
{/( P) : P G S final}- This is the first procedure (step 12(c)). 
A word is in order on how "randomly chosen" the points in Sf i n a i  may be. The points 
in S final should be dense enough to outline CL clearly. They may not be uniformly dis­
tributed on CL, particularly when CL has an irregular shape. The measures of closeness 
and uniformity are most reliable if Sfinai is uniformly distributed on CL- The pictures 
of sets Sfinai generated for the various shapes do seem to indicate that S final usually is 
roughly uniformly distributed on the estimated contours. 
Also, CL should approximate CL as a contour , that is, as a surface in Rd .  Every point 
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in CL should be close to a point in (closeness of approximation) and every point in CL 
should be close to a point in (^(uniformity of approximation). These assumptions can 
be roughly tested by using the closeness and uniformity measures in 3.3.2, with S/inai 
representing CL  and CL  representing CL-
For convenience, we will use these names for the measures of closeness and unifor­
mity. maxpG5(L) minqeS(/) dist(q, p) and meanp6(^L) minqeS(/) dist(q, p) measure how 
uniformly CL covers CL, so denote them by UdistMax and UdistMean, respectively. 
maxqes(/) minpçp^) dist(q, p) and meanqes(/) minPec(L) dist(q, p) measure how closely 
CL covers Cj, ;  denote them by CdistMax and CdistMean. 
The third procedure (step 12(e)) concerns RL , not CL- The concept is simple. Sup­
pose a point p is randomly drawn from U, with uniform distribution, p may be in 
RL, RL, neither, or both. The actual probability that p falls in RL is the ratio of the 
volume of RL to the volume of U. Similarly, P(p 6 RL) — VOI(RL)/Vol(U). We do not 
necessari ly want p to fall  in RL with high probabil i ty;  if  RL is  much smaller than U, 
P(p € RL) should be small. But, we do want p to fall in RL with high probability if p 
is in RL] that is, we would like 
P(P e /4IP € RL)  =  P %FL L ^ L )  
P(p G R l)  
to be near one; similarly P(p G Âl|p G RL)  should be near one. These conditions are 
both implied by the single condition 
P (p e RL  n KL)  w l  (4.11, 
f (p E 7% U At) 
If this condition holds, RL and RL are highly congruent. As with CL and CL , the ratio 
in 4.11 depends on perfect knowledge of RL and RL, which is not available; the volumes 
must be estimated. If n points p are drawn in U, the estimator of P(p £ RL CI RL) is 
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#{p E RL  H Âi,}/n, and the estimator of P(p 6 -Rl U -Rl) is #{p G i?L U RL}/n- Hence 
we may conclude that RL and RL are highly congruent if 
#{p € RL  H RL}  ^  L  
#{p G i?L U Âl} 
It should be noted that some or all of these procedures may not be possible or feasible to 
carry out. To find CL of part (d), for instance, requires knowledge of CL independent of 
the model / given by the search. We usually would not use the algorithm to search for a 
contour that is already known. Part (d) can only be done when CL is known beforehand; 
in such a case, the real objective is not to find CL, but to test the search algorithm. 
Part (d) was carried out for the simulations in this chapter, but not for the application 
in Chapter 5. 
Parts (c) and (e) both require many evaluations of /. This may be impractical if 
a single evaluation of / is time-consuming. The difficulty is particularly great for part 
(c). The set SF from part (b) is supposed to be fairly dense in CL- If the dimension of 
the search region is at all high, a set that is dense in CL may need to have thousands of 
points. In part (e), nj only needs to be large enough to estimate the ratios 
V O , {Voi{u)L )  =  p  (p  e  R l  n  k l  ' •q  ~ U n i fW) 
V O l [ V o l { U ) L )  = ^ (p e fil U : q ~ U n i f ( U ) )  
Unless these ratios, or probabilities, are close to 0 or 1, they may be accurately estimated 
with rif < 1000. If CL is not known before the search, and if / is costly to evaluate, 
there may not be resources to carry out any of the diagnostic procedures in step 12. 
The three procedures give different sorts of information. What is their relative im­
portance? 
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In most situations, the goal is to estimate the region where f  > L. That is, the 
researcher would want to estimate which p G U fall in Rj, and which do not, and to 
make such estimates with low probability of error. This can be interpreted to mean that 
RL should be congruent with RL, with small symmetric difference. This does not always 
mean that  CL  and Cl are similar in fine details .  See Figure 2.3.  In that  figure,  Rl 
and RL are highly congruent; their intersection is almost as large as their union. Many 
points in CL, however, are not close to any points in CL- This shows that if the third 
procedure gives a ratio near one, then the search may be successful for many purposes, 
even though the closeness and uniformity measures from the second procedure may be 
bad (that is, large). 
The first procedure indicates how well / approximates / on CL-  This approximation 
may fail to be closely related to the approximation of Cl by CL- If / has a sharp gradient 
in a neighborhood of CL, then |/(p) — L| may be large for many points p that are close 
to CL- In that case, the mean squared error-mean{(/(p) — L)2 : p G C^j—may be 
large, although mean{<fzsf (p, CL) '• p G CL} is small. Conversely, a shallow gradient of 
/ near CL may lead to the mean squared error of / on CL being small, although many 
points of Cl are not very close to CL- Also, / may approximate / closely on Cl, but 
CL may fail to cover CL uniformly. 
So, in most cases, the most important measure of success is the ratio given by the 
third procedure. The closeness and uniformity measures from the second procedure 
come next. In general, the indicators from the first procedure are least important in 
judging the overall success of a search. 
The first and second procedures may give important information that supplements 
the third procedure. The uniformity and closeness measures do indicate how well the 
search has approximated the contour, as opposed to the region bounded by the contour. 
If  UdistMax is  large while UdistMean is  not,  then most points in CL are close S/in a i ,  
but at least one point in CL is not. If Sfinai is fairly dense in CL, then some point in 
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shape dim function level 
circle 2 3.8 
square 2 max{|zi|, |a?21} 3.8 
pinched ellipse 2 —10[exp (—dist(x. , px)) + exp (—dist ( x ,  p2))] -1.4 
interpolation 2 2.1 
W i  = tij  Y JJ tj, tj = exp (-dist ( x ,  x,)2) 
sphere 3 \[x\ + x\ + x\ 3.8 
cube 3 max{|$i|, \x2 \ ,  |x3|} 3.8 
pinched ellipsoid 3 same as for pinched ellipse -1.3 
interpolation 3 Same as for 2-D case 8 
hypersphere 4 Vel, 3.8 
hypercube 4 max{|z1|,|z2|,|z3|,|z4|} 3.8 
Table 4.1 Shapes and functions for trials of probabilistic search 
Cl is not near any point in CL-  This indicates that CL  covers most of CL  uniformly, 
but misses some portion of CL- Since contours estimated by smooth Gaussian processes 
tend to be fairly simple,  this may indicate that  some projection or irregulari ty in CL 
is not captured by CL- Similarly, if the measures of / on CL (first procedure) are bad 
while measures from the other two procedures are good, we could conclude that points 
in CL are close to points in CL, but / does not take values near L on CL', SO / must have 
sharp gradients near much of CL- Examples of such interpretation of measures will be 
given in 4.4.2. 
4.4 Simulations 
4.4.1 Plan of simulations 
The algorithm was applied to ten shapes. These are described in Table 4.1. The 
points {xj} of the interpolation surface were the grid {—3,0,3}d of 3d points. The 
interpolation surface is the mean function of a conditional process based on data located 
at these grid points. The values it,- assigned to these points were derived by adding a 
random error term to a quadratic function. The surface generated by the interpolation 
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function could be considered a quadratic surface with some smoothing and random 
distortion; the level sets of the function are fairly smooth and simple but somewhat 
irregular. 
The two points pi, p2 for the pinched ellipsoid were (2.2,0,..., 0), (—2.2,0,..., 0), 
with all zeros after the first element. 
Before starting the search, the function / must be defined and level L chosen. Several 
other quanti t ies must be set .  Steps 1 and 2 in section 4.2 show that  g^,  g2 ,  and n s  
must be chosen. Also, a must be chosen. We will discuss these choices. 
rii is the number of points in the initial Latin hypercube sample. If the region R l 
being sought is simple, fairly symmetric, and not too large or small relative to U, only 
a few data points are needed for RL to approximate RL fairly well. If RL is irregular or 
has sharp edges and angles, many data points will be needed to approximate it well; a 
small amount of initial data may force the search to do many time-consuming iterations. 
n s  is the minimal number of initial points inside each of RL and If RL and 
its complement divide U roughly evenly, and if nt- is three to four times as large as 
ns, then the initial hypercube will usually have at least ns points both inside RL and 
outside; no extra points will be needed. Difficulty arises if RL or its complement is 
small. For example, if RL has 0.05 of the volume of the U. then there would normally 
have to be about 20ns initial points to have ns points inside RL- Even if ns is small, the 
condition for which ns is defined will force a large number of initial data points. Many 
of these points may be far from RL  and not really necessary to model /  well  near CL-
Also, the amount of data needed to model a shape grows quickly with dimension. To 
approximate CL roughly at an early stage, there should be initial data scattered through 
RL- This means n; should grow with dimension. These difficulties arose with the pinched 
ellipsoid and interpolation surfaces. The pinched ellipse and interpolation contour in two 
dimensions define fairly large regions. Their counterparts in three dimensions, however, 
define regions containing only about 8% of the volume of the search region. 
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The criteria RAV and Cfind tend to decrease with iterations, but the decrease is 
much slower as dimension increases. Therefore, to keep search time within reasonable 
limits, 5i and g2 must usually be less strict for higher dimensions, a is related to gi gi is 
the goal for criterion RAV, and a determines confidence level of a "confidence annulus". 
RAV is the proportion of a "confidence annulus" to VOI(RL), where the annulus is 
defined as 
{P € (7 : f (|/(p) > &| > 0.5) < a/2}. 
If a is small, the annulus will be large; RAV will be large at first and many iterations 
may be needed for RAV to decrease to g\. If a is large, RAV may start small and 
decrease to g\ in few iterations. However, if a is large, the annulus is artificially small, 
since it corresponds to a collection of intervals with pointwise confidence 1 — a. Fast 
convergence of RAV to may mean that the RAV criterion is satisfied before / has 
been modeled very well. 
According to step 9 of the algorithm in section 4.2, there are two methods in 4.1.3 for 
selecting new points, and one of the two is randomly chosen at each iteration. The first 
method (estimated annulus reduction) is chosen with probability pc, the second (remote 
points) with probability 1 — pc. pc must be chosen. If pc is large, the annulus reduction 
method is used more often; this can be very time-consuming, particularly for higher 
dimensions. 
For these simulations, a hard limit Ni was imposed on the number of iterations. If 
Nj iterations were completed, the search ended, whatever the values of the stopping 
criteria. This condition ended searches that did not succeed in a reasonable amount of 
time. 
The algorithm has many random elements. Different searches for the same shape 
may take very different amounts of time, evaluate / at different data points in U, and 
finish with very different approximations of RL and / .  We would l ike to choose ro4- ,  n s ,  
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Dimension ni n s  9i 92 a Pc Nj 
2 30 5 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.6 100 
3 75 20 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.6 50 
4 100 20 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.4 75 
Table 4.2 Fixed values for quantities in probabilistic search algorithm 
gi,  g2 ,  and a so that the search has a very good chance of reaching a close approximation 
of RL, and of doing so with a moderate number of iterations. Such "good choices" of 
starting values may vary with the contour being sought. If RL is a sphere or ellipsoid, 
it is smooth and relatively easy to approximate; n,- and ns can be set to small values. 
We can expect RAV and Cfind to become very small, so that gi and g2 can also be 
set to small values. If the shape is a cube or pinched ellipsoid, small n,- and ns could 
lead to very long searches. However, whatever prior knowledge of / we have may not 
be sufficient to estimate the shape of CL with any accuracy. The algorithm should be 
able to find RL without prior knowledge.  Therefore,  the choices of n,- ,  n s ,  <%, g2 ,  and a 
were the same for all shapes of the same dimension. For reasons explained above, these 
preset values were increased with dimension. The preset values should be chosen so as to 
give reasonable chance of success across a variety of shapes. The actual choices of these 
values were reached by trial and error, and are listed in Table 4.2. The algorithm was 
run for each shape many times. The number of searches was about 100 for the two and 
three dimensional shapes. Four dimensional shapes tended to take longer. For reasons 
that will be explained below, it seemed impractical to search for the pinched ellipsoid 
or the level set of an interpolation function in four dimensions. 25 searches each were 
devoted to the four dimensional hypersphere and hypercube. 
4.4.2 Explanation of results 
The indicators summarized in the Tables 4.3- 4.12 can be grouped into indicators 
of cost and indicators of search effectiveness. The indicators of cost are: CPU time 
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in seconds, number of initial data points, number of iterations, and total number of 
evaluations. CPU time includes all time used by the algorithm proper, not time spent 
in function evaluations. The initial points are chosen in step 2 of the algorithm in 4.2. 
As explained above, the initial points include a Latin hypercube of fixed size but also 
may include extra random points that are chosen so that at least ns initial points are in 
each of Rl and R*£- Normally the algorithm chooses d—l new points at each iteration, 
so the total number of evaluations is usually ^{initial points} + (d — 1) x ^{iterations}. 
However, occasionally the algorithm would choose as a candidate an existing data point. 
In such a case, the candidate point would not be added as a duplicate. 
Step 12 of the algorithm in 4.2 describes the diagnostics. There are three diagnostic 
procedures; each yields four quantities to be recorded. Two of the procedures concern 
the estimated contour, CL- A large set of points randomly distributed over CL is found. 
Call this set Sfinai- Sjinai need not be evenly distributed on CL, but it must be numerous 
enough and somewhat evenly spread, so that Sfinai actually "outlines" CL- every point 
in CL is  very close to a  point  in Sfi n a i -
Also, for each function, a set of points CL CL CL has been selected. CL was described 
in section 3.3. CL "outlines" CL, and is saved in a file; in this study, CL is the same for 
every search for a given shape. 
Measures of cost and effectiveness were all calculated for each search. There were then 
N values of a measure for each shape, where N is the number of searches. These measures 
generally did not follow normal distributions, nor is there any particular reason to think 
that they would. Instead of attempting formal inference, it seemed more informative to 
give these summary statistics: maximum, minimum, median, and quartiles. 
When using the closeness and uniformity indicators, some standard is needed. The 
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objective is to estimate CL exactly: that is, CL=CL• Then 
max min dist{p,q)= max min distip,  q) = 0. 
peC(L )  q6C(L) qeC(L )  PGC(L) 
However, the indicators are calculated with the finite sets CL  and S'y, not CL  and CL-
Since CL is finite, it is possible that 
max min dist(p,  q) > 0, max min distip,  q) > 0 
P6C(6)C1E3(/) ^ qes(/)pec(i) 
even if Sfi n a i  C CL-  That is, the closeness and uniformity estimators may be nonzero 
even if the goal CL = CL is accomplished. This suggests a way to gauge the approximate 
estimates of closeness and uniformity: Calculate these measures for 5"C CL, where 
CL has been obtained from a search, and also for Sfinai, where S final is a random set 
of points in CL of the same size as Sfinai- If the indices of closeness and uniformity 
for Sfinal are close to those for Sfinai, then CL very likely approximates CL with good 
fidelity. 
For each shape, a random subset Sfi n a i  was generated N times, where N is the 
number of times the search algorithm was applied to the shape. S final has 800c! points, 
where d is the dimension. This is the size of the set Sfinai C CL generated at the end of 
each search. Closeness and uniformity measures of Sfinai and CL were calculated. Table 
4.7 shows summary statistics for each of the four measures, for each of the ten shapes. 
The tables give summary statistics for individual measures. To judge whether a 
search method is worth using, we usually must consider several measures, and decide 
their relative importance and possible interactions. The rank of the measures of goodness 
was discussed in section 4.3. We should do the same for the measures of cost. 
The most important measure of the total cost of a search should be the number 
of evaluations of /. The search algorithm was developed to find the L-level set for a 
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function /, but with no particular f  or L intended. In many important applications, 
a single evaluation of / requires substantial computer time. If a single evaluation, for 
example, requires a minute of CPU time, then a search that takes three hours of CPU 
time exclusive of evaluations but evaluates 200 data points will be less costly than 
a search that evaluates 300 data points and takes 90 minutes of CPU time outside 
evaluations. Of course, simulation programs may easily take longer than a minute for 
a single evaluation. The quantity "CPU time" in the tables is second in importance to 
the total number of evaluations. The number of initial points and number of iterations 
are not, by themselves, good measures of the cost of a search. However, they do give 
important information about how the search algorithm was actually applied for the given 
function and level. These considerations will be important when we compare measures 
of cost and measures of effectiveness. 
Now for the results themselves. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show summary statistics for 
measures of cost. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show summary statistics for output from the first 
procedure. These are measures of approximation of / by / on CL- Tables 4.9 and 
4.10 show summary statistics for measures of closeness and uniformity generated by the 
second procedure. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show summary statistics for the output from 
the third procedure. To supplement the 
summary statistics, boxplots of important measures are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 
4.3. The measures plotted include: CPU time, total number of evaluations, standard 
deviation of / on CL, UdistMax, UdistMean, CdistMax, CdistMean, and the ratio 
#{p € RL  n RL} /#{p G RL  U RL} -
A quick examination of the tables and boxplots will show several points, and raise 
some new questions. 
1. First, the searches tended to be very successful for some shapes. The spheres, in 
all dimensions, were found with great accuracy. For a sphere, we do not need to 
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Shape statistic CPU time ^iterations ^initial points total evaluations 
circle min 13.02 4 30 34 
Qi 36.18 5 30 35 
Median 66.51 8 30 38 
Q3 99.77 12 30 42 
Max 390.14 34 30 64 
square min 60.54 10 30 40 
Ql 269.19 29 30 59 
Median 371.75 34 30 64 
Q3 479.77 40 30 70 
Max 2036.24 100 30 130 
sphere min 9.81 2 67 81 
Qi 128.38 4 76 84 
Median 171.22 4 . 83 . 91 
Q3 226.16 4 96 103 
Max 674.64 14 153 161 
cube min 62.46 5 75 85 
Qi 802.52 18 75 111 
Median 1256.81 26 75 126 
Q3 2020.24 38 75 143 
Max 8079.58 50 75 174 
hypersphere min 49.84 3 113 125 
Ql 466.04 3 168 178 
Median 775.55 3 193 203 
Q3 963.75 3 221 232 
Max 1423.20 7 280 289 
hypercube min 3757.23 43 100 229 
Ql 6272.61 50 100 250 
Median 8582.93 58 100 274 
Q3 9573.20 65 100 293 
Max 14012.59 75 100 325 
Table 4.3 Summary statistics for measures of cost 
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Shape statistic CPU time ^iterations ^initial points total evaluations 
PE, 2 dim min 106.58 14 30 44 
Qi 442.32 39 30 69 
Median 738.44 54 30 84 
Q3 1195.06 70 30 100 
Max 2710.3 100 30 130 
IS, 2 dim min 81.31 9 30 45 
Ql 233.69 23 30 60 
Median 372.44 29 30 70 
Q3 602.21 42 50 79 
Max 1611.57 71 66 106 
PE, 3 dim min 445 4 121 161 
Ql 2975.74 18 197 268 
Median 4872.07 33 229 294 
Q3 6373.63 46 257 323 
Max 12151.15 50 352 392 
IS, 3 dim min 167.82 3 180 188 
Qi 963.77 4 273 280 
Median 997.140 4 312 324 
Q3 1520.84 6 360 371 
Max 23453.87 100 526 618 
Table 4.4 Summary statistics for measures of cost, continued 
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Shape statistic maxsm /(P) min5(/) /(p) meanS(/)/(p) SEs(/)/(p) 
circle min 3.809 2.256 3.745 0.008 
Qi 3.852 3.704 3.795 0.029 
Median 3.886 3.733 3.805 0.039 
Q3 3.964 3.758 3.814 0.061 
Max 5.432 3.794 3.895 0.231 
square min 3.877 0.066 3.586 0.045 
Qi 4.182 3.297 3.79 0.112 
Median 4.975 3.465 3.818 0.161 
Q3 4.994 3.567 3.841 0.244 
Max 5.000 3.746 3.957 0.836 
sphere mm 3.835 3.103 3.736 0.016 
Ql 3.886 3.499 3.776 0.04 
Median 3.935 3.58 3.79 0.056 
Q3 4.039 3.667 3.799 0.083 
Max 7.071 3.745 3.876 0.345 
cube min 4.497 2.138 3.732 0.145 
Ql 4.879 2.98 3.805 0.22 
Median 4.978 3.076 3.822 0.242 
Q3 4.994 3.162 3.842 0.272 
Max 5.000 3.344 3.920 0.383 
hypersphere min 38.61 3.105 3.769 0.017 
Qi 3.919 3.578 3.803 0.037 
Median 3.974 3.646 3.808 0.049 
Q3 4.065 3.692 3.815 0.071 
Max 7.223 3.766 3.885 0.471 
hypercube min 4.821 2.471 3.772 0.263 
Ql 4.991 2.726 3.834 0.314 
Median 4.994 2.837 3.858 0.343 
Q3 4.999 2.924 3.869 0.359 
Max 3.025 4.045 0.461 
Table 4.5 Summary statistics for / on S final  
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Shape statistic maxgm /(P) /(p) mean,%/)/(p) SEsm/(p) 
PE, 2 dim min -1.391 -3.4 -1.483 0.003 
Ql -1.349 01.598 -1.403 0.025 
Median -1.278 -1.48 -1.396 0.062 
Q3 -0.279 -1.435 -1.377 0.173 
Max -0.036 -1.404 -1.146 0.506 
IS, 2 dim min 2.108 1.078 2.006 0.017 
Qi 2.191 1.771 2.072 0.053 
Median 2.296 1.892 2.094 0.087 
Q3 2.986 1.972 2.13 0.156 
Max 7.699 2.086 2.507 1.377 
PE, 3 dim min -1.205 -3.653 -1.343 0.041 
Ql -0.898 -1.991 -1.293 0.105 
Median -0.239 -1.723 -1.261 0.217 
Q3 -0.016 -1.608 -1.138 0.378 
Max -0.006 -1.409 -0.554 0.619 
IS, 3 dim min 8.087 6.433 7.907 0.045 
Qi 8.347 6.963 7.973 0.146 
Median 8.515 7.257 8,002 0.178 
Q3 8.645 7.431 8.031 0.202 
Max 10.841 7.636 8.490 0.940 
Table 4.6 Summary statistics for / on Sjinai, continued 
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Uniformity Closeness 
Shape statistic UdistMax UdistMean CdistMax CdistMean 
circle min 0.0384 0.0142 0.0362 0.0185 
Qi 0.0877 0.0382 0.1007 0.0392 
Median 0.1342 0.0532 0.1538 0.0565 
Q3 0.1917 0.0697 0.1976 0.0703 
Max 0.3732 0.102 0.6745 0.1668 
square min 0.0492 0.0088 0.0417 0.0070 
Ql 0.0616 0.0093 0.0551 0.0073 
Median 0.0658 0.0095 0.0572 0.0074 
Q3 0.0746 0.0097 0.0606 0.0076 
Max 0.1368 0.0103 0.0634 0.0078 
sphere min 0.3934 0.1336 0.3012 0.1039 
Qi 0.4287 0.1363 0.3416 0.1061 
Median 0.4478 0.1373 0.3579 0.1068 
Q3 0.4797 0.1381 0.3728 0.1076 
Max 0.5557 0.1406 0.3962 0.1102 
cube min 0.5513 0.1844 0.3464 0.1157 
Ql 0.5860 0.1874 0.3816 0.1189 
Median 0.6156 0.1889 0.4001 0.1199 
Q3 0.6456 0.1897 0.4160 0.1207 
Max 0.8310 0.1936 0.4989 0.1233 
hypersphere min 0.8727 0.3826 0.7604 0.3554 
Qi 0.8597 0.3852 0.7947 0.3579 
Median 0.8765 0.3861 0.8283 0.3599 
Q3 0.8997 0.3884 0.8452 0.3613 
Max 0.9782 0.3917 0.8956 0.3638 
hypercube min 1.2621 0.5580 2.2849 0.4308 
Ql 1.3060 0.5617 2.4514 0.4411 
Median 1.3265 0.5629 2.4945 0.4472 
Q3 1.3663 0.5656 2.5614 0.4492 
Max 1.4427 0.5676 2.6350 0.4589 
Table 4.7 Statistics for uniformity and closeness, Sfinai C Cl 
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Uniformity Closeness 
Shape statistic UdistMax UdistMean CdistMax CdistMean 
PE, 2 dim min 0.0262 0.0063 0.0681 0.0267 
Qi 0.0671 0.0112 0.1099 0.0322 
Median 0.1252 0.0173 0.2201 0.0451 
Q3 0.1990 0.0259 1.615 0.0851 
Max 0.7594 0.0656 3.6832 0.4621 
IS, 2 dim min 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Ql 0.05852 0.00547 0.09996 0.00853 
Median 0.06764 0.00564 0.10459 0.00868 
Q3 0.07913 0.00589 0.10705 0.00883 
Max 0.17232 0.00630 0.11149 0.00954 
PE, 3 dim min 0.3959 0.1463 0.1719 0.1094 
Qi 0.3493 0.1493 0.1764 0.1103 
Median 0.4659 0.1504 0.1771 0.1105 
Q3 0.4868 0.1510 0.1778 0.1107 
Max 0.6099 0.1539 0.1790 0.1115 
IS, 3 dim min 0.4766 0.0928 0.4277 0.0777 
Ql 0.5412 0.0970 0.5088 0.0817 
Median 0.5744 0.0983 0.5551 0.0821 
Q3 0.6244 0.0997 0.6261 0.0833 
Max 0.8370 0.1038 0.7411 0.0859 
Table 4.8 Statistics for uniformity and closeness, Sfinai C CL 
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Uniformity Closeness 
Shape statistic UdistMax UdistMean CdistMax CdistMean 
circle min 0.0446 0.0106 0.0359 0.0095 
Q1 0.0902 0.0231 0.0828 0.0227 
Median 0.1333 0.0285 0.1363 0.0277 
Q3 0.2130 0.0399 0.2141 0.0404 
Max 1.0065 0.1064 1.6321 0.1006 
square min 0.1860 0.0312 0.1927 0.0328 
Ql 0.3923 0.0555 0.4647 0.0651 
Median 0.5394 0.0755 1.2183 0.0859 
Q3 0.7593 0.0981 1.4721 0.1216 
Max 1.7297 0.2629 3.7343 0.3959 
sphere min 0.4646 0.1536 0.3083 0.1084 
Ql 0.5099 0.1582 0.3462 0.1152 
Median 0.5515 0.1647 0.3739 0.1212 
Q3 0.5945 0.1741 0.3991 0.1342 
Max 1.3474 0.2453 3.2874 0.2487 
cube min 0.8397 0.2355 0.7133 0.1915 
Ql 1.1272 0.2857 1.1001 0.2216 
Median 1.3077 0.3017 1.1915 0.2366 
Q3 1.4278 0.3237 1.3536 0.2564 
Max 1.8805 0.4127 2.0630 0.3372 
hypersphere min 1.0598 0.4247 0.7627 0.3582 
Ql 1.0824 0.4328 0.7819 0.3616 
Median 1.1116 0.4377 0.8178 0.3651 
Q3 1.1527 0.4397 0.8392 0.3675 
Max 1.1980 0.4436 0.9647 0.3750 
hypercube min 1.540 0.5974 2.300 0.5205 
Ql 1.774 0.6516 2.4519 0.5470 
Median 1.8685 0.6604 2.5104 0.5595 
Q3 2.0281 0.6747 2.5867 0.5814 
Max 2.6634 0.6889 2.7201 0.6713 
Table 4.9 Summary statistics for measures of closeness and uniformity 
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Uniformity Closeness 
Shape statistic U distMax UdistMean CdistMax CdistMean 
PE, 2 dim min 0.0262 0.0063 0.0681 0.0267 
Ql 0.0671 0.0112 0.1099 0.0322 
Median 0.1252 0.0173 0.2201 0.0451 
Q3 0.1990 0.0259 1.6150 0.0851 
Max 0.7594 0.0656 3.6832 0.4621 
IS, 2 dim min 0.022 0.0108 0.1154 0.0221 
Ql 0.2733 0.0486 0.3296 0.0566 
Median 0.4012 0.0696 0.5659 0.095 
Q3 0.625 0.0985 1.9765 0.1447 
Max 1.6278 0.2118 5.2292 0.4281 
PE, 3 dim min 0.4046 0.112 0.1895 0.0778 
Ql 0.5529 0.1344 0.7096 0.1091 
Median 0.7105 0.1543 2.0717 0.2889 
Q3 1.2744 0.3686 4.4555 0.8468 
Max 1.9891 0.6560 5.8316 1.9178 
IS, 3 dim min 0.3309 0.0973 0.5990 0.1365 
Ql 0.4579 0.1169 0.6893 0.1553 
Median 0.5610 0.1286 0.8774 0.1695 
Q3 0.7307 0.1398 1.0463 0.1877 
Max 1.8345 0.2186 3.0228 0.8177 
Table 4.10 Summary statistics for measures of closeness and uniformity, 
continued 
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Shape statistic InCx In CL  In both (# in both)/(# in either) 
circle min 826 829 822 0.948 
Ql 895 895 889 0.981 
Median 907 903 899 0.987 
Q3 922 921 913 0.992 
Max 966 962 955 0.999 
square min 1078 1089 997 0.799 
Ql 1150 1141 1113 0.922 
Median 1178 1157 1133 0.949 
Q3 1204 1172 1153 0.968 
Max 1288 1206 1200 0.991 
sphere min 631 647 614 0.881 
Ql 666 675 655 0.953 
Median 677 688 668 0.965 
Q3 697 702 686 0.978 
Max 758 757 747 0.991 
cube min 1233 1248 1159 0.742 
Ql 1312 1297 1216 0.855 
Median 1347 1311 1241 0.872 
Q3 1383 1334 1265 0.889 
Max 1691 1391 1320 0.944 
hypersphere min 363 362 355 0.850 
Qi 398 391 384 0.946 
Median 417 413 406 0.962 
Q3 426 423 416 0.975 
Max 454 449 439 0.993 
hypercube min 1276 1254 1119 0.688 
Ql 1361 1307 1168 0.737 
Median 1428 1322 1179 0.762 
Q3 1488 1336 1195 0.783 
Max 1552 1416 1282 0.825 
Table 4.11 Summary statistics for points in Cl, CL 
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Shape statistic In CL  In both (# in both)/(# in either) 
PE, 2 dim min 495 513 492 0.806 
Ql 556 553 548 0.970 
Median 570 563 560 0.986 
Q3 584 577 573 0.993 
Max 678 614 614 1.000 
IS, 2 dim min 885 920 859 0.746 
Ql 968 976 955 0.960 
Median 985 991 975 0.974 
Q3 1006 1006 992 0.986 
Max 1113 1042 1034 0.997 
PE, 3 dim min 218 229 208 0.226 
Ql 255 252 239 0.836 
Median 272 261 249 0.911 
Q3 300 272 260 0.934 
Max 962 302 292 0.977 
IS, 3 dim min 148 155 146 0.855 
Ql 175 178 169 0.911 
Median 185 187 179 0.929 
Q3 193 197 186 0.944 
Max 228 231 22 1.000 
Table 4.12 Summary statistics for points in CL, CL, continued 
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consider the closeness measures CdistMax and CdistMean ; the reason is that for 
any p G CL, dist(p,CL)=\f(p) — L\, where /(x) := xh The measures for 
spheres in Table 4.5 show that the mean of / on S final was always less than 0.1 from 
L = 3.8. Mean squared error was also small. For example, the maximum, over all 
searches, of standard deviation of {/(p) : p £ Sfinai} was 0.471 for the four dimen­
sional  hypersphere.  The maximum over al l  searches of  the mean{/(p) :  p  6 Sfi n a i}  
was 3.885, the minimum 3.769. So the maximum mean squared error was no more 
than (3.885 — 3.8)2 + 0.4712 ~ 0.4786. The first quartile of (#both)/(#either) was 
well  over 0.95 in all  dimensions.  And the statist ics for UdistMax and UdistMean 
in Table 4.9 are not much larger than the values for the "null case" in Table 4.7. 
The CPU times for spheres, as shown in Table 4.3, were usually not very long. 
The longest search for a hypersphere took less than 25 minutes of CPU time. 
2. To judge the overall success of a search, we must compare cost to the effec­
tiveness of the approximation. The first measure of effectiveness is the ratio 
#{p G RL n RL}/Hz{p € RL U RL}, denoted SetRatio; the first measure of cost is 
the total number of evaluations. As Tables 4.11 and 4.12 indicate, for several of the 
shapes,  SetRatio tended to be near 1 for most searches.  Figures 4.4 show SetRatio 
plotted against total number of evaluations for two shapes where SetRatio was not 
consistently near one: these being the four dimensional hypercube, and the contour 
of a three dimensional interpolation surface. These indicate that more evaluations 
tends to yield a better approximation. 
3. As noted, for most shapes, the SetRatio was fairly large (> 0.8) for all searches. 
There was one shape where this ratio was actually small for a few searches: the 
pinched ellipsoid in three dimensions. The minimum values of SetRatio was 0.226. 
This indicates a spectacular failure of some sort. For that search, the final estimate 
CL must bound relatively large regions in the complement of RL-
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Examination of other measures of effectiveness may give some hints of what went 
wrong. Look at Tables (4.9) and (4.10). The statistics for CdistMax tend to be 
from 3 to 5 t imes those for CdistMean ;  l ikewise for UdistMax and UdistMean. 
For the pinched ell ipsoid,  however,  the median and third quarti les of UdistMax 
are about seven times those of UdistMean. This means that often at least one 
point on the estimated contour would be unusually distant from the true contour. 
On one search for the pinched ellipsoid, the set Sjinai was plotted. See Figure 
(4.5). The pinched ellipsoid has been found, and with little apparent distortion. 
However, the plot also shows a portion of CL that is irregular in shape and some 
distance from the pinched ellipsoid. This shape is near one tip of the CL, aud 
near the boundary of the search region. The function has a sharp gradient there. 
Apparently the search chose enough data points near CL to estimate the true 
contour well; it had sparse data in some parts of so that / estimated / poorly. 
One effect  is  that  /  was estimated to take value L at some points not close to CL-
The result  is  a  "ghost":  a  component of CL  enclosing a region dist inct  from RL-
4. If the estimated contour is fairly close to the true contour overall, then given a 
finite set  CL  that  is  "dense" in CL ,  and a set  SJIN A \  that  is  similarly dense in CL ,  
we would expect the maximum over q € Sfinai of min_g^, di-st(p, q) to be a few 
times the mean over q G Sfin a i  of the same minimum distance.  That is ,  CdistMax 
should be a small  multiple of CdistMean. The same should hold for UdistMax 
and UdistMean, if CL covers CL fairly well. And this is what happens in a shape 
that the search tends to find with reasonable accuracy. Figure 4.6 (A) shows a 
plot of CdistMax versus CdistMean for the 25 searches for a four dimensional 
hypercube; 4.6 (B) shows UdistMax versus UdistMean for the same shape. 
Now look at the plots in Figure 4.7. The first plot is of closeness measures for 
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the pinched ellipse; the other two show closeness and uniformity measures for the 
pinched ellipsoid. The plots of closeness measures show that for many searches, 
CdistMax was large even when CdistMean was not. If CdistMax is much larger 
than CdistMean, then most points in Sjinai are fairly close to CL, but at least 
one point in CL is not close. This indicates that there are components of CL not 
related to CL] in other words, CdistMax >> CdistMean indicates that the final 
estimated contour CL has "ghosts". 
Plot (C) of 4.7 is a little harder to interpret. It shows that UdistMax is sometimes 
much larger than UdistMean, but sometimes almost equal to UdistMean. This 
may indicate that a sizable proportion of points in CL are not close to any point 
in Sjinai. That in turn would imply that CL simply is not close to a portion of CL] 
CL is not uniformly approximated. 
5. CPU times were related to the number of iterations, but also to the time needed 
for each iteration. CPU times tended to be much longer for shapes in higher 
dimensions, and for more "difficult" shapes. For an example, look at Table 4.3. 
The median CPU time for the hypercube was 8582.93 seconds, and the maximum 
was over 14000 seconds. Our main measure of cost is the number of function 
evaluations; the CPU time, however, is also a cost, and may be very influential. 
The search itself, outside of the function evaluations, should run in a reasonable 
amount of time, but the user would usually judge what "reasonable" may be. Four 
hours may be longer than many users would be willing to tolerate. 
6. It is also of interest to consider how much CPU time is needed for individual 
iterations. The finding of the initial points almost always takes a small fraction 
of the total CPU time in a search; a good estimate of CPU time per iteration can 
be found by dividing total CPU time by number of iterations. An inspection of 
the Tables 4.3 and 4.4 will show that this ratio tends to increase with dimension 
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and with the difficulty of the shape. The ratio, however, also tends to increase 
with the number of initial points. That is, if very many points are chosen before 
iteration starts, individual iterations tend to take much longer. This tendency is 
not noticeable in shapes where the number of initial points is virtually constant. 
For example, the searches for two dimensional shapes always had thirty initial 
points. If the number of initial points varied greatly from search to search, then 
the relation of CPU time/iteration to number of initial points was marked. A 
scatterplot of this relation is shown for the three dimensional pinched ellipsoid in 
Figure 4.8. 
7. In looking at Tables 4.3 and 4.4, it is noticeable that the number of iterations 
tended to be very small for some shapes. The third quartile for number of iterations 
was no more than six for the spheres in three and four dimensions, and the contour 
of the three dimensional interpolation function. It might be expected that, in 
searching for a sphere of d dimensions, the number of iterations might increase 
with d. The statistics for number of iterations for spheres in Table 4.3 actually 
decrease with dimension. 
The other measures of cost indicate a possible explanation. The number of initial 
points had a median of 30 for the circle, 76 for the sphere, and 193 for the hy­
persphere. The median number of initial points was 312 for the 3-d interpolation 
contour. In all these shapes, the search algorithm tended to choose a large number 
of initial points relative to the dimension. If the true contour CL is not "difficult", 
the initial data may be enough to estimate CL- Even though the iterative search 
may be unnecessary, however, the total cost is still high; the function does have 
to be evaluated at many initial points. Also, the CPU time for these searches did 
not tend to be very short. Recall that the CPU time is for the calculations done 
in the search algorithm, and does not include function evaluations. Relatively few 
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calculations are needed to choose the initial points, so most of the CPU time will 
be devoted to the work done in the iterations. Table 4.3 indicates that when the 
number of initial points is large, the CPU time per iteration may be very long. 
This is not surprising. To choose a new point, the algorithm must repeatedly in­
vert matrices of size n, where n is the number of existing data points. Inverting 
an n x n matrix takes 0(n3) operations. 
The tables indicate that many searches were relatively successful. They only show 
summary statistics, however. The reader may wonder what the estimated regions and 
contours actually looked like. We show some examples. 
Figure 4.9(A) shows the estimated contour from the search for a square level set. 
Figure 4.9(B) shows the estimated contour from the search for the level set of an inter­
polation function in two dimensions. The true contour is shown in both graphs. These 
show that the estimated contours, in two dimensions at least, tend to be very close to 
the true contours in most places; there are a few segments of CL in each graph where 
the estimated contour CL has wandered away. 
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(A) 
(C) 
3 
Figure 4.1 Boxplots for simulation measures. (A): CPU time. (B): Number 
of evaluations.  (C):  CdistMax. 
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(C) 
Figure 4.2 Boxplots for simulation measures. (A): CdistMean. (B) 
U distMax. (C):  UdistMean. 
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(B) 
Figure 4.3 Boxplots for simulation measures. (A): Standard deviation of / 
on Sfinai-  (B):  #(p G CL n CL)/#(p G CL U CL) .  
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Figure 4.4 Set ratio (#in RL  fl RL  U RL)  VS. number of evalua­
tions. (A): For the contour of a three dimensional interpolation 
surface (100 searches). (B): For a four dimensional hypercube 
(25 searches). 
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Figure 4.6 Maximum versus mean of uniformity and closeness measures, 
hypercube.  (A):  CdistMax vs.  CdistMean. (B):  UdistMax 
vs.  UdistMean. 
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Figure 4.8 CPU time per iteration, vs. number of initial points, for three 
dimensional pinched ellipsoid. 
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shape is a contour of interpolation function dm=2 5 
Figure 4.9 Results of searches in two dimensions. (A): Search for a level 
set that is a square. Line of dots indicates estimated con­
tour; square(true contour) is shown by solid straight lines. (B): 
Search for contour of function defined by interpolation. Thick 
line formed by plus signs (+) shows true contour. Thin line is 
estimated contour. 
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CHAPTER 5. An Application 
5.1 Introduction 
In this section we describe the application of the probabilistic search algorithm to a 
problem from industry. A new method in statistics is commonly validated by application 
to some problem from the real world. For most new methods, the problem would be a 
set of actual data. The search method is intended to find the level set for a function / 
that exists as a computer program. For our method, the "problem" is not a set of data, 
but just such a function, developed in the automotive industry. 
A car door has a seal around the edge. This seal should fill the space between the 
edge of the door and the edge of the hole in the car body into which the door fits. The 
seal should be snug, with no gaps, but should need little force to close. The actual 
form the seal takes when the door is closed depends on many factors. These include the 
shape of the car door, various stresses on car and door, and the form of the seal when not 
under pressure. The engineers at General Motors have developed a simulation program 
to predict the pressure of the seal of a closed door. General Motors has permitted the 
use of this simulation for the purposes of this thesis. 
5.2 Description of model 
The door seal and the mathematical model for the seal are given in Kloess et al .  
(2003) and Mourelatos et al. (2003). We follow here the exposition of those papers. The 
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door seal is modeled by a set of independent springs placed in the gap between door 
and body. The compression of the springs is determined by the uncompressed state and 
natural stiffness of the springs, and by the location of key features of the door. 
Let us be the thickness of the seal when not compressed. 
Let UN be the gap between door and body when not deformed by stress, UN is called 
the nominal gap. 
Let UD be the elastic deformation of the door in the direction that affects the seal 
width. 
Let UB be the corresponding deformation of the body. 
The operational gap between body and door is 
uq := UN + UD — UB (5.1) 
and seal compression is defined by 
5 :=us — UQ. (5.2) 
If 8 is positive, the seal exerts force F. If S is negative, F is zero and the seal is not 
compressed. 
All these quantities are vectors in which elements are indexed by positions along the 
seal. The quantity of interest is minimum compression, min 5. If min 5 is negative, the 
seal is not compressed and has failed at some point. 
The shape and configuration of the door and body determine a sti f fness matrix K.  
Let f be the vector of loads on the door seal. In reality, there are infinitely many points 
on the seal where load could be measured, but the model considers only a finite number. 
The program we work with considers loads at eight points around the edge of the door. 
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Let u be the vector of deformations at these points. The basic equation of the model is 
Ku = f. (5.3) 
The GM researchers have partitioned the vectors u and f into two sets, which they 
designate internal and retained. Internal loads include quantities not in the designers' 
control, such as aerodynamic load and gravity. Retained displacements include all those 
of points along the seal, and retained loads include the seal forces. We are interested in 
retained displacements, so (5.3) can be written 
or as 
ICyylly fr "i~" f Î (5.4) 
where 
Kr Krr - K I R K^K R I ,  FI  =  -KJ R K^F T  
There are load and displacement vectors for door and body; so (5.4) can be written 
K D 
0 K D  
( A 
7 
u" 4,^  
\f*/ 
+ 
(~D\  
t i  
\f/ 
(5.5) 
In addition, there are displacements at attachment points, that is, hinges and latch. 
These are retained, not internal. So retained displacement vectors can be partitioned 
u? = 
u D  
U? = 
u B  
U D  r A  U B  rA . 
(5.6) 
Ill 
(5.5) then becomes 
0 o N V 
Kl 0 0 < ff 
0 0 uf f# I 0 0 WD K AA/  
+ 
/ F(<f) ^ 
0 
-F(^) 
0 / 
(5.7) 
Two more pieces are needed to have a soluble system of equations. The displacements 
for attachment points satisfy equations 
uY + Tu (5.8) 
where T is a known transformation matrix, d a known constant vector. From 5.7 and 
5.8, we derive 
0 0 0 N ^ F(^) ^ 
Kl 0 0 I 0 
0 0 Kg, 0 uf = f# + -f(4) 
0 0 % ic TT uf 0 
X o I 0 T 0 J vJ w I 0 / 
(5.9) 
We need a formula for F as a function of 8. There is a specified nominal force per length 
of seal, FL and a nominal compression 8. The nominal force at a point I units along 
the seal is F = FL x I. Dimension-free expressions for seal force and compression are 
then 
P X (5.10) F 8 F% = =, = =. 
F 8 
So 
aa " j a(a%) ' (5.11) 
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Design variable description 
N0MGAP1,...,N0MGAP8 
UH_CC 
UH_FA 
UHJJD 
LELCC 
LAT_CC 
LATJJD 
STHICK 
DELBAR 
FLBAR 
Nominal gap at eight locations 
on seal line 
Upper hinge location in cross-car direction 
Upper hinge location in fore-aft direction 
Upper hinge location in up-down direction 
Lower hinge location in cross-car direction 
Latch location in cross-car direction 
Latch location in up-down direction 
Seal thickness 
Nominal seal compression 
Nominal seal force per unit seal length 
Table 5.1 Design variables used in GM simulation 
#(F%) 
———, as a function of 5%, is derived from a curve for F% as a function of 5%. With 
this knowledge, equation 5.9 represents a nonlinear system of differential equations. This 
system can be made linear (by a simple Taylor expansion), and solved for u and S by 
iterative methods for partial differential equations. 
To calculate a solution to equation 5.9, several parameters need to be supplied. 
The needed quantities include stiffness matrix K, transformation matrix T, and several 
variables that are determined by the design of the car: 8, FL, nominal gap ujv, and 
position of attachment points. The simulation program has seventeen design variables 
as inputs. These are shown in Table 5.1. Other input includes the stiffness and 
transformation matrices and the curve for F% as a function of 5%. 
The program supplied for this thesis work was modified somewhat. The only inputs 
that could be easily modified were the design variables. The output consisted of min 5 
only. 
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5.3 Plan of search 
The simulation program, as given, defines a function of seventeen inputs. The sim­
ulation results of chapter 4 indicate that the algorithm, in its present form, should not 
be expected to perform well in a region of seventeen dimensions (although such a search 
might be possible for some shapes). It seemed advisable to fix most variables at some 
nominal mean value, and let a few vary. On advice from Dr. Kloess, these variables 
were chosen to remain unfixed: UH_CC, LH_CC, LAT_CC, STHICK, N0MGAP2, and 
N0MGAP8. 
The output of the program is min 5. The seal fails when min S < 0. The level 
of interest for output is then zero; the objective is to estimate the tolerance region 
{P : /(P) > 0}. 
The search algorithm, as described in sections 4.1 and 4.2, makes certain assumptions 
about /. Look at the general formula for the correlation function given in equation (4.5). 
The correlation between /(p) and /(q) is determined by the differences pi — % between 
the elements for coordinate i, i = 1,... ,n. The contribution for coordinate i depends 
only on |p, — qt |, not on the coordinate index i. In other words, correlation is unchanged 
by permutation of coordinates. If u is set at 2, as has been done so far, the correlation 
function is isotropic, that is, independent of any orthonormal transformation. The search 
algorithm also assumes that the search region will be a cubical region [—i?, R]d, where 
d is the dimension. This means that all variables will vary with the same range. 
We should consider whether the simulation function meets the assumptions. The 
input vector for the simulation function consists of values of the seventeen variables given 
in Table 5.1. The description in Mourelatos et al. (2003) indicates that the variables do 
not have the same ranges. These variables all have "natural" means, that is, the values 
they would have if the system were not stressed in some way. There are also known 
standard deviations for the variables. The means and standard deviations are shown in 
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Design variable mean standard deviation 
NOMGAPl,...,NOMGAP8 15 1 
UH_CC, UH_FA, UHJJD, 1 0.6 
LH-CC, LAT_CC, LATJJD 
STHICK 20 1 
FLBAR 5 0.2 
WIDTH 0.08 0.00467 
Table 5.2 Reference values for simulation variables 
Table 5.2. For the search, the value of each variable that is not fixed is drawn from 
a range that is plus or minus three standard deviations of the mean. For FLBAR, for 
example, values would be drawn from 5 ± 3 x 0.2 = [4.4,5.6]. For input into the search 
algorithm, the data would be normalized.The search then takes place in a search region 
[—3, 3]6. The interaction between search algorithm and simulation program is as follows: 
1. The search algorithm has data points in search region [—3, 3]6. The algorithm 
chooses a point p E [—3,3]6 to evaluate. 
2. p is mapped to a point v G R17 as follows: The variables not fixed have indices in 
I = {2,8,9,12,13,15}. If i G I, then Vi is set at + PiC?i(;). If i I, then % is 
set at \i{. fii is the mean given in the table above for the i-th variable, and ai is 
the corresponding standard deviation. 
3. The simulation function is evaluated at v, and value y is returned. 
4. y is passed to the search algorithm, and becomes the data value associated with 
P 
The results of chapter 4 indicate that the algorithm's default method of finding initial 
points may cause problems. It is important to have initial points both within the contour 
and outside it, but not too many on either side. If the contour encloses a small region, 
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choosing initial points at random may lead to a very large number of initial points. 
Instead, it seemed better to choose initial points in a methodical way. The points need 
to be spaced fairly evenly in [—3,3]6, and leave no large empty regions. This is the 
same challenge that occurs in fitting response surfaces. Central composite designs are 
standard in response surface methods. For a standard treatment, see chapter 7 in Myers 
and Montgomery (2002). A CCD in d dimensions has a factorial component, that is, 
a fractional factorial of the set of 2d corner points { — R, R}d. where R is a fixed value. 
The CCD also has points on each coordinate axis, all at equal distance from the origin. 
A CCD has the property of rotatability if these axis points are at distance \[FR from 
the origin, where F is the number of points in the factorial portion. Lastly, there are 
points at the origin. 
For the region [—3,3], the chosen design had initial points at the 26 vertices { — 1, l}6. 
F is then 64, and the fourth root is 23/2. There are twelve points on the coordinate axes, 
each 23/2 from the origin. Finally, the origin is included. Since the function is really 
deterministic, not random, there is no need to have duplicate points; there is no variation 
of / at any point.The design has 77 points altogether. 
The simulation program was evaluated at the design points. 62 of the values were 
positive, the rest negative. There are then many initial points both inside and outside 
the contour. Our objective was to find the contour C0 and region R0, but a CCD is 
designed to allow approximation of the response function over the whole search region. 
A response surface was therefore fit to the existing data-the points in the CCD and the 
values of the simulation function at the points. 
The result was somewhat surprising. The response surface model fitted the data very 
well. Results are summarized in Table 5.3. R2 ~ 0.98. It is to be noted that the 
largest component of the sums of squares is for the linear components. This indicates 
that the surface described by the GM simulation function is quite simple, can easily be 
approximated by a quadratic model on the points of the central composite design, and 
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Source df 25" F 
linear 6 72.515 374.24 
squares 6 2.083 10.75 
crossproduct 15 4.953 10.22 
error 49 1.5824 0.0323 
#2 % 0.9805 
Table 5.3 Some SAS output for response surface fitted to CCD data 
may even be almost linear locally. 
5.4 Results 
The result of fitting the response surface suggests that the level sets of the simulation 
function may be simple. If so, the algorithm may be able to find a contour, even in six 
dimensions. A search was started, but soon a problem arose. According to step 5 in 
section 4.2, the algorithm starts at a local minimum of / and moves out along a ray 
until it either finds a point in CL or it reaches the boundary of the search region. If the 
contour is a closed surface, or almost closed, the search will usually find points on or 
very close to CL- Here, however, we have reason to think that the true function is fairly 
simple, perhaps not far from linear. The level sets of a linear function are not closed 
surfaces, but rather hyperplanes that would cut the search region into two parts. If / 
is roughly linear and CL approximates a hyperplane, then the local minimum of / in 
U would be on the boundary of U; many random rays from the local minimum point 
would go to another point on the boundary without crossing CL-
What actually happened in the first attempted search was that most of the new data 
points chosen were on the boundary. The values of / at these points were far from 0. 
The search was not accumulating data points near CL', but that is what is needed to 
reduce the confidence annulus and have small mean square error of data. In short, the 
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search was accumulating a great deal of data and failing to converge. 
The algorithm was therefore modified slightly. The procedure described in step 5 of 
Section 4.2 was replaced by a simple pattern search. Such a search begins by choosing a 
starting point p € U. Starting points were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution 
on U. Now execute the iterative steps of the algorithm, (i) Evaluate / at p, and also 
at  a  pattern of points around p. (i i)  Choose the point  where /  has value closest  to L. 
Let this be the new p. Repeat (i) and (ii), shrinking the pattern when necessary, until 
a point p0 is found such that |/(po) — L\ < T, where T is some chosen tolerance. If the 
search ends at the boundary without finding a point on CL, simply do another search. 
Repeat this m times to obtain m points on CL-  These points will be scattered across 
CL', they may not be uniformly distributed on CL, but should be selected in such a way 
that any important segment of CL will, with substantial probability, lie near least one 
of the points. 
With the algorithm modified in this way, another search was started. Here are the 
settings for the search criteria and other quantities: 
9i 92 a Pc 
0.1 0.1 0.8 0.4 
The central composite design of 77 points supplied the inital points; the Latin hypercube 
method was not used here. The cost measures of the search were: 
initial points 77 
iterations 65 
function evaluations 376 
CPU time(in seconds) 39965.94 
As the search progresses, the values of the true function at successive data points 
should tend to move closer to 0. What actually happened is indicated in Figure 5.1. 
This shows increasing accuracy as the algorithm attempted to choose points on Co-
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At the end of the search, the pattern search method described above was used to find 
a set of 6601 points in CL, and /(the simulation function) was evaluated at each. This 
is the first diagnostic procedure. Below are summary statistics for the function values. 
Maximum Minimum Mean Median Standard deviation 
0.9267 -2.3452 0.0186 0.0177 0.2158 
The maximum value is little more than four standard deviations from the mean. The 
minimum, on the other hand, is about eleven standard deviations below the mean. This 
may mean that there is a component or section of CL which is far removed from CL- That 
is, the search algorithm may be "seeing a ghost", as happened in Figure 4.5 of section 
4.4.2. Also, 6000 points were chosen from a uniform distribution on the entire search 
region, and / and / were evaluated at each. This is the third diagnostic procedure. 
Summary statistics: 
A. #{p = /(p) < 0} 2614 
B. #{p : /(p) < 0} 2622 
both A and B 2517 
#(A and B)/#(A or B) 0.9257 
This indicates that the search has found the region RQ with reasonable accuracy. 
When the response surface was fit to the 77 initial points, a quadratic approximation 
1RS to / was obtained. It may be of interest to compare the ability of FUS to predict R0 
to that of the function / defined by the search. JRS was determined at the same 6000 
random points in U. Summary statistics: 
A. #{p : Wp) < 0} 2629 
B. #{p : /(p) < 0} 2622 
both A and B 2370 
#(A and B)/#(A or B) 0.8226 
Clearly the search / was more successful at estimating RQ. This response surface, 
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however, used only the 77 initial points. A better comparison would be of the function 
/ from the search to a function derived by fitting a response surface to all data used in 
the search. A quadratic polynomial response surface was then fit, using the 376 points 
chosen in the search and their associated data values, jus was then evaluated at the 
6000 random points in U. Below are summary statistics for the results. 
A. #{p : Wp) < 0} 2617 
B. #{p : /(p) < 0} 2622 
both A and B 2442 
#(A and B)/#(A or B) 0.8731 
The ratio # in both/# in either is still better for /-0.9257 as opposed to 0.8731. We 
can compare the two approximations in another way. The main objective is to estimate 
RQ. So, given a point p randomly selected in U according to some distribution, we 
would like to know the probability that a given model will be correctly decide whether 
p is in R0 or not. 6000 points were randomly drawn from the uniform distribution 
on U. The approximation / found by the probabilistic search misclassified a total of 
2614 + 2622 — 2(2517) = 202 points. The response surface approximation /rs that was fit 
with all 376 data points misclassified a total of 2617+2622—2(2442) = 355 points. Let pi 
be the probability of reclassification by / of a point randomly chosen from the uniform 
distribution on U, and X\ the number of misclassifications by f out of 6000 trials. Let 
p2 and X2 be defined similarly for fus- Then P(Xx = 202|pi > 0.4) < 5.765 x 10-3, 
and P(X2 = 355|p2 < 0.5) < 6.71 x 10-4. Therefore, given the actual numbers of 
misclassifications, there is a probability of at least 1 — 6 x 10-3 that p\ < 0.4 and p2 > 0.5. 
It seems that the actual simulation function / is fairly simple and easily approximated 
by a quadratic function. If / were a little more "difficult", no response surface function 
could approximate f well, while a search may still find a good approximation / to /. 
It is also of interest to compare the approach here to that described in the papers 
Mourelatos et al. (2003) and Kloess et ai. (2003). The researchers at General Motors 
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used the reference values given in Table 5.2 as parameters of a multivariate normal 
distribution. They drew points at random from this distribution, and evaluated / at 
the chosen points. They calculated the weighted mean of /{/(p) < 0}/i(p), where the 
weight h{p) is proportional to the multivariate density at p. The points then almost 
all fall into an elliptical cloud around the center point of no more than three standard 
deviations from the origin in any coordinate direction. In the normalized input space, 
this ellipse corresponds to the sphere of radius three centered at the origin, in R17. The 
search region for the probabilistic search, by contrast, was a cube in R6 of length six on 
each side. Our search, then, looked at points in the corner regions of the six dimensional 
hypercube, which the Monte Carlo simulation at General Motors would have neglected; 
but did not search in nearly as many dimensions. Also, their estimate is of P(f < 0). 
This is a nonuniform measure of the region R0 where / < 0. The probabilistic search, 
by contrast, attempted to estimate the boundary Co of a six dimensional projection of 
Ro- In other words, the Monte Carlo simulation estimated a summary measure of 
but the probabilistic search estimated a projection Ro itself, and with some success. The 
Monte Carlo simulations needed many function evaluations to obtain accurate estimates 
of P(f < 0). A simulation with 800 evaluations tended to have an error of less than 
10%. The probabilistic search needed 376 evaluations, and the final approximation / 
was over 90% accurate in predicting what points were in RQ. Of course, these points 
were not weighted by their multivariate probability density. It might appear that the 
probabilistic search compares very favorably with the Monte Carlo simulations in attain­
ing its intended goal, but the two methods are searching different regions with different 
goals. 
Finally, it might be wondered what the final estimated contour CL "looks" like. 
Clearly CL cannot be pictured in full, since it is a six dimensional shape. It is possi­
ble, however, to show some cross sections of lower dimension. There are (®) = 15 two 
dimensional cross sections passing through the origin. Three cross sections were exam­
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ined. These were defined by the following pairs of variables: i) (N0MGAP2,UHCC) 
ii) (#0MGAf8,,ST#7C#) and iii) 
First, f  was evaluated on a grid in each cross section. For case i), such a grid would 
be formed in the following way: Define a grid G of points in the rectangle [—3, 3]2. Then 
let the first coordinates of points in G be values of N0MGAP2, the second coordinates 
of points in G be values of UHCC ,  and set  values of NOMGAPS, UHCC, LHCC, 
LATCC, and STHICK to zero. Similarly form grids in cross sections ii) and iii). When 
/ is evaluated on such a two-dimensional cross sectional grid, the values of / can be 
plotted to obtain a three dimensional contour. The contours for the grids of the three 
cross sections are shown in Figure 5.2. 
In each cross section, points were found where / = 0. These points form a one 
dimensional subset of the cross section. This one dimensional set is the projection of Co 
onto the cross section. The projections are shown in Figure 5.3. 
The figures indicate that f  could be approximated by a quadratic or even a linear 
function in each cross section. The projections of CQ are simple curves or almost straight 
lines. This does not mean that / and Co will be so smooth and simple. However, we 
know that Co is a fairly good approximation of C, and that / is closely approximated 
by a quadratic function on the 77 initial points. We then have some confidence that the 
plots in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 give some idea of the nature of / and Co. 
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Figure 5.1 Successive deviations from search for zero contour of GM sim­
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Figure 5.2 / on two dimensional cross sections of U. (A): N0MGAP2, 
(B): TVOMGAf 8, (C): IATCC. 
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Figure 5.3 CL in two dimensional cross sections of U. (A): N0MGAP2, 
(B): ATOMGAf8, (C): _L#CC, 
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusions 
(a) The method of probabilistic search described in chapter 4 is successful overall. 
It can characterize level sets of spherical shape, in various dimensions, with very 
high accuracy. It also will, with great probability, find accurate estimates of more 
difficult shapes. Such difficult shapes may, like the cube, have many vertices and 
sharp edges; or may, like the pinched ellipsoid, be nonconvex; or may, like the 
contour of the interpolation surface, be highly irregular. 
(b) For difficult shapes, a search can lead to partial failure in several ways. The 
final estimated contour may simply miss some portions of the true contour; for 
examples, see Figure 4.9. The estimated contour may fail to suggest the shape 
of the true contour very clearly. And in some cases, the estimated contour may 
include regions completely separate from the true contour; see Figure 4.5. 
(c) Probabilistic search uses far fewer function evaluations than deterministic search. 
The deterministic searches often require that / be evaluated thousands of times, 
even for a relatively simple shape in two or three dimensions. The probabilistic 
searches for this thesis never needed more than several hundred evaluations. 
(d) The probabilistic searches, however, sometimes gave defective results, as described 
in item 2. It is important to remember that the probabilistic search has several 
random elements. Candidate points in CL are chosen randomly. If new data points 
are to be chosen by estimated reduction of RAV, then the reduction of annulus for 
each point is estimated by Monte Carlo simulation. Once selection weights have 
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been found for candidate points, the actual selection is random, with weights taken 
into account. For some shapes, such as the pinched ellipsoid, the random nature of 
the search meant that  some searches finished with very accurate estimates of CL, 
while other searches gave estimates of poorer quality. Even in the most difficult 
case, however, most of the estimated contours were quite close to the true contour. 
By contrast, the course and outcome of deterministic search is always the same, 
given the same set of initial settings (grid size, orientation, etc). 
(e) The deterministic searches and probabilistic search provide essentially different 
sorts of answers. A deterministic search, in whatever version, yields a set of points. 
This set should outline CL. Probabilistic search, by contrast, gives an easily cal­
culated function / whose L-contour, CL, is an estimate of CL- It is possible to 
find as many points as desired on CL-
(f) One major weakness of the current algorithm for probabilistic search is the method 
of choosing initial points. This is not critical if the region RL and its complement 
are both fairly "large" in the search region. However, if RL or Rc[ are small, the 
current method will choose excessively many data points in the whole search region 
in order to have sufficient initial data in the small region. It should be possible to 
implement some sort of adaptive sampling to correct this. Such a scheme might 
init ial ly choose points from a uniform distr ibution on [7;  if  i t  appears that  RL 
is a small portion of U, the distribution on U could be modified to put higher 
probabil i ty density near points in RL-
(g) It is not clear how best to choose new data points at each iteration. Currently 
selection weights are calculated in two ways: by expected reduction in annulus 
of confidence, or by minimum distance from data points in RL- One of the two 
methods is chosen randomly at each iteration. Expected annulus reduction is 
now estimated by Monte Carlo simulation. The method is very time-consuming, 
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especially in higher dimensions, and may not give accurate estimates. There may 
be a faster and more accurate way of estimating Vol /Vol (^RL) • By 
contrast, calculating weights by minimum distance can be done quickly. A search 
could be done in which data points were chosen by minimum distance at each 
iteration. Iterations would not take long. However, it is not known if the criteria 
RAV and MSE would decrease more slowly than they would in the case that 
annulus reduction is used to choose some data points. If individual iterations take 
less time, but more iterations and function evaluations are needed, then the search 
has not become more efficient. 
(h) The present probabilistic search has many initial parameters that the user must 
set. These include a, u, the goals for the search criteria, the probability pc of 
choosing the annulus reduction criterion or the minimum distance criterion, and 
the maximum number of iterations Nj. All these parameters force a user of the 
search algorithm to make some rather arbitrary choices. There may be ways to 
estimate good values for these quantities as the search progresses. There may also 
be default values that would give high probability of accurate searches for contours 
having a variety of shapes. 
(i) The probabilistic search was successful in finding level sets of various shapes in 
up to four dimensions. It also found a simple region in six dimensions. However, 
CPU times in four and six dimensions were very long. Many applied problems have 
input vectors with far more than six entries. One possible way to use probabilistic 
search in such a case may be to search for lower dimensional cross sections of the 
region or contour. Another possible approach, not developed in this paper, is to 
set goals that are more feasible in higher dimensional search. For example, we 
may use the criterion described in section 2.3.4. The largest sphere in RL may be 
a very small portion of RL, but may still be informative. 
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(j) It may be possible to combine probabilistic search and deterministic search. For 
example, / may be easy to evaluate, but have a high dimensional domain. The 
deterministic search might be used in a two or three dimensional cross section 
CS of U, to obtain an close approximation of CL^CS. DO this for several cross 
sections. This will yield a set of points in each cross section that are close to 
Ci. Take a random sample from the union of these point sets; use the sample 
to start a probabilistic search in U itself. Another possibility would be to run a 
probabilistic search first, to obtain a final approximation / of /. If the search ends 
and there are indications that  /  estimates CL  poorly in some subregion Uo C U, 
run a deterministic search for in UQ. None of these ideas has been worked out in 
any detail. 
(k) All search methods have assumed that / is a continuous function. There may well 
be cases where the function to be modeled is not continuous, and may even be 
categorical-that is, have a finite number of values. As mentioned in section 2.1.4, 
a two-valued function with domain in may be modeled by an Ising process. It 
may be possible to fit an Ising process without having to use a dense regular grid. 
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APPENDIX 
Proofs of theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. PS( is a subset of a rectangular grid Gj. Let CSa(j)  be the 
set of all hypercubes of width ty/2-7 formed by points of Gj, and CSs(j) the hypercubes 
formed by points in PS(. Define this condition: 
If T G CSG(j) and 3p G CL fl U^w  such that p G T, then T G CSs(j)• (6.1) 
(3.3) is equivalent to 
(6.1) holds for j  = 0,1, (6.2) 
Use induction to prove (6.2). We need to show 
1. (Initial step) (6.2) holds for j  = 0. 
2. (Induction step) If (6.2) holds for j  = 0,1,..., n — 1, it holds for j  = n.  
To prove the initial step, notice that So is the whole initial grid of unit width w. Every 
point in Uy/jw will fall within a hypercube whose vertices are all in GQ. To prove the 
induction step, we go to a somewhat more general framework. 
Suppose the current set of points is a subset of a grid (in U) of width w'.  Let p be 
a point in CL- There is a cube T defined by grid points such that p G T. Also, p is in 
some connected component W of CL- If there are two vertices Xi,x2 G VST such that 
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/(xi) > L, /(x2) < L, then all of VST will be retained for the next point set; all points 
in T (including p) will be contained in cubes formed by members of the next point set. 
From here on, we will  suppose that /(x) — L has the same sign on all  of VST-
Let NT be the set of cubes that are neighbors of T in the grid. That is, T' G NT =4» 
VST nVST> / 0. The cubes in NT define a cube of width 3W', that is, the cube ST. Let 
be the "close neighbors" of T :  T" G if  T' shares a face with T. 
Claim 1. There exists a point q (E W such that min{dist(x, q) : xGT}> w' /  2. 
Proof of Claim 1. By contradiction. Suppose W G 2T. For some face F of T, 
W fi F ^ 0; by condition K, 
b := sup{min dist(x, q) : x G W fl 2T and on T side of Pp} < w'/2. QÊPf 
But also, by assumption, 
sup{min dist(x,q) : x G W fl 2T and opposite Pp from T} < w'/2 
q GPj? 
and W C 2T. This means that no point in W is more than b from Ff (on T side) or w'/2 
from Pp(on side opposite T). Therefore no two points in W are separated by more than 
6 + w'/2 < w' in the direction normal to Pp. W then cannot enclose a cube of width w. 
This contradicts condition C. Claim 1 is proved. 
We now consider two cases. The cases are determined by the sign /(•) - ion vertices 
of cubes in NT- In each case, the augmentation step of the search algorithm will fail to 
capture p in a cube. 
Case 1. Suppose /(x) — L has the same sign on all vertices of all cubes in NT- The 
Claim 1 implies that there exists q G W fl (2T)C. W is connected, so there exists a 
connected path V : [0,1] —> W such that V(0) = p, V{\) = q. If V leaves 3T, take q 
to be some point on V such that there is a connected segment of V lying inside 3T and 
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connecting q and p. So we can assume that q E 3T and that V stays inside 3T. This 
means that if V crosses any face of any cube in NT fl {T}, it a face in common with 
another cube in NT A {T}. 
Take any T G NT U {T}. For V to leave 2T", there must be a face F' of T' such 
that V goes w'/2 away from Ppi in direction away from T'. However, let F' be any face 
of T'. Suppose V(t0) G F'. Then V(t0) G T" for some other cube T" G NT- Condition 
K means that for any d > 0, no point in the path segment {P(t) : tQ < t < t0 + d} can 
be as far as w' / 2 from Pp' , in direction away from T", and remain in 2T". This is true 
for any face F' of T"; so for V to reach 92T', it must first reach d2T" for some neighbor 
T" of T' in Nt- This is a contradiction, so V stays within the interior of 2T" for any 
T' G Nt such that V fl T' ^ 0. In particular, V cannot reach 82T. This contradicts the 
claim, so Case 1 is impossible. 
Case 2. /(x) — L changes sign on the vertices of at least one neighbor of T, but p 
is far from all such neighbors. More precisely, set 
N? {T' G N t  : 3qi,q2 G VST> such that (/(qi) - L)(f(q2) - L) < 0 or /(qi) = 0}. 
In addition, assume that 
min mindist(p,q) > w'12. 
T>€N*(T) q£T' 
Let N? := NT /N^- By Claim 1, 3q G W fl (2T) c .  W is connected, so there is a path 
V in W from q to p. Claim 2. q  ^  UN(T)+T' C U jM tT'.  
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Proof of Claim 2. Let t i  := inf{i : V(t) E 2T}. Let s be the center point of T. 
The distance from s to dT is w'/2. Then 3i E {1,... ,d} such that 
~ Si | = w' 
Without loss of generality, we will assume that V{t \ ) i  =  s; +  w ' .  
Let t2  = inf{Z : V(t ) i  =  s,- + w'/2, and t  > ti}. Then V{t 2 ) i  = s; + w'/2. Also, since 
t2  > i i ,  we have that \V(t 2 ) j  — sj |  < w' for j  ^  i .  
Now define disjoint sets /j, j = 1,2,3, such that 
{1,. . . ,  d} = Ii  U I2  U I3  U {*} 
and for t  E (t\ , t2) 
For jE/i, 
For j  E 12, V{t)j — Sj > w'f2 
For j  E I3 ,  V(t ) j  — sj < —w'/2 
(6.3) 
By 6.3, for t  E {ti , t2),  
For j  E A, |P(i)i - Sj\ < w' 
For j E /2, P(i)i > «j 
For j E Ta, f (f)j < 5; 
(6.4) 
There are two cases to consider. 
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Case 1. 6.4 holds for all t  E (ti , t2).  Define the sub-path 
T' := {?(<) : fi < Z < W 
of V. Let T' be the cube with center c, where 
Si 4- w', j  = i 
s j i  3 £ h 
G j  —  <  
Sj + w',  j  e  I2  
s j ,  j  ^  h 
V reaches from the face of T' that contains V(t2) and is normal to e,-; it goes distance 
w'/2 in direction e,- to V(ti), and stays inside 2T' (the reader may check this). By 
condition K, /() — L must change sign between two vertices of T', or be 0 at a vertex of 
r'; so r e 
Case 2. There exists some t  E (^1,^2) such that 6.4 does not hold. Now for all 
t E V(t) E 2T, so \V(t)j — Sj| < w' for all j E h- So 3k E h U h and f3 E (^1,^2) 
such that V(t3) < Sj (if j  E 12) or V(ta) > Sj (if j  E h), and V(t) satisfies 6.4 for 
t E Define 
inf{t E (£3,^2) : V(t) = Sj + w'/2} if j  E h 
inf{t E : V(t) = Sj - w'/2} if j E I3 
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Let T' be the cube with center c, where 
+ U/, j  = i  
Ski j  = k 
S j ,  j e A/{t} 
S j  + to', j e 
Sj,  j e 
Define the sub-path V := {V{t) : t  E (£3, (4)}. V has one end V(t4) on the face of T' 
which is normal to e^; V covers distance to'/2 in direction e& to V(t3)-, and stays inside 
2T'. By condition K, /() — L must change sign between two vertices of T', or be 0 at a 
vertex of T'\ so T" E N*(T). Claim 2 is proved. 
By Claim 2, V' must cross d[UN+T'].  Take the last segment of V to get a path 
V : [0,1] -» U jy+T ' such that "P(O) E d[l)N+T'],  V(l)  = p, and V(t) £ dfU^+T'] for 
t E (0,1). Either V(0) E d[2T] or "P(O) E dT0, for some T0 E Nj- In either case, there 
exists T\ E N? and a face F\ of T\ such that V(0) E Fi and V extends for a distance 
greater than w'/2 in the direction of a vector normal to F\ pointing into T\. Since 
T\ E ATjT, the same argument applies as in Case 1. Before V can reach to w'/2 from 
PF1 I  V must leave 2T\.  But this means that V crosses into a neighbor T2  of T\. Since V 
stays in the interior of UN+T', T2 E N£• V crosses into T2 at a point in a face F2; and 
V moves w'j2 from Pp2  in the direction of a vector pointing into T%. This can't happen 
unless V leaves 27g first. So, before V leaves 2T\ for some 7\ E it must leave 2T<i 
for another T2 E N£. This is a contradiction, so Case 2 is impossible. 
So if n T ^ 0, then either i) /(x) — L changes sign on VST or ii) for any 
p E CL D T, 3T' E NT such that /(x) — L changes sign on VST> and p E 2T'. In case i), 
the augmentation step will add points around T. When the algorithm moves to a point 
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set in a refined grid(width w'/2),  the points will form 2d  cubes covering all of 2T(and 
thus p). In case ii), the point set in the refined grid will form 2d cubes covering all of 
2T'. 
Now we can prove the induction step. Let Ti G CSo(n)> and suppose that 3p G 
CL fl UYJQW such that p G Ti. Then 3T G CSG(U-i) such that Ti C T. Since p G T, by 
assumption T G CSs(n-1)- The argument above shows that there exists T' G NT U {T} 
such that f(x) — L changes sign on VST<, and that min{dist(p, q) : q G T'} < w/2™(that 
is, less than half the unit width w/2n~1 of Gn-\). Since p G all hypercubes in 
NT have vertices in U, so T' G CSa(n-1)- ^ H T' ^ 0, so (CL A U^w) fl V ^ 0; by the 
second part of 6.2, V G CSs(n-1)- Since /(x) — L changes sign on VST>, all  vertices of T' 
will be retained for PSe- In the augmentation step, the algorithm will add 5d — 3d points 
around T'. The new points, plus the vertices of T', will form 2d hypercubes of width 
w/2n that cover 2T'. These hypercubes are all in CSa{n)- Ti G CSo(n) and contains a 
point p less than w/2^ from T', so T\ C 2T"; T\ must be one of the 2d hypercubes. Of 
the 5d — 3d points added in the augmentation step, the only ones retained for PSt will 
be those in U. Since p G £7/^, all vertices of T\ are in U, hence will be retained. So 
Ti G <%(„). O 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that jo = d. If g is 
nondecreasing in one direction within S[m,f, {!,..., d— 1}], we can also assume without 
loss of generality that ji — d — 1. If not, reorder the coordinate indices. Let J be the 
set of indices of directions in which g is monotonie. Then J = — 2}(if ji exists 
and g is nonmonotonic in one direction) or {1 , . . . ,d— l}(if g is monotonie in each 
direction within S^m, £, {1,..., d — 1}]). Finally, we can assume that g is nondecreasing 
in direction ej, for all j G J. If g is decreasing in direction ej, replace g by g', where 
g {xi, . . . ,  Xj—i, xj ,  Xj-i-i , . . . ,  Xj—i) .  g(.x\ ,  • •  • 5 l? m j  + w/2 xj,  Xj^.i , . . . ,  x^—i),  
rrij + wj2£+l is the midpoint of the interval of S'fm, £, {1,..., d — 1}] in direction e,-. 
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This condition will be the subject of induction. 
Condition C[m, £, J}.  Assume that the point m E Rd~2 and l  E N are such that 
S[m,£,J] C Dom(y). 
(I) PSe contains endpoints of all horizontal edges over ,S'[m, £, J] in Gt fl U that are cut 
by Cl- That is: If ql5 q2 are vertices in S[m,£, J] that differ at only one coordinate, 
and if there exists s E {«j, Oj + 1... ,bd} such that g(qi) < sw/2l < #(q2), then 
q, + sw/2eed E Se,i = 1,2. 
(II) For each q E £[m,£, J],  one of these holds true: 
(i) PSe contains endpoints of a vertical edge in Gt fl U, cut by CL , over q. That 
is,  PSi contains q + sw/2 eed ,  q + (s + l)w/2^ej,  where sw/2 e  < g(q) < 
(s + l)w/2 e .  
(ii) PSe contains endpoints of two horizontal edges in G? fl U, parallel to e</_i, 
cut by CL, with a common endpoint over q. That is, PSe contains the three 
points q + tw/2eed-i + sw/2ie,i, where t = —1,0,1, and s is an integer such 
that 
[y(q) - sw/2?] [flf(q + w/2 led-i)  -  sw/2 l) < 0 
[g{q) - W2e ]  [g(q - W2%_i) -sw /2£] < o. 
Claim. If £ E N and m E Pe{Ge fl U) is such that S"[m,£, J] C Dom(g), then C[vn,£, J] 
holds. 
The Claim will be proved by induction. Notice that any point in PSe D U that 
projects onto a vertex of S^m, £, J] must be of form q+s0w/2 eed, for some q E 5[m, I,  J],  
s0 E {ad,..., bd). When PSe is augmented, any added point over S^m,^, J] must be of 
form m + w/2e+1 Y^ieJaiei + sw/2£+1ed, where a, E {0,1,2}, s E {2s0 — 1,2s0,2s0 + 1}. 
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This is equivalent to 
m + w/2 e + 1  E;e5(i) e« + w /2* EiGs(2) e* + sw/2 i + 1ed ,  
where Si,  S2 C J, Si C\ S2  =  0, s G {2sq — 1, 2sq,2sq + !}• 
(6.5) 
Now q G Dom(#) is of form m + w/2 l + l  X),-g5(i) e i  + w /2£  Uies(2) + sw/2 t + 1ed ,  where 
Si, S2 C J and Si fl S2 = 0, if and only if q = q0 + w/2e+1 J2ies(i)us(2)e^ where 
q0 = m + wj2£+1 J2ies( 1) e»"> that is, if and only if q G S[qo,l + 1, J] for some q0 G 
S[m,I + 1, J]. So any point in Ge+i fl U must be over a vertex of 5[q0,I + 1, J] for some 
vertex q0 G S'[m,£+ 1 ,J], The induction will then be: 
To start the induction, notice that all edges defined by Go fl U are tested, so that all 
horizontal and vertical edges in G0  H U that are cut by CL will have endpoints in SQ. 
This proves C[m, 0, J], for all m G -Pi (G0 A U) such that S^m, 0, J] C Dom(g). 
First we establish condition (I) of C[q0,l + 1, J]. We need some notation. Suppose 
qi, q2 G S[c\q,£ + 1, J] for some qo G S[m,£ + 1, J], and that the two points differ 
by one coordinate, and qiti < 92,45 I < i < d — 1. The points can be written as 
qj = m + w/2 e^2 i e Ja j ! ie i ,  j  = 1,2. Define q[ } := m + w/2 e  a i , i e^ c l2+ )  := 
G'[m,£,J] C[q,£+l,J] 
and C[m,£, J] => C[q + w/2 e + 1ed-i ,£ + 1, J],  If m + w/2 i + 1ed-i  G Dom(^) 
Vq G S'[m,l+ 1, J]. 
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m + w/# Yxej <4^<% by 
0 if {0,1/2} 
1 if a l t i  = 1 
(+) (o if a2,i  = 0 
4/ = < 
^1 if «1,, G {1/2,1} 
g is nondecreasing in directions {ez},.€j, so 
^ ^ (q%) < ^ W < ^ (q^^) -
Let k0  := min{A; : g (Vi_^ < kw/2 e},  k\  := max{fc : g (q!>+^ > kw/2 e}.  Then 
ki > ko — 1. There are two cases. 
Case 1. k0  < ki.  We introduce a sequence of vertices of 5[m,^, J] linking q' ^ and 
q^\ Let r be the number of coordinates where q% and q^^ differ. Then q[~^ and q^"1"' 
differ in r + 1 coordinates.  Let S := {i  : a[ J = 1}, and S' := {i  :  = 1}. Let j '  
be the index of the one coordinate at which q% and q2 differ.Then |S"| = [SI + r + 1. 
Choose sets {5'^^}j_0 so that 
2 = C 5" )^ C - - C 5"  ^= y and  ^5" ,^ 1 < j < r 
and so that 
S { 1 )  = S U {/} if aijz = 1/2, a2,j' = 1 
^-i) = 5"/{y} if O!j, = 0,O2j, = 1/2. 
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Then \S^\ = |<9| + j .  Define 
Vj := m + w/2 l  ^ {e,- : i  G } , 0 < j  < r.  
Then v0 = qj~', vt = q2+\ and Vj_1; Vj are vertices of 5'[m, I, J] that differ at one 
coordinate,  g nondecreasing in directions {e* :  i  G J} implies that g(vj-1) < g(vj),  
1 < j < r- For ko < k < ki,  
^(Vo) = < W/2^ < gr(q^) = ^ (Vr). 
Hence 3j  G {1,..., r} such that g(vj-y) < kw/2 e  < g(vj)\  that is, f  (vj-i  + kw/2 ted) < 
L, f (vj + kw/2ie(i) > L. So Cl cuts the horizontal edge with ends Vj_x + kw/2eed and 
Vj + kw/2led. By condition (I) of C[m,l, J], these endpoints are in PSe• The edge is 
parallel to ez, where {z} = S^/S^^. In augmentation, these points will be added 
around the edge: 
{vj-1 + w/2 e + 1  Yjiqj/iz} °i e i  + tw/2 e + 1ej + uw/2 e + 1e z  + yw/2 e + 1ed  : 
Ci G {— 1,0,1} all i, t G {— 1,0,1}, u G {0,1,2}, y G {2k — 1,2k,2k + l}j. 
q2 = Vj_i + w/2£ + 1  XXe» : * G S'/S^'1^} — w/2 e + 1  XXe* : i  G S^^/S}, and 
qi = q2 - w/2e+1eji. So q, + yw/2e+1ed is in the set described by (6.6), for i = 1,2, 
y G {2k — 1,2k, 2k + 1}. Therefore 
qi+fw/^+iey+z/w/^+ie,, e %' = 1,2, f E {-1,0,1}, 2^-1 < y < 2^+1. (6.7) 
Now 
(k0  - i)w/2^ < g (qi-)) < g (qi) < g (qz) < g (qi+)) < (ko - i)w/2 t  
so that for any integer k such that g(qi) < kw/2 i + 1  < g(q2), we have that k G {2k0  — 
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1,. . . ,  2k\ + 1}- Hence S^a u g^ contains the endpoints of all horizontal edges in Gt+i D U 
with endpoints over qi  and q2  and that are cut by CL-
Case 2. k0 = ki — 1. Then 
(&o - i)%,/Y < g (q^) < g (qi) < g (q2) < ^ (q^^) < (^i +1 
so there is no horizontal edge in Gt fl U with endpoints over qi and q2 that is cut by 
CL- The only possible such edge in Gt+i fl <7(a finer grid) which might be cut by CL has 
ends qi + (2k0 — 1 )w/2e+1ed, i = 1,2. At q![~\ by condition (II) of C[m, one of these 
subcases is true: 
(i) PSt contains q^ + (ko — l)w/2 eed and q^ + k0w/2 eed (ends of vertical edge in 
G(C\U over q^). 
(ii) PSt contains q^ + tw/2 eed-I + (ko — l)w/2 te<i1  t  E { — 1,0,1}, and 
g ^q^ ± w/2 ie c i-iS j  < (k0  — l)w/2^ (PSt contains ends of horizontal edges in 
Gif\U£, J], parallel to e^-i, cut by CL, with common endpoint over q^). 
(i) PSt contains q^ + tw/2 eed- i  + k0w/2£ed, t  E {—1,0,1}, and 
g (q[-^ ± w/2ted-i^ > k0w/2£(PSt contains ends of horizontal edges in 
Gi n U£, J], parallel to e^-i, cut by Cl, with common endpoint over q[ ^). 
In case (i), these points will be added around the vertical edge: 
{qi-) + w/2 e + 1  YjieJ c i e i  + tw/2 e + 1ed-i  + yw/2 e + 1ed  : 
Ci E {—1,0,1} all !, i E {—1,0,1}, y E {2fcg — 2,2ko — 1,2fco}}-
This will include qi + (2k0  — l)w/2£ed-
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In case (ii), these points will be added around horizontal edge: 
{qi_) + w/2 e + 1  J2 i e j  °i e i  + tw/2£ + 1ed-i + ywf2 e + 1ed  : ^  
Ci G {—1,0,1} all i ,  t  G {0,1,2}, y G {2ko — 3,2ko — 2,2&o — 1}}. 
This again includes qi + (2k0  — l)w/2 eed-
In case (iii), these points will be added around horizontal edge: 
{qS_) + w/2 i + l  Y , i e j  c<e,- + tw/2 e + 1ed_i + yw/2 t + 1ed  : 
C i  G {—1, 0,1} all i, t G {0,1,2}, y  G {2fco — 1,2ko, 2ko + 1}}.  
This again includes q% + (2k0  — l)w/2 eed .  
So qi + (2k0  — l)w/2 eed  G Similar reasoning at q^ shows that q2 + 
(2&o — l)w/2 ied  G PS (;u a )- So PS\[a u a^ contains endpoints of the only horizontal edge in 
Gt+i A U that is cut by CL and has endpoints over q% and q2(If any such edge is cut by 
Cj,). 
So part (I) of C[q0,l + 1, J] is established. 
Now consider any q G 5^0,1+1, J], for q0 G S'[m,^ +1, J]. Define q(~> for q as q^ ' 
was defined for qi, and q^ for q as q^ was defined for q2 .  Then q("\ q(+) G S^m, i ,  J].  
There are two cases. 
Case 1. If q G S[m,£,J],  then qH = q(+) = q. Let k'0  := min{& : </(q) < kw/21},  
k[ := max{fc : y(q) > kw/2 e}.  Then (k'0  — \)wj2 l  < g(q < k'0wj2 e),  k[w/2 e  < g(q < 
(k[ + l)w/2e. k'Q = k[ + 1 unless g(q) = k'Qw/21 — k[w/2l. Condition (II) of C[m,l, J] 
applies, so that one of the following holds: 
(i) If k[w/2 t  < g(q < k'0w/2 e ,  then PSt contains endpoints q+k[w/2£ed ,  q+k'0w/2£ed  
of the vertical edge in (7/ A U, cut by CL, over q. 
(ii) g(q) < k'Qw/2 l  < g(q + w/2£ed^1)(so that CL cuts horizontal edges parallel to e^-i 
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with an endpoint over q, and PSt contains the endpoints q + w/2 ie c j~i +tk'0w/2£e c i ,  
t G {—1,0,1}, 
(iii) g(q ± w/2 eed-i) < k[w/2 e  < g(q). Again, C l cuts horizontal edges parallel to 
PSt contains the endpoints q + tw/2eed-i + k[w/2eed: t G {—1,0,1}. 
So PS{ra) will contain 
(i) q + yw/2£ + 1ed, y G {2k[, 2k[ + 1,2k\ + 2} 
(ii) q + tw/2 i + 1ed~i + yw/2 e + 1ed, t  G {—2,..., 2}, y G {2k'Q — 1,2k'0 ,2k'0  + 1} 
(iii) q + tiy/2^+1e<i-i + yw/2^+1e^, t  G {—2,..., 2}, y G {2k^ — 1,2k[ , 2+ 1}. 
In case (i), either k[w/2£  < g(q) < (2k[ + l)w/2 t + 1 ,  or (2k'1  + l)w/2 e + 1  < g(q) < k'0w/2 e .  
So PSgaU9^ contains endpoints of a vertical edge in Gt+i fl [7, cut by CL, over q. 
In case (ii), by the slope condition on g in direction 6j_i, 
g (q ± w/2?ed-i)  > k'0w/2 l  => g (q ± wj2 e + 1ed_i) > (2k'0 - l)w/2e+1. 
If g(q) < (2k'0 — l)w/2£+1, then PS^a u^ contains the endpoints 
{q + sw/2£ + 1ed-i + (2k'0 — 1 )w/2£ + 1  ed  : s  G { —1,0,1}} 
of horizontal edges in Gt+i fl U, cut by C l and parallel to e^-i, with common endpoint 
over q. If g(q) > (2k'0 — l)w/2e+1, then PSf1^ contains the endpoints q + (2k'0 — 
l)w/2e+led, q + k'0w/2eed of a vertical edge in Gt+i FL U, cut by CL, over q. 
In case (iii), 
g (c[±w/2 ied-i) < k^w/21  => g (q± w/2 e + 1ed-i)  < (2k[ + l)w/2 e + 1 .  
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If g(q) > (2k'0  — 1)u;/2£+1, then PSj,aU9^ contains the endpoints 
{q + sw/2 é + 1ed-i  + (2k[ + l)w/2 i + 1ej,  : s 6 { — 1,0,1}} 
of horizontal edges in Gt+i fl U , cut by Cl and parallel to erj_, , with common endpoint 
over q.  If g(q) > (2k[ + l)w/2^+ 1 ,  then PS^9^ contains the endpoints q + k[w/2 i + 1  ed ,  
q -F (2k[ + l)w/2ee<i of a vertical edge in Gi+1 fl U, cut by CL, over q. So in all cases, 
condition (II) of C[qo,l  + 1, J] holds for q G S[qo,^ + 1, J]-
Now suppose q G 5"[qo,f + 1, J], but q ^ S[m,£, J],  Define q(^) for q as q' ^ was 
defined for qi, q(+) for q as q^ was defined for q2 .  Let k'0  := min{k : g(q' -^) < kw/2£},  
k[ max{& : 5f(q^+^) > kw/2£}. There exists points qa and q& which each differ from 
q in only one coordinate, such that 
< » < 96,Î < gM, 1 < * < d - 2. 
Use the argument for q1? q2, fc0, and fci with q% = qa, q^ = q, k0  = k'Q ,  ki  = k[, to 
obtain that q + yw/2e+1ed G PS\au9\ for 2k'0 — 1 < y < 2k[ + 1. 
So, if (2k'0  — l)w/2 e + 1  < g(q) < (2k[ + l)w/2£ + 1 , then Sf"U9^ contains the endpoints 
of a vertical edge in Gt+i A U, cut by CL, over q. 
If yf(q) < (2k'0  — l)w/2 e + 1 ,  then since g is nondecreasing on {e, : i  G J}, g (q^) < 
(2k'0 — l)w/2e+1, and (k'0 — l)w/2£ < g (q^) < k'0w/2i. The only vertical edge over 
q(") \nGtC\U cut by Cl then has endpoints qH + (kg — l)w/2£ed, q^-^ + k'0w/2£ed. 
By condition (II) of C[m,l, J], one of these cases holds: 
(i) PSi contains endpoints q(") + (k'0  — l)w/2 eed, q^ + k'0w/2 eed  of vertical edge in 
Gt A U over q("\ 
(ii) g(q + w/2£ed-i) < (k'0  — l)w/2 e ,  and PSt contains endpoints qH + tw/2 eed~i + 
(k'0 — l)w/2eed, t G {—1,0,1} of horizontal edges in Gt A U parallel to ee_i, with 
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common endpoint over q( ). 
(iii) g (q + w/2 eed-i) > k'0w/2 e ,  and PSi contains endpoints q(~) + tw/2 eed-i + 
k'0w/2eed, t G { — 1,0,1} of horizontal edges in Gef)U parallel to ee_l5 with common 
endpoint over qH. 
Case (i): In augmentation, these points will be added: 
jq ( - )  + W/2£ + 1  ^ CIBI + tw/2 e + 1ed-i  + yw/2 e + 1ed  : 
«G J 
Ci G {—1,0,1}, t  G {—1,0,1}, y G {2k'0  — 2,2k'0 — 1, 2^} j. 
In particular, PS\fU 9^ contains q+ (k'Q  — l)w/2*ed, q + {2k'0  — l)w/2 e + 1ed, endpoints of 
the one vertical edge in Gi+\ fl U, cut by CL, over q. 
Case (ii): In augmentation, these points will be added: 
|q(-) + w/2 e + 1  ^2 c«' e« + tw/2 l + led-\  + yw/2 t + 1ed  : 
ieJ 
Ci G {—2,... ,2}, t  G { — 1,0,1},y G {2k'0  — 3,2k'0 — 2,2k'0 — 1} j. 
So PSfa u 9^ again contains q + (k'0  — l)w/2 eed, q + (2k'0 — l)w/2e+1ed-
Case (iii): In augmentation, these points will be added: 
|q (_)  + W/2£ + 1  ^ °IEI + tw/2£ + 1ed-i  + yw/2£ + 1ed  : 
ieJ 
CI G {—2,..., 2}, t G {—1,0,1}, y G {2k'0 — 1,2k'Q, 2k'0 + 1} j. 
This does not include q + (k'0 — l)w/2eed. However, by the slope condition, 
g (q±w/2 eed-i)  > k'0w/2 e  g (q ± ty/2me r f_i) > (2k'0  - l)w/2 e + 1 .  
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Sinceg(q) > g (q( )), g(q) > (2k'0-l)w/2 i + 1 .  So q + tw/2 i + 1ed-i  + {2k'0-l)w/2 e + 1ed  G 
{-1,0,1}; 
/ (q + (2k'0 — 1 )w/2i+1ed) > L 
/  (q ± w/2 l + led_i + (2k'0  - l)w/2 e + 1ed) < L. 
So PS {;U 9 )  then contains endpoints of horizontal edges in Gi+i fl U, parallel to ed _ i ,  c u t  
by Cl, with common endpoint over q. 
If y(q) > (2k[ + l)w/2 t + l , repeat argument for case g(q) < (2k'0  — l)w/2 l + 1  to 
show that either PSf'^ contains q + (2k[ + l)w/2e+1ed, q + (k[ + l)w/2led and these 
are endpoints of a vertical edge in Gi+i fl U cut by Cl over q, or P.S'j™"9' contains 
q + tw/2l+led-\ + (2k[ + l)ed, t G {—1,0,1}, and these are endpoints of horizontal edges 
in G14-I fl U, cut by CL, parallel to e^-I, with common endpoint over q. 
So C[m,l, J] implies that some part of condition (II) of C[qo,l + 1, J] holds for any 
q G S'fqo, £ + 1, J], for any q0 G S[m,£ + 1, «/]; C[m,l, J] =4> C[q0,£ + 1,J], Vq0 G 
f>[m,£ + 1, J]. 
Now consider the second part of the induction: Proving C[qo+w/2^+1 + ecj_I, £ + l ,  J ] ,  
Vq0  G S'[m,£+ 1, J]. 
First we prove Condition (II). Suppose q G S^qo + w/2 e + 1ed_i,£ + 1, J], for some 
q0 G S[m,£ + 1 ,J]- Set qa := q - w/2i+1ed^i, q6 := q + w/2e+1ed^i. Define qi~\ 
ql+), q^\ and q[+) as for qH; qW, q[_), and q[+). Set q(-) := qi_) + w/2i+1ed-i1 
q ( + )  := ql+ )  + w/2£ + 1ed„i. Then q a ,qi_ )  G S[m,£, J],  q&, q^""'  G S[m + w/2 ied^1 ,£,J}.  
Since the domain of g is Ilfji [aiwi biw\ and a,-, b{ G Z, we must have that if m,m + 
w/2l Y?i=i ei C Dom(flf), then |m + w/2i ^=1 qe,- : c,- G (0,1)| G Dom(^). 
Let k x_ := min{& : g (qi-') < kw/2 e},  k x ,+  := max{& : g ( qi-' J > kw/2*}, for 
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x = a,b. Note that q[ ' = qa + w/2£ed-i ,  q[+' = qa + w/2 (ed + 1 .  So 
_w/2^ < g (qi")) < + l)w/2^ => - l)w/2' < g (ql"^) < (&*,_ + 2)w/2^ 
so fcj,_ G {ka_ - 1 ,&a_,fca_ + 1}. Similarly fa t +  G {L,+ - l,fca,+ ,&»,+ + 1}. Repeat 
argument with qi, q2 for cases qi = qi"\ q2 = q^ and q% = q^, q2 = qi+\ for x = a, 6, 
to obtain 
q + iw/2£+1ed_1 + yw/2 t + 1ed  G Sja u g )  : 
(6.11) 
i  = 1,2, i G {-1,0,1}, 2min(A;a — 1 < y < 2max(A;0)+,fc6)+) + 1. 
If fca_ = fa- — 1, then 
^ (qi")) < - i)w/^ < ^  (o! -
By slope condition of g in direction e^-i, 
g (qi") + w/2 i + 1ed-i)  = g (qJ-) -w/2 e + 1ed^ > (fa--l-Q.5)w/2 e  = (2fa--l)w/2 e .  
So y(q) > g (q^-') > (2A;a _ — 1)io/2€+1. Similarly, if fa- = fca,_ —1, then y(q) > (2fa- — 
l)w/2e+1. Also, if g (qi"') = kx,~w/2e, then g (q'~)) > (2kx_ — l)w/2e+1, for x = a,6. 
So g(q) < [2min(A; a  _,&6_) -  l]iv/2w  only if ka_ = fa- and g (qi~') < k x-w/2 e ,  
x = a, 6. These conditions mean that there is no integer s such that 
(g (qH) ~ sw/2*) • (g (q(+)) - sw/2?) < 0. 
Part (ii) of (7[m,l, J], (II) can't be satisfied (for qi~' G S[m,£, J]); part (ii) of C[m + 
w/2eed-i,£, J], (II) can't be satisfied (for q[-' G S[m + w/2ied_1,£,J]). Hence part i) of 
condition (II) must hold at both qi-' and q£-'; PSe contains endpoints of a vertical edge 
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over q! ' cut by CL, in GeU. Since (ki ^ — l)w/2 e  < g y qi ^ < ki ^w/2 e ,  these endpoints 
must be qi_ )  + (ka  _ -  l)w/2 eed ,  qi_ )  + ka-w/2 eed .  Similarly q[_ )  + (kb- -  l)w/2 ted ,  
q£_) + k[,_w/2eed G PSe- In augmentation, these points are added: 
|qi-) + w/2 i + 1  ^ 2 Cje,- + twj2 l + led-i  + yw/2 e + led  : 
i£j  
Ci G {—1,0,1}, t  G {—1,0,1}, y G {2&&,- — 2,2&AI_ — 2, 2&A-_}| 
U |q[-) + w/2 e + 1  ^  °i e i  + tw /2 t + l ed-i + yw/2 i + 1ed  : 
ieJ 
CI G {—1,0,1}, f G { — 1,0,1}, Y G {2&\_ — 2,2^,_ — 2,2&z>i_} j 
= |q(-) + w/2 t + 1  ^ 2 c i e i  + tw/2 l J r led-i  + yw/2 i + 1ed  : 
i£j  
CI G {—1,0,1}, T G {—2,..., 2}, Y G {2FCA;_ — 2,2&0 |_ — 2,2&AI_} | .  
By definition of ka_ and and the fact that y is nondecreasing in directions {e; : i  G 
J}, we have 
9(q„) > ^ (qi")) < - 1)W^, g(q&) > 9 (q^) < - l)w/2'. 
I f  g(q )  <  ( f c a _  —  l ) w / 2 ^ ,  t h e n  / ( • )  —  L is positive at q + (k x- — l)w/2 eed ,  negative at 
qx + (kx,- — l)w/2eed, for x = a,b. Sjau^ then contains the endpoints of two horizontal 
edges in Ge+i ft U, cut by CL, parallel to ed-\, with common endpoint over q. We are 
supposing that g(q) < [2m'm(ka-,kb_) — l]w/2t+l] so if y(q) > (ka- — l)w/2^, then 
/(•) — L is positive at q+ (2ka- — l)w/2£+1ed, negative at q+ (ka,~ — l)w/2eed. These 
are then endpoints of a vertical edge in G<?+i fl (7 cut by CL over q, and are in PS(>. So 
if g(q) < [2min(A;0i_, &&,_) — l]ty/2^+1, then condition (II) of C[qo,l + 1,«/] holds at q. 
Similarly, if #(q) < [2m&x(ka ,+  ,kb t +) + l]u;/2^+1, then , and condition (II) 
of C[qo,l + 1, J] holds at q. 
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If 
[2min(ka-,kh-) -  Ï\w/2W  < #(q) < [2m&x(ka ,+  ,kb > +) + l]w/2 t + 1  
then by (6.11), PS^a u 9^ contains q + sw/2 e + ïed, q + (s + l)w/2 i + 1ed, where sw/2€+1 < 
g(q) < (s + l)tv/2^+1; PS^fU9^ contains endpoints of a vertical edge in G^+i fl U, cut by 
CL, over q. 
So, in any case, condition (II) of C[q0,l + 1, J] holds for q E 5"[qo + w/2e + 1ed~\,£ + 
1 ,J}.  
Now we establish condition (I). Suppose q0 E J] and qi, q2 E 5[qo + 
w /2 i + 1ed-i , l  + 1, J] are two points that differ at only one coordinate. Let qj*' : = 
qi - w/2i+1ed-i, q^' := qi + w/2i+1ed-i', define q2,a and q2|6 similarly. Define q[~\ 
q2^a for qi,a, q2,a and q^, q^ for q^, q2)fc as q[_) and q^+) were defined for q, and 
q2 in showing C[q0,^ + 1 ,</]• Let fc0,a := min{fc : g (q^i) < kw/2e}, k1>a := max{fc : 
g (q^j) > kw/21}-, define k0>b and k\tb similarly. By (6.7), we have that 
|qij6 + tw/2 e + 1ed- l  + yw/2 e + 1ed  : 
i  = 1,2, 2k0 ,b  < V < 2A: i,6 + 1, t  E {—1,0,1} j E PS\a ufor x = a,b. 
This implies 
{q, + yw/2 l + led  : 2min(&0,a, &o,&) - 1 < y < 2max(k1 ,a ,kh b) + l} E PSfU 9 \  (6.12) 
So PSja u 9^ will include endpoints of all horizontal edges in GV+i A U, with ends above 
qi and q2, at height sw/2e+1, 2min(A:o,a, k0tb) — 1 < s < 2max(fci,a, k1<b) + 1. Let 
k^ := min(^0)a, &o,i>), &Î := max(A;i,a, kitb). By the slope condition for g in direction q^-i, 
g (qi,=) > (ko,x -  l)w/2 l ,  x = a,b =$• 
p(qi) > min [(&o,a — 1 — 0.5)iv/2^, (fci,a — 1 — 0.5)u>/2^] = (2kg — 3)w/2^1. 
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Similarly g(q2) < (2t* + l)w/2 e-+ l .  So the only horizontal edges in Gi+i fl U over qx 
and q2 that could be cut by CL and with endpoints not in set (6.12) are at heights 
(&Q — l)w/2l, (kl + l)w/2e. There is an edge at height (k^ — \)w/2l if 
(2A;* - 3)i«/^' < ,,(%) < - 1< g(q2) 
and an edge at height (k\ + \)w/2 t  if 
(^ + l)«;/2^ < ^(qg) < (2^ + 3)%,/2'+i. 
Assume g'(qi) < (k£ — l)w/2 e .  Let i0  be the index of the one coordinate at which qi 
and q2 differ, so that q2 = qi + w/2e+1e^0y By definition of fc0,a, k0,b, and kg, 
g (qi ± w/2 l + 1  ed-i) = g{qi, x) > g (q^J) > ( ko ~ 1) t o /2^, x = a, b. 
By condition 3(c) of K2, 
g{qi) < 9 (qi ± w/2 t + 1ed- x) =• 
g{oL2) = g (qi + iy/2^+1e;(o)) < </(qi) + w/2 l + 1  < {2kg — l)w/2 l + 1 .  
By the slope condition 3(b) again, 
g(c \ 2 ,x) = g (q2± w / 2 e + 1ed_1) < g(q2) + w / 2 e + 1  < k^w / 2 e ,  x  = a,b. 
By definition of k£ and k0 , x ,  we have that (k^ — l)w/2 t  < (ko, x  ~ l)w/2^, x = a,b. Hence 
for x — a,b, g{q2tX) is strictly between (kg — \)w/2i and k.Qw/21. So for any integer 
k € {ad,..., bd}, g(q2>0) — kw/2l and g(q2,&) — kw/2l are both positive or both negative. 
There is then no horizontal edge in G A fl U, cut by CL, parallel to e^-i, with endpoints 
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over qi and q2. Part (ii) of condition (II) of C[m,l, J] cannot be satisfied at either q2,0 
or q2,&. So condition (II)(i) must be satisfied at both; PSe contains endpoints of vertical 
edges in Gt fl U, over q2,a and q2,b, cut by CL- The only such edges have endpoints 
q2,x + {k* — l)w/2e and q2^ + &gw/2\ x = a, b. In augmentation, the points added 
around these two vertical edges will be 
d—1 
{q2 ,x + w/2 e + 1  ^ CiGi + yw/2 e + 1ed  : 
i=1 
c, € {-1,0,1}, % € {2t* -2,2t* - 1,26*}},% = a, 6. 
This will include 
q2 ,a + w/2 e + 1ed-i  + (kg — l)w/2^ej = q2 + (&q — l )w/2 eed .  
So PS {;U 3 )  includes q, + (k£ — 1 )w/2 eed-,  i  = 1,2, the endpoints of the horizontal edge 
in Gt+i fl U at height (kg — l)w/2e with ends over qj and q2. 
Repeat the same argument almost exactly to show that, if g(q2) > (k^ + l)w/2 i + 1 ,  
then q, + (k$ + l)w/2eed £ PSjau9^ for i = 1,2. By this and (6.12), PS^au9^ contains the 
endpoints of all horizontal edges in G(+i fl [/, cut by CL, with endpoints over q% and 
q2(if any). This is true for any neighbors qi, q2 in 5"[qo,^ + 1, J}. So condition (I) of 
C[q0,l + 1, J] holds for any q0 6 S'[m,l+ 1, J]. 
The induction is now proved. Now consider any p £ CL fl {/. By condition 2 of K2, 
p = q + g(q)ed, where q = Pd{p) G Rd_1. Fix a nonnegative integer I. Define a point 
q* G Uti [o-î"to, b;w] by q* = qt for i < d — I and 
I [2 eqi/w\w/2£  if qd-i  — [2 eq i /w\w/2 i  < w/2^ 
Id-i =  \  
I (\_2 tqi/w\ + l) VJ/21  otherwise. 
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(This is under the assumption that g is not monotonie in direction e^-i- If g is monotonie 
in e;, 1 < i < d, then set q* = q.) 
Then ||q* — q||2 = \qd- i  — Id-1| < w/2^ + l. By slope condition 3(b) of K2, 
ls<q*) - 0 ( q ) l  =  \g (q + (?2_i ~ qd-i)ed-i)  -g(q)| < w/2 e + 1 .  
Set p* = q* + g(q)ed. Then 
HP* p 112 = ||q* -q + [G(q*) -9(q)]ED||2 
<  \ / l | q *  —  q | | |  +  b ( q * )  - 5 ( q ) l 2  
Now define q0 by ç0,i = [2£qi /  w \w / 2 e ,  1 < i < d, and qi by qi t i  = qo,i+w/2 l ,  1 < i < d— 1 
(ej_i coordinate is the same). Then qo and q% are the "bottom" and "top" vertices of 
hypersquare 5"[qo,^, J}. q* is in the interior of this hypersquare (or on its boundary). 
Therefore 
||qo - q*h < ||qo - qilh = Vd- 2w/2 l .  
Set kQ  := min{fc : g(q*) < kw/2 e}.  There are three cases: 
(i) g(qo) > (k0-l)w/2 e ,  g(q*) < k0w/2 l .  Then g(q0) G ((k0  - l)w/2 e ,  k0w/2 e] (since 
flf(qo) < y(q*)). Hence, if q0 ± w/2eed~1 G Dom(g), then 
g (qo ± w/2eed-i) G ((k0 — 2)w/2t, (k0 + l)w/2e). Therefore g(q0) — kw/2l and 
g (q0 ± w/2eed-i) — kw/2l have same signs(+ or -) for all integers k except possi­
bly k0 — 1 and k0. A point p G M.d is over qo if p — qo is a multiple of e^. The only 
horizontal edges in GeClU, parallel to e^-i, with one end over q0, that could be cut 
by Cl,  are then at heights (k0  — l)w/2 e  and k0w/2 e .  By the induction, C[qo, £, J] 
holds. By condition (II) of C[qo,l, J], PSt contains either the endpoints of such 
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horizontal edges as described just above, or the endpoints of the vertical edge in 
Gt fl U, over qo, cut by CL- The horizontal edges must have a common endpoint 
at qo + (ko — l)w/2eed or at q0 + k0w/2eed; the vertical edge has both points as 
ends. So PSt contains at least one of q0 + (&o — 1 )w/2eed or q0 + k0w/2ied. Now 
||q0 + k0w/2£ed  — p*||2 = ||qo + k0wj2 ie c i  — q* — 5'(q*)e(;||2 
= \/||qo - q||l + \k0w/2 e  - g(q*)|2 
< \/i|qo - qlll + ( w / 2 e ) 2  
= y/(d — 2)(w/2£)2  + (w/21)2  = Vd — lw/2 e .  
An almost identical calculation gives the same bound for ||qo+(&o—1)^/2^—p*||2. 
So 
sup{||v — p||2 : v e S£} (6.13) 
< max (||qo + kow/2 eed — p*||2, ||qo + (ko — l)w/2 ied — p*||2) 
< max (||qo + kow/2^ed — p*||2, ||qo + (ko — l)u;/2^eci — p*||2) 
+HP* - P!II 
< ^(d-l)(w/2*)2  + 2(w/2 i+1  )2  
V(f-0.5w/2^. 
(ii) y(qi) < k0w/2 e .  Then k0  = kx + 1, and 
(&o - l)w/2^ < #(q*) < ^ow/2^ < ^(q*) < ^ (q%) < A^w/2^. 
By same argument as in case (i), PSt contains either qi + kow/2 led  or qi + (k0  
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l)w/2^e^; repeat calculations to obtain 
max (||qo + kow/2^ed  — p*||2, ||qo + {ko — l)tu/2^e,i — p*||2) ^ ^Jd — 0.5w/2^. 
(iii) fif(qi) > kQwj2 l  and either g(q*) = k0w/2 e  or </(q*) < (k0  — l)w/2 e .  Define a 
sequence {qM}^ C 5^0,1, J] by 
z s )  ,  qo,i  for i < s + 1 
i = , 
Çi,i for s + 1 < i  < d — 2. 
So q(0' = q0, q(d_2) = q1; and for 1 < 5 < d — 2, q\ s~^ < q\ s \  1 < i < d — 2. 
Hence g (q^s-1)) < g (q^s'), 1 < s < d — 2. So 3s' G — 2} such that 
g (q(s'-1)) < k0w/2 l  < g (q^). CL cuts the horizontal edge in Gt fl U with ends 
at q(s'-1) + kow/2ted-, q^'-1 + k0w/2ie(i. By condition (I) of C[m,l, J], both ends 
are in PSt-
||q(s,) — q* 112 < sup{||qa - q6||2 : qa,q& G S[q0 ,£,J}} = Hqo-qilh = \/d-2w/2 l  
and 
||q(y) + k0w/2 eed  - p*||2 = ||q(s,) - q* + {kowj2 l  - flf(q*)||2 
< yj ||q(s') - q*||2 + (k0w/2* -  g{q*))2 
< y(tf - 2)(w/2<)2 + («,/2^)2 = 
154 
So 
sup{||v - p||2 : V € PSt} < | |q (s , )  + k0w/2 eed  - p||2 
< yilqM + k0w/2 eed  - p*||2 + ||q* - q ||l 
< - l)(w/2<)2 + 2(w/2<+i)2 = - 0.5w/2^. 
In all three cases, sup{||v — p||2 < \ /d — 0.5w/2 e .  This holds for any p G CL fl U, so 
sup{| |v -  p| |2  :  v  G PSt, p G CL n U} < yjd — 0.5w/2 e  
and this supremum goes to zero as £ goes to infinity. • 
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